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This study focuses the lens of complex systems science (CSS)

on the widely varying experiences of interventionary change in

organizations. Two very different types of organizations are studied.

Instances of attempted Total Quality Management-type change at both

the organizational and project levels in each firm are analyzed, with

one attempt successful, the other not. The complex adaptive system

model of CSS, and two of its lower level constructs: attractors and

patching, are applied metaphorically to analyze the change

experiences of the two organizations. The analysis emphasizes the
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essential role of communicative interaction in the natural dynamics of

social change. The CSS focus offers new analytical insights into the

unpredictable nature of organizational change processes, and suggests

the potential aid such insights might offer. Implications for theory and

practice in the application of complex systems science to

organizational theory, with am emphasis on communication, are

discussed, and areas for further research are suggested.
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COMPLEX SYSTEMS SCIENCE FOR ORGANIZATIONS

The Challenge

Complexity Requires Complex Analysis

Organization scientists have been interested in complex

organizations for many years, an interest that has grown apace with

the increasing awareness of the globally interconnected nature of all

human activity, and of the difficulty of understanding and predicting

the manifold consequences of collective actions. In a study of

technological innovation in the 21st century, Rykroft and Kash note,

“Our technologies, economy, and society are so complex that it is

impossible for single individuals to fully understand them” (1999, p.

3).

The development of open systems theory in the 1960s (Simon,

1962) gave new impetus to the goal of understanding and predicting

the nature of organizational actions, and their related changes. Open

systems, consisting of many interconnected, interacting parts, are

called open since they exchange resources with their environments.

As understanding about systems has continued to grow, the pressures
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of global and organizational complexity have also expanded

exponentially, continually requiring and building on new system

insights. Sterman reminds us, “Change is accelerating, and as the

complexity of the systems in which we live grows, so do the

unanticipated side effects of human actions, further increasing

complexity” (Sterman, 1994, p. 291). Organizations in this

intensifying turbulence often exhibit surprising behavior as their

diverse interconnections and interactions increase, both internally

among their multiple parts, and externally in relation to their complex

environments.

Why and how some of these increasingly complex systems

manage to persist and function successfully, while others do not, can

be an enigma. In looking at the patterns of their activity, one sees that

great effects sometimes appear to have had very little traceable cause,

and vice versa. Precisely laid plans can have surprising outcomes, and

well-researched decisions frequently lead to unintended consequences

(Perrow, 1984). Spontaneous-appearing changes happen very
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suddenly, but are notoriously difficult to intentionally accomplish

(Beer and Nohria, 2000).

A Complex Analytical Paradigm Emerges

A new paradigm, that of complex systems science (CSS), now

offers promising insights into the micro and macro behavior of

complex systems and the relations between their local and global

levels, along with conceptual and computational tools for modeling

unpredictable system behavior. The complex adaptive system model

and its self-organizing mechanisms epitomize what CSS offers, as

Anderson claims: “Complex adaptive system models represent a

genuinely new way of simplifying the complex” (Anderson, 1999, p.

216).

This promising new paradigm, with its useful models and tools,

did not begin in an understanding of human systems; but emerged

gradually from interdisciplinary advances in physics and biology,

combined with cybernetics and systems thinking, nonlinear

mathematics, and chaos theory. Complex systems science is relevant,

however, to all natural (or simulated) systems that share four
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fundamental characteristics: a population of agents with schemata,

self-organizing networks sustained by importing energy, coevolution

to the edge of chaos, and system evolution based on recombination

(Holland, 1993, 1995).

That sounds simple enough, but these simple principles

determine why the world as we know it (given the opportunity)

steadily grows more intricately diverse and complicated, rather than

slowly disintegrating into stagnating entropy. Complex systems

science explains how the interconnections of the world function

creatively as they do, i.e., “how nature works” (Bak, 1996, title),

making the new paradigm important to anyone interested in any kind

of systemic organization.

A description of what the practice of complex systems science

means for doing organizational science is given by Dent (1999):

“Complexity science is an approach to research, study, and

perspective that makes the philosophical assumptions of the emerging

worldview...holism, perspectival observation, mutual causation, and

relationship as unit of analysis” (p. 5). He continues, “Complexity
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science opens up a whole new vista of perspectives, approaches, and

techniques, because it is based on a set of underlying assumptions that

differ from classical science” (p. 14).

Organizational Complexity as a Powerful Resource

Organization theory has traditionally tended to regard

organizational complexity as a structural variable that could be

measured and manipulated (Daft, 1992), or as a strategic challenge,

requiring balancing among competing factors (March, 1994), or even

elimination altogether (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999, p. xi). Complex

systems science looks instead at the multiple layers of the complex

internal and external interactions of an organization as the intrinsic

source of its power: power to adapt and evolve (Holland, 1995;

Marion, 1999), power to enable the emergence of innovation (Rykroft

and Kash, 1999; Poole et al, 2000; Van de Ven et al, 1999), and power

to nurture personal productivity and fulfillment on a global scale

through the collective results of distributed individual interaction

(Goldstein, 1994; Lewin and Regine, 2000; Sherman and Schultz,

1999).
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Especially since the people in an organization have long been

recognized as the secret to competitive advantage (Pfeffer, 1994), the

ethical implications of CSS for the role of organization members may

be the most powerful aspect of the new paradigm. The prospect of a

theoretical basis, as well as an ideological or economic one, for

valuing individually varied contributions of members in the

organization, is exciting. CSS offers such theoretical grounds for the

value of diversity (Lewin, 1999).

Direction, not Control

 Paradoxically, though, such a tremendous power source does

not require tremendous control, but a new kind of process enablement.

There is a new understanding that the creative potential of complexity

can implode under the heavy hand of strategic control (Levin, 1999).

Foreshadowing this insight in a study of productivity over a decade

ago, Hackman noted, “Today, in response to massive evidence that

control-oriented management models can produce outcomes that

subvert the interests of both organizations and the people who work in
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them, a new work force management model is appearing” (1986, p.

90).

The new model is one of commitment to authentic self-

management rather than to control (Kelleher, 1997). To direct

organizational complexity from this new perspective requires an open

mind and courage (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999, p. xvi). Chaos author

James Gleick, quoted in Lewin and Regine, writes, “Put your faith in

the process––not your estimate of the final outcome” (2000, p. 27).

That there is risk involved in blindly trusting the process, though,

without any knowledge of how to skillfully direct it, is highlighted by

McKelvey (1999), who explores the worrisome possibility that

uninformed, undirected organizational complexity can lead to

catastrophe.

To relinquish control of such a powerful process within a

human system, therefore, may seem reckless. But combining faith in

the process with an understanding of what kind of informed direction

the process requires can safely unleash its potential.

Goal and Design of Study
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This study explores a few of the many aspects of what the

application of CSS to organizational theory might mean, by focusing

on the experiences of attempted interventionist change in two

organizations, during the introduction and implementation of Total

Quality Management (TQM). Since complex systems science is about

change, i.e., about the phenomena produced by the ongoing

functioning of nonlinear dynamical systems over time, organizational

change initiatives are an appropriate analytic focus.

The first chapter begins with a brief overview summarizing the

wide sources of ideas leading to the development of the still evolving

paradigm of complex systems science. This overview is followed by a

more detailed literature review, exploring the various applications of

CSS to social issues, in particular by organizational scholars. A few

examples of their analyses point toward the particular constructs,

drawn from CSS, that will be used in the analysis of the data set.

The third chapter describes the methods of this study, focusing

on the relevance of complex systems science to process theories of

qualitative organizational analysis. The value of metaphor, used to
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bridge the qualitative use of an approach developed in quantitative

science, is discussed. Lewin and Regine (2000), e.g.,  believe that

metaphorical use of complex systems science constructs, such as the

model of complex adaptive systems, offers valuable insights, but

insist that using a model that was first developed in laboratories must

complement, not usurp, our understanding of organizations as real

entities, formed by living persons. They assert,

When we speak of businesses as complex adaptive systems, we

are not speaking of a metaphor or a technique; rather we are

saying that by understanding the characteristics of complex

adaptive systems in general, we can find a way to understand

and work with the deep nature of organizations. (p. 18).

The metaphors used in this study are based on the complex

adaptive system model, as well as two primary CSS constructs. These

constructs are the system attractor, with its role in structuring novel

behavior; and the strategy of patching, with its role in mediating

coadaptive change. Communicative interaction drives both constructs.
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Two chapters of data analysis follow, using the metaphors

referred to above. The first analysis explores a manufacturing

organization’s experience of successful transformation. The second

explores the experience of a research organization whose attempted

interventional change was largely unsuccessful.

The concluding chapter relates the two organization’s

experiences as examples of complex systems processes at work, as

driven by communicative interaction, whether the outcomes are

positive or negative. The conclusion then highlights the significance

of CSS theory and analysis to organizations that need to retain both

their identity and their agility in turbulent environments. To further a

way of understanding and working with the deep nature of

organizations, as arenas for evolution and adaptation, for human

innovation, and for personal productivity and fulfillment, through the

application of complex systems science to organizational change is

the goal of this study.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Complex Systems Science in Organization Theory

Dimensions of Current Applications

The foretaste of the literature of the varieties of social

applications of complex systems science (CSS) in the previous

chapter suggests that there are growing numbers of scholars using at

least some features of the new science to analyze a variety of

management and communication issues in organizations: (a search

reveals 300 related books and articles in the past year alone). Scholars

acknowledge that this territory is still being explored, and they also

discuss the difficulties they encounter in attempting to use the new

science and the types of approaches they employ to overcome the

difficulties. Their work is published both in various scholarly journals

and in numerous books.

The books appear to fall into three groups: trade and scholarly

books for managers, books on specific applications of CSS to social

issues, and edited books with some chapters some addressing CSS. In

this group, there is a wide variety of managerial books.1 There are also
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numerous scholarly books on phenomena relevant to CSS analyses of

organizations.2

Besides these books, there are a number of edited collections of

writings, or papers, either from scholarly conferences or from

collaborations around a particular focus, with some of the papers

dealing with CSS aspects of that focus.3 In addition, the Santa Fe

Institute puts out a regular series of books known as Proceedings, on

various aspects of CSS, some of which are focused on the Institute’s

work on emergent business strategies. As mentioned, there are

growing numbers of refereed articles in scholarly journals,4 and there

are many others in an interdisciplinary assortment of journals, some of

which are offered in online versions. In addition, there are increasing

numbers of websites dedicated to various aspects of CSS.5

Organizational Precursors of CSS

CSS, as noted in the previous chapter, was developed in the

physical and biological sciences, aided by advances in cybernetics,

systems theory, and high-speed computers; nevertheless, there are

also theoretical precursors in organizational science of current CSS
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concerns that can be traced. Simon (1996) describes three waves of

interest in complex systems, including social ones, in this century.

First there were holistic and gestalt theories, then came cybernetics

and systems thinking, and now there is the current wave of chaos and

complexity sciences.

Open systems theory.

Simon also describes how, during the 1960s, this focus of

attention on complex systems developed into open systems theory.

Open systems were called open since they exchange resources with

their environments, and they are systems since they consist of

interconnected components that work together; open systems

concepts are extended in CSS. Boulding’s (1956) work on systems of

systems and Simon’s (1962) seminal article on the architecture of

complex systems with their nested hierarchies further foreshadowed

some of the developments of CSS applications to organization

theory.

Complexity as a structural variable.
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Anderson (1999) points out, however, that till recently

“Organization theory has treated complexity as a structural variable

that characterizes both organizations and environments” (p. 219),

rather than as a dynamical process, as CSS does.

As an example of the treatment of structural complexity of

organizations, Anderson cites Daft’s 1992 analysis, equating

complexity with the number of activities or subsytems the

organization contains, along three dimensions: vertical/hierarchical;

horizontal/titles or roles; and spatial/geographical locations

(Anderson, 1999). The example Anderson cites of the treatment of

environmental complexity is Scott’s 1992 definition of complexity as

the number of various differing elements the organization must

simultaneously deal with successfully (Anderson, 1999).

Requisite variety.

System complexity was extended to include the environment,

following cybernetitian Ross Ashby’s law of requisite variety, which

stated that the goal of organization design was to match

organizational structure to environmental complexity. Anderson
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(1999) sums up Simon’s (1996) three waves of evolving interest in

this century as surges of development in learning to model complex

interactions rather than just “simplifying them away” (p. 40).

Anderson quotes Ashby (1981) as watching this growing interest

with satisfaction, and pronouncing, “Science is at last giving serious

attention to systems that are intrinsically complex” (1995, p. 219).

Regulation and control: general systems theory.

Major contributions to organization science from the

cybernetics element of this growing interest were concepts of

coordination, regulation, and control using feedback loops (Ashby,

1956). General systems theory contributions included the study of the

principles that governed systems consisting of components linked by

feedback loops. Together these approaches influenced the 1960s view

of organizations as open systems espoused by Katz and Kahn (1978).

Further developments included the systems design concept of black

boxes connected with input-output loops, and the training of systems

analysts to design organizations around all these complex elements.

Coupling in complex systems.
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In 1979, Weick, as a way of dealing with the fact that human

organizations are differently coupled than physical systems,

introduced double interacts, with behavioral cycles that linked two

agents in a set of feedback loops. This insight of Weick’s was a

glimpse into the adaptations that organizational science would need to

make in order to usefully incorporate the growing use of theories from

the so-called harder sciences. Perrow (1984) used the combination of

interactive complexity (irreversible processes and multiple, nonlinear

feedback loops) and tight coupling (little or no system slack, actions

in one part of the system directly and immediately effect others) to

explain how “normal accidents” occur in complex systems.

Edmondson (1996) has recently extended this insight into team

learning about errors in hospitals.

Models of continuous process vs. fixed architecture.

In 1993, Weick suggested a different view of organizational

design as ongoing theatrical improvisation as opposed to stable

architecture in several ways, i.e.,

(1) To think of organizational design as a continuous activity,
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(2) to recognize that the initiation of redesign has widely varied

origins,

(3) to act on the fact that at any given moment the

organization’s design is a complex interpretation, not a simple

chart. (1993, p. 347)

Catastrophe, chaos, and dynamical shifts.

In addition to these increasingly dynamic views, catastrophe

theory (Thom, 1975; Zeeman, 1976) and chaos theory (Lorenz, 1993)

contributed new understandings of equilibrium states and change in

dynamical systems over time, by revealing how small variations could

result in a system shift to a new equilibrium, even in the deterministic

systems of chaos, making them nonlinear and unpredictable (Thietart

and Forgues, 1995).

Dynamical systems are those whose state at time (t) is

dependent on the previous state, or that at time (t-1). These systems

are organized around attractors, defined as “A point to which a system

tends to move, a goal, either deliberate or constrained by system

parameters (laws). The three permanent attractor types are fixed point,
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cyclic and strange” (Calresco, 2001a). Systems in equilibrium tend to

return to the same state when perturbed, falling back into repetition of

their accustomed patterns. This system propensity to return to its old

habit is related by CSS theorists to resistance to change (e.g.,

Goldstein, 1994; Lewin and Regine, 2000). When perturbed beyond

its ability to return to the original state, an equilibrium system will

abruptly shift to a new equilibrium. Goldstein (1994) describes this

stage-wise change behavior as analogous to the traditional

organizational development concept of change, i.e., Kurt Lewin’s

model of force-field shift from one kind of equilibrium to another

(Lewin, 1951).

Strange attractors.

 Chaotic systems are different, however, operating in a

paradoxical kind of equilibrium, around a strange attractor, defined as,

“An attractor whose variables never repeat their values but always are

found within a restricted range, a small area of state space” (Calresco,

2001a). Organizational theorists relate self-organization around a

strange attractor to a system’s ability for continuous change within
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limits, i.e., it has nonrepetitive repetitiveness, or bounded instability

(e.g., Goldstein, 1994; Lewin and Regine, 2000; Marion, 1999).

The edge of chaos, nonlinearity, emergence, complex adaptive

systems.

Chaos theory, cybernetics, and general systems theory all deal

with complex, but deterministic systems, organized around one of the

major three types of attractors. Complex systems science, however,

also includes a model of organization for systems continuously

operating at the edge of chaos (Kauffman, 1993, 1995; Mitchell,

1994), i.e., not in equilibrium, nor in a state of deterministic chaos, but

poised somewhere between, which gives them the potential for

adaptation and evolution through emergence of novelty. Brown and

Eisenhardt (1998) give a list of the attributes of an organization

operating on the edge of chaos (p. 28). The model for a system

operating in this state is called a complex adaptive system, or CAS6

(Holland, 1995, 1998).

Lewin and Regine remark,
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The key insight of chaos theory was that chaotic systems could

be described by simple equations, or rules. But the theory deals

only with complex systems in the chaotic state, whereas

complexity science recognizes that such systems can exist in

three states: chaotic, stable, and the zone of creative

adaptability that exists between. (2000, p. 44)

It is in this zone of creative adaptability that new forms emerge.

Emergence is one of the most basic and interesting characteristics of

the CAS model, and a fundamental construct of CSS. CSS can be

thought of as representing an intersection of the insights of both chaos

and systems thinking, since they each deal with two key phenomena

of CSS: nonlinearity and emergence. Morel and Ramanujam (1999)

provide an overview of the benefits of seeing organizational dynamics

through the “looking glass of complexity” as adaptive and evolving

systems (p. 278).

Dissipative structures.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, also contributing to the

understanding of the processes of complexity was the work of
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Nobelist Ilya Prigogine and his colleagues (Prigogine, 1980;

Prigogine and Stengers, 1984; Nicolis and Prigogine, 1989). They

studied the physical characteristics of chemical systems they call

dissipative. These nonliving systems are capable of self-organizing

and sustaining themselves, as long as they can import energy from

their environment and export entropy, or disorder. Otherwise they

dissipate, losing their organization and falling into entropy. The model

of dissipative systems illuminates the change phenomena in open

systems that produce complex behavior, and was an early branch of

CSS. Some organizational theorists have used the dissipative system

model to study transformations in member behavior in various

contexts and at different scales (Leifer, 1989; Schieve and Allen,

1982; Smith and Gemmill, 1991).

Complex Systems Science Emerges

Nonlinearity and emergence.

A salient achievement of CSS is that it integrates two defining

characteristics of prominent earlier theories––nonlinearity and

emergence, explaining how complex systems generate the emergence
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of unpredictable new order in the zone of creative adaptability

between stable and unstable states of complex dynamical systems,

dynamically maintained in a situation sometimes referred to as self-

organized criticality (Bak, 1996), far from equilibrium (FFE), or the

edge of chaos (Holland, 1995, 1998; Kauffman, 1993, 1995; Langton,

1989). See Goldstein (1999) for a history of the construct of

emergence and its applications.

Chaos mechanisms in CAS.

In CSS, the uses of the CAS model and chaos constructs

complement each other. The CAS model epitomizes the integration of

nonlinearity and emergence (Kauffman, 1993, 1995; Holland, 1995,

1998) and offers insights into organizational innovation and change

(Poole, Van de Ven, Dooley, and Holmes (2000); Weick and Quinn

(1999); Van de Ven and Poole (1995). Chaos theory models that are

self-organized around constructs such as attractors offer useful

insights into collective interactions as the generating mechanisms of

self-organizing networks (e.g., Contractor, Whitbred, Fonti, Hyatt,

O’Keefe, and Jones, 1998).
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As mentioned, Anderson (1999) argues that the model of

complex adaptive systems (CAS) represents a genuinely new way of

simplifying and understanding the complex. A new way of

simplifying and understanding the complex sounds overdue, given the

unintegrated plethora of competing and/or complementary

organizational theories that analysts have long deplored. Some

organizational theories have descriptive value, but not explanatory

power. “The domain of org theory is coming to resemble more of a

weed patch than a well-tended garden,” said Pfeffer, back in 1982 (p.

1). For a discussion of the more current “paradigm wars” in the

“proliferation mess” of organizational theorizing, see Weick’s (1999,

p. 809)) editorial introduction to a special Academy of Management

Review issue on theory-building.

Adaptive biomodels.

The nature of a CAS, able to learn and evolve through seeking

adaptation (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999), underscores the contributions

of evolutionary biology to CSS (Kauffman 1993, 1995). Since each

CAS is a unique entity, capable of learning and of seeking co-
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adaptation, they are described in various ways; however, all

descriptions agree on the same four common key elements that were

listed in the introduction: (a) agents with diverse schemata, (b) self-

organizing networks sustained by importing energy, (c) coevolution to

the edge of chaos, and (d) system evolution based on recombination

(Holland, 1995, 1998).

Another way of describing these four essential features of a

CAS, with clearer relevance to organizations, is supplied by Levin

(1999, p. 13). He describes the four key CAS features as: (a)

heterogeneity of multiple components that provides the variability on

which selection can act; (b) nonlinear interactions among those

components; (c) which self-organize hierarchically into structural

arrangements; (d) that determine and are reinforced by the flows and

interactions among the parts.

A significant implication for organization theorists, studying

firms consisting of people, is that each of these views of the essential

CAS features begins with the diversity of multiple, individual

components, or agents with personal schemata, whose communication
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provides the interaction potential driving the system. For an excellent

description of what it means for an organization to operate as a CAS,

see Anderson (1999).

Examples of CSS Applications in the Literature

New Approaches to Organizational Complexity

Anderson et al. (1999) make the point in an introduction to a

special complexity issue of Organization Science that scholars are

viewing organizational complexity in a different light since the

development of CSS, using its concepts and constructs not simply to

import ideas, but using them to “inform rich, theoretically-grounded

...depictions of how organizations operate” (1999, p. 2), i.e., from a

dynamically functional, rather than a structural view.

The new, more functional, view of complexity coincides with a

current interest in process theories. The relevance of this approach in

CSS applications to organizational science is seen in writers such as

Poole et al. (2000) whose book on change and innovation emphasizes

the use of process theories, grounded more in narrative than

measurement, for studying complex human organizations.
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Salem (1999) also describes the movement of organizational

scientists toward more employment of qualitative and process types of

theories. Process theories, typically grounded in narrative data, can

make use of the nonlinear aspects of CSS in a way that is more

difficult to do with the previously more dominant variance theories,

although variance analyses are still valuable for current, more linear,

structural types of analysis.

Dooley and Van de Ven describe the usefulness of process

theories for analyzing dynamical systems:

Studies of organizational processes can yield observations in

the form of event time series that can be analyzed to determine

whether they reflect periodic, chaotic, white noise, or pink noise

dynamic patterns.7 These different patterns each imply different

underlying generative mechanisms and hence, different process

theories. (1999, p. 358)

Pros and Cons of New Model

In an article that is a classic demonstration of the use of process

theories for social CSS analysis, Cohen, Riolo, and Axelrod (1998)
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discuss some potential benefits and risks of applying the CAS model.

On the positive side, they note that social scientists intuit that research

on complex adaptive systems promises to offer insights in areas not

easy to understand from traditional perspectives. In part this is

because theories of complex adaptive systems (CAS) explore

phenomena such as the paradoxical coexistence of the sensitivity of a

system to its history right along with the robustness of the same

system to perturbation. CAS theories also address such mysteries of

system behavior as the spontaneous occurrence of self-organization,

the emergence of novelty, and the transformation and dissolution of

patterns of organizational behavior.

On the negative side, the authors warn of the difficulties of

applying these themes metaphorically. The note,

The metaphorical resonance of this work (in CAS theories) is

not easily translated into careful scientific results. There are

many studies of particular complex systems, either empirical or

theoretical, that offer persuasive analogies to students of social

systems. But there is still considerable difficulty in identifying
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the right level at which to develop more precise theoretical

generalizations with well-specified domains of applicability.

(Cohen, Riolo, and Axelrod, 1998, p. 2)

The authors go on to describe the difficulties of analyzing

causal mechanisms at a very low level of agent interaction, then taking

nonlinear dynamical findings that are unique to one domain and

applying them to another. These problems add to the challenge of

designing experiments that allow clean mapping to general constructs.

This same article by these authors illustrates how the difficult

feat can be accomplished: by using a carefully designed approach, by

focusing on interaction processes and adaptive processes within an

organization, and by demonstrating how the processes contribute to the

preservation of context even during strategy changes, acting as a

“shadow of the adaptive future” (p. 2) that leads to the emergence of

cooperation.

Leveque and Poole call for a new awareness of systems

thinking that utilizes theory equivalent in complexity to that of its
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global subject, i.e., the current complex organization within its

turbulent environment. They argue that:

Although this is certainly no small task, reframing traditionally

amorphous constructs such as ‘structure,’ ‘structuration,’

‘climate,’ and ‘intersubjectivity’ as complex emergent

communication processes with clearly articulated systemic and

dynamic underpinnings would be a powerful strategy in

advancing theory construction in the field. (1999, p. 90)

Leveque and Poole claim this can be done if organizational

analytic approaches “consciously emphasize the dynamic, complex,

and emergent properties of organized human behavior” (1999, p. 90).

The potential value of CSS applications to organization science

is revealed here: that, to be valuable and viable, CSS must offer

correlating explanations for many things people had been noticing and

describing and puzzling over for a long time. It must be a metatheory,

rather than simply another new theory. CSS does this by supplying a

way of seeing that many social phenomena actually have similar

dynamics with those in the physical world, and thus offers the further
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advantage of being a way for the so-called hard and soft sciences to

talk to each other. Since emergent phenomena are by definition

qualitatively different but can be measured once they are in existence,

complexity can offer a bridge between qualitative and quantitative

approaches as well.

The clear implication of this argument is that using a CSS

approach to organizational science does not do away with perennial

analytic concerns, such as leadership, culture, change, etc., but

provides a more complexly integrated lens and new metaphorical

insights for the study of traditional issues, and the emergence of novel

ones. In particular, using the metaphor(s) (Lewin and Regine, 2000;

Lissack, 1997a, b; Merali, 2000) of a complex adaptive system for

understanding an organization with emergent behavior; along with the

metaphor(s) of chaotic systems for understanding an organization’s

intrinsic dynamics, creates a new context or framework. The CSS

framework provides insights into many longstanding problems, e.g.,

resistance to culture change, as well as new ways of seeing how
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traditional issues, e.g., leadership, decision-making, and member

participation might be approached more effectively.

Recommendations for CAS Model Use

In this regard, it is interesting to note that John Holland, recognized as

the originator of the CAS model, offers several recommendations for the

further development of successful CAS theory, following the famous

correspondence principle of physicist Niels Bohr. Holland explains that

Bohr’s principle says that new models “should encompass standard models

from prior studies in relevant disciplines” (Holland, 1995, p. 171). Two

advantages accrue, according to Holland: “Bohr’s principle assures

relevance of the resulting cas theory by requiring it to incorporate hard-won

distillations and abstractions from well-established disciplines. It also

forestalls what I call ‘eye of the beholder’ errors’” (Holland, 1995, p. 171).

Mapping between a simulation or model and the phenomena being

investigated needs to be sufficiently constrained to avoid these errors.

Holland thus sets conditions for those who would use the CAS model

for organizational analysis, but he also invites the incorporation and mapping

of established “distillations and abstractions” from previous theory. Lewin
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(1999) sees CSS as instigating a theoretical reframing of ideological

constructs. Introducing a special complexity issue of Organization Science,

Lewin writes:

Many of these ideas are not new. However, they do not simply

represent old wine in new bottles. What is appealing about the

reframing that the science of complexity is provoking is that

ideologically rooted managerial advice, such as empowerment,

emerges from theoretical foundations in complexity. This reframing

gives me reason to believe that complexity science has much to

recommend to organization science. (1999, p. 215)

In other words, CSS can offer empirical substance to practices that

managers may have followed from a belief in what they thought was right,

such as nondiscrimination. CSS provides evidence e.g., of the creative value

of diversity.

Practicing CSS in Organizational Science

Organizational scholars interested in using CSS will have to

figure out ways to use its models effectively by mapping concepts and

constructs from the new science, that was developed along more
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quantitative and definitive lines, onto social science with its more

qualitative and often intangible dimensions, without losing, as

Holland says above, “hard-won distillations and abstractions from

well-established disciplines.” As noted, metaphor offers a obvious

bridge, especially since many related organization metaphors that

arise from science are currently in use, e.g., motors of development

(Poole et al., 2000), engines of innovation (Rosenbloom and Spencer,

1996), organizational life cycles (Baum and Singh, 1994), evolution

(March 1994), population ecology within and among organizations

(Hannan and Freeman, 1977, 1988), or punctuated equilibrium as

organizational change (Romanelli and Tushman, 1994).

Some writers specifically recommend that CSS concepts and

constructs be applied metaphorically to organizational analyses, and

to applying CSS in management practice (Lissack, 1977b; Merali,

2000). Lissack provides a list of ten (from many) metaphors derived

from CSS and their organizational applications (1999, p. 118). He

claims that shared language based on the vocabulary of complexity

can have a second-order influence on organizational direction. By
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influencing the way managers see their jobs, CSS language alters their

decision-making processes (1996).

As Giddens says, “In and through their activities agents

reproduce the conditions that make these activities possible” (1984, p.

2). CSS extends this description given in structuration theory by

supplying a systemically grounded explanation, not only for the self-

organizing mechanisms driving production and reproduction, but also

for the adaptive emergence of new patterns of behavior.

In a groundbreaking article on “Adaptive structuration theory,”

DeSanctis and Poole (1994) demonstrate a method for this theory

extension, using group decision support system (GDSS) technology.

This new technology-organization interface during organizational

decision-making processes allowed the authors to explore the

“...nature of social structures within advanced information

technologies and the key interaction processes that figure in their use”

(p. 21).

Resistance to CSS Use
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A possible obstacle to applying CSS concepts in actual practice

to an organization is that they may trigger various forms of resistance

within the organization (O’Toole, 1995, Piderit, 2000). Members may

be wary of unaccustomed CSS concepts such as self-organization that

appear to make managerial control superfluous (Morgan, 1997);

planners may object to seeing outcomes as unpredictable (Brown, and

Eisenhardt, 1998); colleagues may feel uneasy that nonlinear

outcomes make it hard to trace and assign credit or blame for

performance (Holland, 1995, 1998) thus undermining expectations for

mutual accountability (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999; Tetlock, 1985);

leaders may think that edge of chaos/far-from-equilibrium operation

threatens structural stability (Byeon, 1999), or fear that ongoing

complex adaptive alterations are precarious (Brown and Eisenhardt,

1998), and so on. Such resistance to displacement, arising from

embedded structural customs, shared beliefs, and collective habits can

be seen in CSS terms of system attractors, as discussed further below.8

In view of the various difficulties, both with using CSS to

analyze social phenomena, and with possibly encountering the
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opposition that a radically new view may generate, it might be

tempting to collapse the radical aspects of CSS into one of its earlier

and more familiar contributing aspects, such as systems thinking, or

evolutionary effects. Some analysts have been criticized for using

CSS language metaphorically without fully committing to its radical

implications. Stacey characterizes this approach as making it “...all

too easy to make loose, unjustifiable translations of concepts from

CSS into organizational frameworks. ...The result is almost certain to

be old prescriptions in new jargon, or careless advice” (Stacey,

Griffin, and Shaw, 2000, p. 2).

It is for this reason that Stacey (2000) recommends using CSS

by analogy, rather than metaphor. Others find different ways to apply

CSS, e.g., McKelvey says that rather than using metaphor, he simply

translates concepts from complexity science to organizational analysis

(McKelvey, 1999). Contractor (1998) advises going beyond the use of

metaphor by applying the instruments of analysis offered by

complexity theory. Lewin and Regine, however, argue that carefully

invoked “deep” metaphor extends the new understandings of natural
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complex dynamical systems to those of organizations, rather than

simply by drawing parallels between interesting manifestations they

appear to have in common (2000, p. 45).

Terminology for CSS Use

Chaos theory terminology is applied to analyses of social

systems, such as the use of the term attractors, to describe self-

organizing states of behavior of these systems, (Byeon, 1999;

Goldstein, 1994; Marion, 1999; Reeves, 2000). Systems thinking

language, e.g., the use of the term feedback, is also used to describe

complex system interactions (Rhee, 2000). Familiar systems thinking

terminology and chaos theory language in organizational analyses,

however, if used in newly integrative ways, should merely reveal the

debt owed by CSS to the interplay of its precursors, rather than

indicating regression into the reductionist pitfall described by Stacey

(2000).

However it is done, accepting the challenge of committing to

the newly integrative, radically encompassing understanding of

organizational phenomena afforded by CSS opens many possibilities.
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Although it is still evolving as an interdisciplinary approach

(Anderson, 1999), CSS is a very wide umbrella, with multiple

perspectives and definitions (Edmonds, 1999), encompassing many

aspects of naturally occurring system phenomena (Bar-Yam, 2001),

offering multiple analytical constructs along with their operating

mechanisms (Cowan et al., 1994; Goldstein, 1994), and an

overarching paradigm for their integration as well (Cilliers, 1998).

“It is the interplay between different perspectives that helps one

gain a more comprehensive understanding of organizational life,

because any one theoretical perspective invariably offers only a partial

account of a complex phenomenon” (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995, p.

512). Van de Ven argues for the necessity of preserving theoretical

distinctions among perspectives in order to maintain this valuable

interplay. Weick advises scholars to be open to new theories with his

metaphor of “drop tools.” “Dropping one's tools is a proxy for

unlearning, for adaptation, for flexibility, in short, for many of the

dramas that engage organizational scholars” (1996, p. 302). In this
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spirit, CSS analysts in organizational science have reexamined some

familiar topics through the lens of the new science in various ways.

Examples of Applications of CSS to Organizational Science

Types of Current CSS Applications

According to Anderson, “At this juncture, organizational

researchers have few templates that suggest to them how to

hypothesize about or model such behavior. It is difficult to know how

to draw a conceptual model and how to report the results of empirical

inquiries into complex organizational phenomena” (1999, p. 225).

Nevertheless, increasing numbers of scholars are doing so, and a body

of work relevant to organizational science is forming.

Examples of this work fall roughly into the four categories

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: articles in professional

journals, trade and scholarly books for managers, books on social

applications of CSS, and collections of edited chapters addressing

CSS concerns.

The broadest and most fundamental applications of CSS are

general theoretical mappings of CSS principles and constructs onto
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organizational science.9 Other organizational analysts take a narrower

focus, applying the new theories to a specific familiar topic, e.g.,

culture, learning, or innovation.10 Still other analyses start the other

way around, beginning with a chosen construct of CSS, e.g., adaptive

coevolution, and exploring its relevance to organizations.11

Analytical Issues Overlap

The areas chosen for CSS organizational analysis overlap, of

course, e.g., complex systems exhibit many ongoing types and levels

of dynamical behavior simultaneously. Articles dealing with one

construct, e.g., writings on self-organization and criticality, typically

lead into discussions of emergence and change, and so are also of

interest to those studying planning and strategy.12

Leadership analysis examples.

Leadership, an example of a traditional organizational issue

addressed by CSS theorists, is seen in a new light in the metaphor of

the organization as a CAS, since the four key characteristics of CAS

listed above clearly entail a new role for leadership. This issue is

addressed by numerous writers on CSS, including Crowell (1998),
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Wheatley (1999), and Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers (1996), who

focus on leadership in their discussion of the general theoretical

applications of CSS to organizational science. Crowell claims that a

new kind of leadership is crucial to leaving behind the old machine

paradigm for management and viewing the organization as a living

system. Kanter (2000) discusses the attributes of leadership in an

adaptive, change-adept organization, including the ability to set

boundaries and give meaning to chaotic-appearing events, as well as

enhancing the self-organization of “assets that cannot be controlled by

rule” (p. 72). A similar management style that Mintzberg (1996) calls

the craft style, is about “inspiring, not empowering, about leadership

based on mutual respect rooted in common experience and deep

understanding” (p. 67).

Related examples of decision-making and control.

Anderson and McDaniel (1999), Ashmos and Duchon (1998),

and Ashmos, Huonker, and McDaniel (1998) all take a CSS

perspective in discussing the importance of participative decision-

making. Diehl and Sterman (1995) describe the perplexities of
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decision making in a context of dynamic complexity, where “The

need to control seemed to override the ability to learn” (1995, p. 198),

especially in situations where complex nonlinear feedback was hard

for organization members to model conceptually. Scott (1998) has

also studied the deleterious effects of increasing technological

complexity on the ability to make decisions.

The issue of control in environments of technological

complexity can be a great obstacle, since an important feature of the

CAS model is localized, low-level interaction among agents, from

which decisions and organizational direction emerge. Sherman and

Schultz (1998) describe the new challenges to upper-level leadership

that this entails, as do Brown and Eisenhardt (1998) Lewin and

Regine (2000); Lissack and Roos (1999); McMaster (1996); Stacey

(1996) and others. In an example of a discussion on the same issue,

however, where a CAS model might have shed insight, Denham,

Blackwell, and Dickhout (2000) describe the difficulties of

transformational leadership in traditional (i.e., non-CSS) terms, even
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while describing the necessity for tapping into distributive energy

resources of localized interaction.

In discussing the challenges of leadership, Bennis (2000) claims

that “adaptive problems,” i.e., complex and messy problems, require

“complex and diverse alliances. Decrees, ukases, orders do not work”

(p. 118). The paradoxical kind of restraint required by the effective

leadership of evolving systems is also described by March (1994),

saying that, “...natural developmental processes of organizational

histories can be affected significantly by relatively small, timely

interventions... this involves understanding processes well enough to

intervene and produce organizational effects” (p. 45). In a complex,

nonlinear system, even small causes can lead to very large effects, or

vice versa, a sobering implication for any leader contemplating

managerial intervention.

Leading change examples.

Reeves, Duncan, and Ginter (2000) suggest that modeling

organizational behavior as an open system in multidimensional space,

as is done in chaos theory, simplifies the understanding of leading
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system change. Using dialectical theories of human behavior to

introduce paradox and duality, their article claims, “Leading change is

actually the conscious ‘nudging’ of individuals and groups away from

one state of affairs toward another” (p. 24). Nudging agents from one

state to another describes the way in which the self-organizing,

adaptive mechanisms of a CAS can be influenced or directed, even as

the CAS remains resistant to potentially damaging perturbation.

Tagging by leaders to prime attractors.

Discussions of leadership in CAS introduce other CSS terms,

e.g., the image or vision projected by a CAS leader can act as a tag, or

label, i.e., anything that serves to differentiate a CAS from its

background (Axelrod and Cohen, 1999; Holland, 1995, 1998). The

image of an heroic figure, e.g., can become a tag (Marion, 1995). Tags

prime the formation of attractors, another construct from chaos theory.

Attractors are sometimes called basins of attraction, which act like

self-organizing magnets of behavior for agent interaction, analogous

to the way that individual water molecules, collectively obeying the
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simple law of gravity, appear magically drawn to form a neat

whirlpool circling down the bathtub drain.

One way organizational attractors are generated is by a leader

who creates attraction through communication with organization

members. Lissack and Roos (1999) quote a story told on an Internet-

based discussion forum on complexity and management called the

“Complex-M list:”

This idea of attractors is a powerful one for me. While I was

plant manager I kept track of the amount of time I spent with

people who were not direct reports, in the plant and in the

community. Over a five-year period, I averaged 5 hours a day

in this work. I came to realize that in the myriad of

conversations, we were crafting the bowl (of attraction) and

developing a deep understanding of what things like vision,

mission, standards, principles, expectations, values really meant

to us. (p. 50)

Lissack and Roos add, “The bowl he (the narrator above) is referring

to is a basin of attraction. Think of it like a river delta or the vortex of
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an open drain” (1999, p. 50). The manager could not supply the bowl;

his actions primed the conversations through which the bowl was

interactively crafted.

Role of Attractors

Attractors in chaos theory describe the ordered patterns of

behavior spontaneously self-organized in an energized system, that

usually fall into three types: point (a static, or equilibrium, system);

periodic (an equilibrium system that cycles between two extremes, or

limits); and strange (a far-from-equilibrium system whose behavior is

chaotic, not random, but within boundaries, or constraints).

This strange attractor behavior never quite repeats itself, but its

novel expression, nevertheless, stays within certain bounds, so it is

sometimes called unpredictable but intelligible (Solé and Goodwin,

2000), or nonrepetitively repetitive (Marion, 1999; Pascale, Milleman,

& Gioja, 2000). In describing a strange attractor, Anderson (1999)

says, “Chaotic systems revolve around ‘strange attractors,’ fractal

objects that constrain the system to a small area of its state space,
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which it explores in a never-ending series that does not repeat in a

finite amount of time” (p. 224).

Goldstein (1994) discusses the potential for ongoing change in

system behavior organized around a far-from equilibrium attractor,

and contrasts it with the resistance intrinsic to equilibrium attractors.

Marion remarks, “The strange attractor is an obvious metaphor for

social phenomena” (1999, p. 18). According to McMaster (1996),

individual agents’ actions self-organize themselves into collective

relationships to attractors, i.e., around the mutual rules or values by

which an organization operates. Collective stories, shared symbols

like flags, or even communal schedules, like Daylight Savings Time,

or the factory whistle, can create basins of attraction around which

tangible behavioral patterns (such as rush hour) can be seen to self-

organize (Herman, 1982; Lissack and Roos, 1999).

Leaders can supply heroic images, develop symbols, logos, etc.,

but can neither force the formation of attraction, nor easily counteract

it once it forms (Lissack and Roos, 1999). This dilemma was

recognized long before the development of CSS. In a non-CSS
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discussion of how leaders can lead in a time of chaos, O’Toole (1995)

says, “To be effective, leaders must begin by setting aside the

culturally conditioned ‘natural’ instinct to lead by push, particularly

when times are tough. Leaders must instead adopt the unnatural

behavior of always leading by the pull of inspiring values” (p. 11).

The recommendation of leading by the pull of values resonates with

the metaphor of an attractor for organizing behavior. In this way,

attractors can be seen as underlying the self-organization of culture in

complex systems.

There is room for more theoretical development on the

connection between the emergence of organizational structures such

as culture, and the CSS construct of attractor formation, as suggested

by the DeSanctis and Poole (1994) article mentioned above on

adaptive structuration. Context and conditions also affect the ability of

attractors to form and self-organization to occur, factors that are

relevant to organizational design (Levinthal and Warglien, 1999;

Weick, 1993).

Culture as a Self-organized Pattern
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Talk of the attraction of values leads to the concept of culture,

since, as described above, the dynamics of an attractor may be used a

metaphor for the mechanism of spontaneous self-organization of

collective behavior patterns in a social system. The attractor is primed

by the same co-constructed beliefs, shared values, developed

ideologies, learned stories, etc. that characterize culture formation

(Lewin and Regine, 2000). Herguner and Reeves note,

Organizational culture is a set of processes that binds together

members of an organization based upon the shared and

relatively enduring pattern of basic values, beliefs and

assumptions that a given group has invented, discovered or

developed in learning to cope with its problems of external

adaptation and internal integration. (2000, p. 48)

In their article about conflicts between national and

organizational culture, Herguner and Reeves also quote Hofstede

(1991) as saying, "Organizational culture is holistic, historically

determined, related to things like rituals and symbols, socially
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structured, created and preserved by the group of people who together

form the organization, soft and difficult to change" (2000, p. 19).

Theorists of organizational behavior and culture emphasize the

power of culture, i.e., both its persistence and resistance to change and

its essential role in facilitating change (Kotter and Heskett, 1992), as

well as its self-organizing nature. “Try as we might to control what,

when, how, and why people learn, each individual’s response will be

different from the next, and may not reflect our intentions at all. In

fact, the culture we create will spin its own web of interrelationships

which will reach well beyond our ‘target audience’” (Hoffmann and

Withers, 1995, p. 464-465). Although culture obviously should not be

taken to be synonymous with attractor, the behavior described by the

CSS construct offers an insightful metaphor for the dynamics of

cultural formation, its persistence, and its role in change in

organizations.

Recombination of Existing Entities

Most of the other constructs found in CSS and its major

models, i.e., those of chaotic systems and CAS, also offer rich
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metaphorical possibilities. One example is the recombination that

organizes input for CAS evolution, as described by Anderson below:

Complex adaptive systems evolve over time through the entry,

exit, and transformation of agents. New agents may be formed

by recombining elements of previously successful agents.

Furthermore, the linkages between agents may evolve over

time, shifting the pattern of interconnections, the strength of

each connection, and its valence or functional form. (Anderson,

1999, p. 218)

It is easy to see the metaphorical resonance here with the

ongoing exchange of personnel in an organization as they enter and

exit teams, projects, or the organization itself.

Expanding Field

Prospects for Complex Theory to Meet Complex Demands

Although not exhaustive by any means, this review is an

illustrative cross-section, with a few examples from the growing

literature, of the richly varied kinds of CSS analyses being done of

organizational science in general, and on specific traditional and
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emerging issues. All CSS writers seem to agree, however, that the

field is not yet completely explored or defined and offers many

interesting prospects for theory advancement. The increased use of

process theories and qualitative analyses coincides well with interest

in the new science.

In keeping with the Leveque and Poole (1999) recommendation

for theory that matches the complex demands of its time, Ofori-

Dankwa and Julian (2001) discuss the benefits of complexifying

organizational theory in an increasingly complex environment. The

use of CSS in organizational science will appropriately be an

unpredictable, nonlinear journey over time, self-organized around the

communicative values of the discipline and driven by the collective

interactions of its members as they coevolve at many levels and scales

with their turbulent and fast-changing environment.

The next chapter will describe the methods employed in this

study for analyzing data from a CSS viewpoint on the implementation

of Total Quality Management (TQM)-type change.
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1 A cross-section of the managerial books includes: Axelrod and Cohen (1999);
Brown and Eisenhardt (1998); Browning, Beyer, and Shetler (1995);
Gharajedaghi (1999); Goldstein (1994); Grove (1996); Hammer (1996); Hofstede
(1991); Isaacs (1999); Kotter and Heskett (1992); Lewin and Regine (2000);
Lissack and Roos (1999); Marion (1999); McMaster (1996); Olson and Eoyang
(2001); Pascale, Millemann, and Gioja (2000); Rykroft and Kash (1999);
Sherman and Schultz (1998); Stacey (1991, 1992 a, b; 1996 a, b); Stacey, Griffin
and Shaw.(2000); Van de Ven, Polley, Garud, and Venkataraman (1999); Weick
and Sutcliffe (2001); Wheatley (1999); Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers (1996); and
Zorn, Christensen, and Cheney (1999).

2 These books include: Abraham, Abraham, and Shaw (1990); Arthur (1996);
Arthur, Durlauf, and Lane (1997); Axelrod (1996); Bak (1996); Capra (1996);
Casti (1994); Cilliers (1998); Eve, Horsfall, and Lee (1997); Hannerz (1992);
Jervis (1997); Langton (1989); Lazslo (1991); Levin (1999); Nicolis and
Prigogine (1989); Pagels (1987); Pribram (1996); Prigogine (1984); Simon
(1996); and Sole′ and Goodwin (2000).

3 A sampling of these edited papers includes Arthur, Durlauf, and Lane (1997);
Beer and Nohria (2000); Baum and Singh (1994); Chawla and Renesch (1995);
Huber and Glick (1993); Pallak and Perloff (1986); and Salem (2001).

4 A few examples of these journals articles would include Anderson (1999);
Anderson, Meyer, Eisenhardt, Carley, and Pettigrew (1999); Anderson and
McDaniel (1999, 2000); Arthur (1996); Ashmos, Huonker, and McDaniel (1998);
Beinhocker (1999); Boisot and Cohen (1999); Boisot and Child (2000); Brown
and Eisenhardt (1997); Byeon (1999); Cheng and Van de Ven (1996); Cohen
(1999); Forrest and Jones (1995); Gimblett, Richards, and Itami (1999); Heald,
Contractor, Koehly, and Wasserman (1998); Kiel (1992); Lefebre and Letiche
(1999); McKelvey (1999); Nonaka and Yamanouchi (1989); Ofori-Dankwa and
Julian (2001); Polley (1993); Rhee (2000); Smith (1990); Taylor (2001); Weick
(1993); Van de Ven and Poole (1995).

5 Some current websites related to CSS include Clemens, (2001); Horgan and
Kauffman, (1996); Richter (2001); Vensim (2001); Workbench (2001).

6 Holland’s acronym for the complex adaptive system is written in lower case, as
cas.
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7 White noise occurs in a system in a completely random (nonchaotic) state
whereas colored noise in a system may reveal underlying structural time trends
(Anderson 1999:233).

8These analysts include Brown and Eisenhardt, (1998); Gharajedaghi (1999);
Goldstein, (1994); Lewin and Regine (2000); Marion (1999).

9 These organizational analysts include Anderson (1999); Anderson et al. (1999);
Axelrod and Cohen (1999); Boisot and Cohen (2000), Gharajedaghi (1999);
Lissack and Roos (1999); Marion (1999); McMaster (1996); Sherman and Schultz
(1998); Wheatley (1999); Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers (1996).

10 Some of these topics and their analysts are: culture (Hannerz, 1992; Kotter and
Heskett, 1992; Chawla and Renesch, 1995; Schwandt, 1995); evolution (Baum
and Singh, 1994; March, 1994; Miner, 1004); also learning (Edmondson, 1996;
Isaacs, 1993; Liebeskind, Oliver, Zucker, and Brewer, 1996; March, Sproull, and
Tamuz, 1989; Chawla and Renesch, 1995; Schwandt, 1995) or innovation and
change (Cheng and Van de Ven, 1996; Greve and Taylor, 2000; Hage, 1999;
Plsek, 1997; Poole et al., 2000; Sherman and Schultz, 1998; Van de Ven et al.,
1999; Wollin, 1999; and organizational design, Weick, 1993).

11 Analysts beginning with CSS constructs include: coevolution (Dijksterhuis,
Van den Bosch, and Volberda. 1999; Kochugovindan and Vriend, 1998; Lewin,
Long, and Carroll, 1999; March, 1994; McKelvey, 1999; Miner, 1994; Van den
Bosch, Volberda, and de Boer, 1999), or the dynamics of an organization as a
chaotic or complex adaptive system: (Arthur et al., 1997; Aula, 1996; Boisot and
Child, 1999; Byeon, 1999; Cohen, et al., 1998; Contractor, 1994; DeGreene,
1996; Dooley and Van de Ven, 1999; Forrest and Jones, 1995; Gimblett,
Richards, and Itami., 1999; Innes and Booher, 1999; Morel and Ramanujam,
1999; Sterman, 1994; Rhee, 2000). Another major analytical focus looks at self-
organization and self-organized criticality (Byeon, 1999; Contractor et al., 1998;
Corning, 1995; Crowell, 1998; Levinthal, 1999; Lewin, 1999; Martinelli, 2001;
Morel and Ramanujam, 1999; Morgan, 1997; Pascale et al., 2000; Postrel, 1997;
Rhee, 2000; Smith and Gemmill, 1991; Taylor 2001).

12 These related writings on planning and strategy include (Ashmos and Duchon,
1998; Beinhocker, 1999; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998; Crossan, White, Lane, and
Klus, 1996; Eisenhardt, 1990; Innes and Booher, 1999; McDaniel and Walls,
1997).
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METHODS

Setting, Context, and Approach

Data Sources

The research for this paper is based on qualitative data obtained

from a study of a number of organizations as part of a United States

Government National Science Foundation grant exploring the

implementation of Total Quality Management (TQM) methods. The

investigation focused on the organizational integration of learning and

control during the processes of change and adaptation that occur

during TQM introduction and implementation. The overall research

question was: How do control and learning contribute to tasks that

firms set out to accomplish? An extension of the question became

how control and learning are visible at different levels of an

organization (Browning, Sutcliffe, and Sitkin, 1998). At least twelve

papers or book chapters have been published and/or presented

analyzing the rich results of the research questions of this large study.1
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The organizations studied were first drawn from a national

sample based on nominations across all U. S. industry sectors, as

assigned by five TQM researcher/experts, of organizations known for

being good at TQM use. In fact, several of these firms have won the

Baldrige Award; others had reputations for quality. This sample of

large firms, known for their TQM skills, was then diversified by the

selection of a group of smaller organizations. The smaller firms had

joined a cooperative to spread the costs of TQM implementation, and

they had just implemented or were in the process of implementing

Quality methodologies at the time of data collection (Sitkin, Sutcliffe,

and Schroeder, 1994).

Data Collection

The level of analysis for the research was individual TQM

projects, which the organizations themselves identified as interesting

cases of either direct or adapted TQM use (Browning, Sitkin, and

Sutcliffe, 1999). Because of the wide range of possible interpretations

of the research question, the project was chosen as the unit of analysis
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to ensure that interviewees would be responding to a common

reference.

 Both the TQM veterans and the new TQM user firms

participated in the research by (a) identifying their own projects with

the most relevance to the research questions, through an initial

interview with a quality liaison person, and by (b) providing both

interview time with project members and access to archival data on

the projects that had been identified.

Whenever possible at least three participants per project were

interviewed. The archival material collected included award applications,

overheads from briefings, training manuals on methods, performance data,

and other key-result data to fill out and add veracity to the interpretation

of the findings. The first round of interviews was with each organization’s

liaison person to select projects to pursue later, and to request (a) a

description of the approach to quality that the organization had embraced,

and (b) access to individuals who had worked on relevant projects.

 The next round of interviewees were project members who

were asked for (a) their understanding of their organization’s quality
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program approach, the nature of their project task and how they

intended to accomplish it, and (b) a description of points of project

difficulty and barriers to using TQM methods, (to address adaptation

and change) as well as their assessment of success or failure, if TQM

project implementation was complete.

A research questionnaire was used to initiate interviews. It was

designed to draw out dimensions of task uncertainty related to the

issues of learning and control in TQM introduction and

implementation. Interviewees were also encouraged to recall historical

sequences, especially in the veteran firms whose implementation was

more complete. These experiences were collected in story, rather than

diagnostic form, to garner as much narrative detail as possible. Each

project case focused on the specific task that the TQM methodology

was being directed toward accomplishing.

Initial Study Analysis Focus

The data collection method provided a wide variety of project

cases, with five to seven projects in each of the large firms and two

projects each in the small firms, usually representing the greatest and
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poorest results. There were 45 cases in 10 organizations collected,

located temporally along a sequential continuum from apprentices just

beginning TQM interventions to veterans in TQM use. The cases

yielded an average of nearly 3 interviews each for each project, as

well as the collection of archival data. The interviews were recorded

and transcribed verbatim for analysis.

The interview questionnaire used to initiate the second round of

interviews frequently became a stepping stone leading to narrative

digression, and to stories that interviewees were encouraged to tell

about their experiences in the process of organizational adaptation and

change to TQM. The stories, within the recorded interviews,

frequently provided richer and more informative detail than a

questionnaire alone could have elicited, and lent themselves well to

the process method of grounded theory used in the analysis below.

The original research question led to the analysis of the differential

roles of learning and control during organizational change and

adaptation occasioned by TQM introduction and implementation.

Current Study Analysis Focus
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 This study, however, constitutes a reanalysis of a selected

portion of the data collection described above, using an alternative

perspective. Two firms, along with several of their projects, were

selected as representative of the scale and temporal range of the

interventions studied, especially since dynamical systems will not

appear the same at different times. The experiences of two widely

different firms were selected, each using a different approach to

change implementation, and each realizing a unique and contrasting

outcome from the other. The first organization is a small

manufacturing firm just introducing Quality practices, the second is the

research arm of a very large technology firm, attempting to align the

ongoing Quality practices of the parent firm with its research division.

The reanalysis of this selected data is from the perspective of

what has been called a new paradigm (Beinhocker, 1997; Calresco

2001b; Kuhn, 1970), i.e., the paradigm of complex systems science, or

CSS, as reviewed in the previous chapters. Because the CSS paradigm

provides an overarching theoretical context for this study, a general
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systems approach to using grounded theory for developing conceptual

categories from the data will be employed.

The General Systems Approach

The general systems approach is described by Van de Ven

(2000), as a metatheory, since it links and transcends polarities, and it

seems appropriate here, since systems theory was one of the precursors

to organizational applications of CSS (Simon, 1996). CSS is also a

metatheory, in that it encompasses and relates multiple preexisting

theories to each other, and provides theoretical grounding for some of

their descriptive or ideological constructs (Lewin, 1999, p. 215).

As listed by Van de Ven (2000), the basic activities in a general

systems approach are: 1) to address and diagnose a problem or

situation as it exists in the real world, 2) to select a conceptual model

and a research question to deal with this problem or situation, 3) to

build a theory and design research to examine the research question,

and 4) to conduct the research and analyze the findings to produce a

solution that addresses the real-world problem or situation. Van de

Ven calls this approach professional science to distinguish it from
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normal science, that has traditionally been carried out in a more

reductionist or qualitative manner (2000, p. 398).

General Systems Approach Activity Themes

In this project, the four general systems approach activities

listed above will consist of:

1. The real world problem to be diagnosed will be an

exploration of the difficulties and success encountered in managing

organizational change, specifically as seen in attempts to introduce

and implement TQM programs in the firms noted above (Sitkin et al.,

1994).

2. The conceptual model and research question(s) will be drawn

from CSS. The model of the organization seen metaphorically as a

complex adaptive system (CAS), driven by evolutionary, self-

organizing mechanisms, suggests the research question(s): Do the

multilevel communicative interactions within the organization

undergoing an attempted program of change and adaptation activate

the self-organization of desired change, or do they trigger resistance,

and if so, can a theoretical ground be found to explain the emergence
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of these contrary outcomes? The CSS metatheoretical approach will

enlarge on Gidden’s (1984) structuration theory in analyzing the

micro- and macro-level systemic effects of communicative interaction

(Kirby and Krone, 2002) in organizations attempting change.

3. To build theory, the use of grounded theory (Strauss and

Corbin, 1990; Strauss, 1987, Browning, 1978; Glaser, 1978, Glaser

and Strauss, 1967) will be applied to the data. The data will be

narrative, drawn from the collection described above. As a qualitative

method of content analysis, grounded theory falls under the higher-

level class of a process theory approach, as distinguished from a

variance theory. “The process approach conceptualizes development

and change processes as sequences of events which have unity and

coherence over time” (Poole, Van de Ven, Dooley, and Holmes, 2000,

p. 36).

Process approaches are non-reductionist, nonlinear, and

temporally oriented, allowing for differences in significance and/or

influence of similar events at different times. A process type of theory

is more appropriate to employ for CSS organizational analysis, which
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assumes multi-dimensional, nonlinear, dynamical systems, rather than

using a variance type of approach with its reductionist assumptions

and their associated general linear statistics (Poole et al., 2000, p. 35).

A process approach type of method, that of grounded theory,

will be used for content analysis of the narrative data, by developing

coded categories to identify emergent, common themes through

constant comparison of narrative items, then moving to comparison,

aggregation and abstraction of the identified themes. These themes

will again be compared and integrated to allow the next level of

patterns to emerge. Then relationships among thematic patterns will

be clarified and interpreted to formulate general statements of

meaning (Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Strauss, 1987, Browning, 1978;

Glaser, 1978, Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

4. The final step in the analysis of these findings will be to play

the emergent interpretations and meaning statements against the CSS

models of the CAS and several selected mechanisms of self-

organization in order to theoretically ground the communication

interaction dynamics during the observed change process, and to see
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how they might illuminate potential courses for adaptive change that

would increase the real-world probability of success for organizations.

Process Theories vs. Variance Theories

Simply put, a process theory is an “explanation of how and why

an organizational entity changes and develops” i. e., how it is

modified over time (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995, p. 515). Process

theories are distinguished from variance theories, long the dominant

management perspective and embedded in normal science, that

attempt to operate by moving from one position of established

certainty to another, as Lefebre and Letiche explain:

Normal science ... tries to proceed from one position of

expertise to the next. Hidden forces of complexity, disorder,

and the unknown may lurk behind the movement from one

positive position to the next; but society, technology and

organization try to inhabit the clearings of intelligible positions.

(1999, p. 7)

This variance approach “explains outcomes as the product of

independent variables acting on dependent variables. The underlying
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causal process that generates the outcomes is presumed to operate

continuously over time ...the character of the variables themselves is

assumed to remain constant over time” (Poole et al., 2000, p. 31).

Interestingly, however, in what might be considered a bastion

of normal science, the National Science Board, included in its FY2000

recommendations a plea to include newer approaches to the study and

understanding of the dynamics of biocomplexity. Numerous Board

participants,

...emphasized the importance of recognizing the inherent

differences between reductionist approaches (which focus on

smaller and smaller units of a process or system) and more

synthetic approaches (that emphasize interactions among

components, complex behaviors, and emergent properties)

required to understand environmental systems. (NSB, FY2000,

Box 4)

Daft and Lewin (1990), in the very first article published in

Organization Science, suggested that organization studies should

beware of settling prematurely into a normal science mind-set,
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because organizations are enormously complex, and because complex

systems behavior is surprising and unpredictable due to its nonlinear

nature (Anderson, 1999).

Process theories, in contrast to variance theories, are diachronic

in nature, creating a moving picture of an organization, rather than a

series of snapshots (Van de Ven, 2000). Although process theories

diverge from variance theories, they complement rather than replace

them. Poole et al. (2000) trace the development of the process

approach, beginning with Mohr (1982), who first distinguished it from

the use of the variance approach in analyzing organizational behavior.

Abell (1987) differentiated variance and narrative processes in

representing social action. Abbott (1984, 1990) drew comparisons

between stochastic and narrative approaches to sociology; and

Polkinghorne (1988) developed a theory of the use of narrative

explanation and its differences from the usual social science

approaches. Poole points to the shared elements these writers share:

The common thread running through these works is the

difference between scientific explanations cast in terms of
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independent variables causing changes in a dependent variable

and explanations that tell a story about how a sequence of

events unfolds to produce a given outcome. (Poole et al., 2000,

p. 31)

Process theories are thus seen as well suited for the analysis of

the behavior of nonlinear dynamical systems, in which the state at one

moment determines the state at the next, and in which exponential

changes may occur. Process theories can utilize narrative data, with

emergent findings.

Grounded theory

Grounded theory fits well with process theories as a way to

develop the stories of how events unfold, since it sequentially

analyzes narrative data, which can include diaries, letters, interviews,

and observations (Strauss, 1987). Theoretical saturation of the

developed material is a goal, achieved through discovering as many

instances and types of the content items as possible. A single

phenomenon is examined until the data start to become repetitive, e.g.,

by asking questions in interview research until no outlying or novel
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examples are uncovered (Browning, 1978). As noted above, the same

event, or a related narrative item, may have different significance at

different moments, or in different contexts, which means that multiple

meanings and overlapping categories can develop over time.

To begin, single units of data, event references, or narrative

incidents, which may range in length from a sentence or two to a

paragraph, are noted, separated, and numbered to organize them into

categorical codes. These incidents are then continuously sorted into an

emerging sets of categories until every incident has been analyzed

(Browning, 1978), and similar examples are then collated. Some

content analysis methods assume that categories are mutually

exclusive, but the grounded theory practice of constant comparative

analysis developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), allows distinctive

layers of meaning to overlap, or not. Thus it is possible that some

items may be in several category collections, or be in one alone.

Common themes that emerge from this sorting and collation are then

identified and given inductively selected, representative labels.
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In this sequential manner, an increasingly smaller number of

more abstract representations of the data is generated. Finally,

integration of these representations reveals underlying uniformities in

the data, that allow the formulation and statement of theory, as

grounded in the abstraction of patterns of variation from the narrative

data (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Identifying the core categories that

account for most of the variation in a pattern of behavior maximizes

the parsimony as well as the scope of the theory (Strauss and Corbin,

1990; Strauss, 1987). The final step is to tie the core categories to the

theoretical literature, in this case, CSS constructs, to widen the scope

of application for the findings.

CSS Models and Constructs

 To understand the conceptual derivation of CSS constructs, it

helps to look again at a simply stated working definition of complex

systems science, as currently understood. Such a definition is offered

online, in which CSS is defined as the study of how “Critically

interacting components self-organize to form potentially evolving

structures exhibiting a hierarchy of emergent system properties” (SOS
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FAQ, 2001). Each term, or element, in this densely stated definition

has been carefully crafted for significance, and the CSS constructs

that will be used in the data analysis section of this study derive from

the concepts represented by the terms of the definition.

The elements of this definition are further explained at the same

web site: The term “critically interacting” means that the system can

be rich in information because it is poised far from equilibrium (FFE),

between equilibrium and chaos. A system in equilibrium has

components that are too loosely or inactively connected to

communicate information, whereas a chaotic system has components

that are so tightly connected that they can only communicate white

noise instead of information. So a critically interacting system, i.e.,

one far-from-equilibrium (FFE), has interactive components poised at

the boundary between too loose and too tight connections and can

communicate information. The critically interacting capability of a

system is analogous to optimal organizational coupling.

In the definition above, the term “system’s components” refers

to individual entities capable of interactions that are individually and
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locally, not globally, determined. These components self-organize to

form attractor structures by means of local contextual interactions.

Attractor structure is the spontaneous manifestation of the collective

behavior of individually acting agents, according to a [contextual]

shared rule, e.g., water droplets form a powerful whirlpool because

they all respond the same way to the law of gravity; thus, attractors

provide a mechanism for the self-organization of behavioral

structures.

These structures are potentially evolving, since they are subject

to environmental pressures that can select for variations among

attractors. The potential for system evolution is intrinsic, generated by

the self-organizing impetus of attractors; and winnowed by

environmental selection.

Multiple levels of structure emerge in response to self-

organizational and environmental pressures, including

hyperstructures. These are novel phenomena, incorporating the nested

levels from which they emerge, and often obscuring the previous

levels, as opposed to adding another level to a traceably nested
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hierarchy, e.g., with emergence of a hyperstructure such as an organ

in the body, the function of the organ subsumes and obscures that of

its constituent cells.

With such emergence, new system features become evident,

and eventually require a new vocabulary, or new uses for common

terms, when used in CSS. Previously existing terms, such as

complexity, emergence, or attractor take on new meanings; also, new

combinations of terms, e.g., complexity science, emergent system, or

strange attractor have to be defined in terms of the new paradigm;

metaphor plays an important role in building the new vocabulary and

understanding its extensions and entailments (SOS FAQ, 2001).

New Vocabulary Terms for CSS

In other words, CSS has its own complexly entailed

terminology. In practice, this new vocabulary consists in part of terms,

or new combinations of terms drawn to some extent from its

antecedent sciences, e.g., the term phase change, as described by

Nicolis and Prigogine (1989), and in part of metaphors newly

combining familiar elements of experience, e.g., the term fitness
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landscape, as described by Kauffman (1993, 1995). The basic CSS

vocabulary describing complex (nonlinear dynamical) systems is still

being extended and elaborated, depending on the application, the

focus and the level of analytic description (Anderson, 1999).

As previously noted, organizational applications of CSS tend to

focus on phenomena surrounding two of the major defining CSS

characteristics, those of nonlinearity and emergence, as exhibited in

the complex adaptive system (CAS) and the constructs belonging to

the associated behavioral mechanisms of chaos theory. These

constructs include attractors and their role in self-organization

(Holland, 1995, 1998; Marion, 1999), fitness landscapes and their

entailed coevolutionary strategies such as patching (Kauffman, 1993,

1995), the emergence of novel structures as products of interaction

and recombination (Holland, 1995, 1998), as well as path dependence

(Arthur, 1994), which describes how minor historical contingencies or

bifurcations (Gladwell, 2000; Grove 1996) influence a system’s

trajectory, including possible organizational success or failure.

Organizational Applications of CSS Terms
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Organizational applications of CSS use the terminology

associated with these and other constructs either metaphorically

(Lewin and Regine, 2000) or analogically (Stacey, 2000),2 as

mentioned in the previous chapter. Sterman and Wittenberg (1999),

e.g., use the conceptual framework of the self-reinforcing processes of

path dependence to discuss analogically the dynamics of scientific

revolution.

Anderson (1999) believes that the utility of such

conceptualization and application of CAS models to strategic

management is that it will focus attention on building systems that can

rapidly derive effective adaptive solutions, through establishing and

modifying “environments within which effective, improvised, self-

organized solutions can evolve” (p. 220). The environment in which a

CAS operates is referred to as its fitness landscape, the arena in which

coevolution occurs.

Coevolutionary Interactions and Spaces

Kauffman (1993, 1995) developed the concept of the fitness

landscape with his NK(C) formula, in which agents are pictured as
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nodes. The concept is described on the Self-organizing Systems

website:

If we allow each node (N) to be itself a complex arrangement of

interlinked parts (K) then we can regard the connections

between nodes (C) as a further layer of control. This relates

biologically to a genome interacting with other genomes. K is

the gene interactions within the organism, C the genes outside

the organism that affect it. The overall fitness is derived from

the combinations of the interacting gene fitnesses. (SOS FAQ,

2001, sec. 5.8)

The fitness landscape itself is defined as a space of potentiality,

in which every system option exists as a possible state to be realized;

the system can walk adaptively across the landscape by large

innovative leaps or incremental steps providing changes in state that

lead to an improvement in performance of the system against its

criteria, i.e., its adaptation (SOS FAQ, 2001).

A plotted rating of that improvement gives a map of the fitness

landscape of a system, whether smooth or rugged, or in-between. The
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character of the fitness landscape depends on the degree of

connectivity among the peaks; a simply connected landscape may

have only one peak, so that a change in one parameter does not effect

others much, and adaptive walks are smooth. A highly connected

landscape means that variables interact a lot, making compromise

among possible degrees of fitness necessary, in other words,

competing synergies require trade-offs in potential adaptation. There

are other possibilities, e.g., many lower possible peaks, or perhaps a

system can get isolated at a local optimum (no place to go but down),3

and not able to reach a global optimum (SOS FAQ, 2001). As a

system (and any of its neighbors) traverse the landscape, the

landscape itself coevolves in response, changing in degrees of

ruggedness.

Organizational Analogs

McKelvey (1994, 1999) operationalizes the discussion of

fitness landscapes in organizational terms of what he calls

multicoevolutionary complexity, i.e. coevolution among multiple

entities at different scales: individuals, teams, organizational units,
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competencies, product attributes, and supra-, inter-, and intra-firm.

McKelvey explores what the risk of Kauffman’s complexity

catastrophe might mean to an organization (McKelvey, 1999, p.302)

during its negotiation of a fitness landscape.

Landscape peaks are also referred to as attractors; they draw

behavior in self-organized patterns about them, as magnets draw iron

filings. Alternatively, attractor behavior is sometimes pictured the

other way down, as basins of attraction instead of peaks, drawing

behavior as a bowl draws a marble down to its center. Development of

social behavior patterns can be seen as analogous to attractor

formation.

Neighboring entities (agents, groups, systems, etc.) in a fitness

landscape can be pictured as patches in a quilt. As each patch seeks to

optimize its own position, coevolutionary strategies, known as

patching, may emerge and create mutual benefits. Various

competitive/cooperative schemes among entities, units, or

organizations can be seen as analogous to patching. The construct of
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patching strategies will be used in the analysis of organizational data

later in this study, and will be discussed more fully there.

Terms Drawn from Intersecting Theories

Attractor language is drawn from chaos theory, and illustrates

the intersection of chaos and systems theories in CSS: the mechanisms

of chaos drive the self-organization of system behavior. A CAS (or

any system) that moves toward embodying a particular structure is

said to be drawn to an attractor. A complex system can have multiple

attractors, that can each change with changes in system connections or

changes in parameters, such as variations in resource availability.

“Studying self-organization is equivalent to investigating the

attractors of the system, their form and dynamics” (SOS FAQ, 2001).

The character of the internal connectivity in the system,

whether loosely or tightly coupled (Weick, 1979) can not only

describe the degree of connection (rich/meager) and type

(positive/negative) of feedback among agents, but also the

connectivity among coexisting system attractors. Other constructs,

such as attractor type (fixed, periodic, strange), operation at the edge
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of chaos, etc., are also entailed in the model of the CAS and its self-

organizing attractors.

Within a CAS, behavior can revolve around various types of

attractors, as described previously in the literature review.

Metaphorically, the potency of attractors can be linked to the power of

organizational culture in the generation, perseverance, and change in

organizational behavior patterns through agent interaction (Lissack,

1997). Salem (2001) links complex systems behavior to culture and

evolutionary change in this way:

A given culture generates interaction and consequences at a

given time. There is natural selection and autocatalysis.

Depending on the nature of the culture and the selection

processes, the trajectory of behavior and consequences may

arrive at stable, unstable, or strange attractors. Once the

organization arrives at a strange attractor, it may dissolve,

retreat into an equilibrium state, or undergo second order

change. (p. 9)
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The analogical and metaphorical use of CSS terms and

constructs can not only offer insights to analysts, but, in practice,

through organizational discourse, can play a role in organizational

structuration (Giddens, 1984, Kirby and Krone, 2002). Lissack claims,

The use of complexity theory metaphors can change the way

managers think about the problems they face. Instead of

competing in a game or a war, they are trying to find their way

on an ever changing, ever turbulent landscape. Such a

conception of their organizations' basic task can, in turn, change

the day-to-day decisions made by management. (Lissack, 1997,

p. 5)

As organizational analysts become more familiar with the

metaphorical application of CSS constructs, they will be in a position

to offer new perspectives to managers. The metaphor of attractors as

mechanisms for the generation of structures within an organization

will be used in the data analysis of this study, as an example of a new

view of overcoming some of the difficulties of organizational change

through complex direction rather than control.
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Insights from Analogy and Metaphor

With even these few basic CSS construct descriptions and term

definitions, as well as examples of application to organizational

analysis, the rich metaphorical and analogical possibilities are clear.

The organization conceived as a CAS can be seen as sharing the same

attributes and deep nature as other natural (or simulated) complex

systems. It can also be seen as sharing the same kinds of relationships

among those attributes, i.e., it can be described as consisting of

autonomous agents, whose collective interactions generate self-

organizing mechanisms by which the system can spontaneously

coevolve adaptively in a demanding environment, by following a few

simple rules (Holland, 1995, 1998; Kauffman, 1993, 1995). The

ability of the organization to be adaptive depends on the number and

quality of its internal and external communications and interactions.

Implications of Metaphorical Analysis

This model thus suggests that the primary burden for the

successful operation of the organization falls upon the quantity and

quality of the relationships and communicative interactions of its
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members with each other and the environment. As Anderson has

pointed out, “Applying complex adaptive systems models to strategic

management leads to an emphasis on building systems that can

rapidly evolve effective adaptive solutions” (1999, p. 218).

Since organizations are not like ant farms or computer

simulations, the flexibility of metaphor offers an essential tool for

applying the CAS model and its self-organizing phenomena.

Regarding metaphor, Lakoff and Johnson say, “The essence of

metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in

terms of another (1980, p. 2). There is a tradition for translating hard

science into social science terms. Beinhocker describes how

neoclassicists did it: “... neoclassicist Irving Fisher showed in his 1992

doctoral thesis how the physicists’ ‘particle’ became the economists’

‘individual,’ ‘force’ became ‘marginal utility,’ ‘kinetic energy’

became ‘total expenditure,’ and so on” (1997, p. 21).

Dooley, Johnson and Bush (1995) give helpful guidance on

extending metaphor from the domain of physical systems science to

social systems science:
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How far can one take metaphor–in this case, the use of

scientific theory–to understand social phenomena?...We believe

that theory from the physical sciences can apply to social

systems via a specification hierarchy (original italics), where

lower level theories serve as higher level constructs (or

metaphors).... The use of one level’s theories, as another’s

metaphors is not an invitation for methodological sloppiness; it

can, however, lead to new insight and creativity via lateral

thinking. (p. 289)

Applying CSS terminology to organizational analysis also

brings fresh language full of new metaphors to the field, with their

potential for novel insights. Lakoff and Johnson say that new

metaphors that are outside of our conventional conceptual system give

us a broader understanding of our own experience (1980, p. 139).

 Nonaka and Yamanouchi suggest that metaphors also offer

specific help with some of the typical problems organizations face,

especially useful in the reduction of equivocality. They say, moreover,

“Metaphors are useful in coping with ambiguity and in interpreting
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large amounts of data. More importantly, perhaps, metaphors are an

effective and evocative means of articulation and premise setting

within an organization” (1989, p. 300).

Sherman and Schultz quote Bruce Abell, Managing Director of

the Santa Fe Center for Emerging Strategies as he makes the

metaphorical leap to conceptualizing the human organization as a

CAS:

A complex adaptive system (a business) is composed of

interacting ‘agents’ (employees, managers, board members,

customers, suppliers, competitors, and regulators) following

rules (blueprints, values, ethics, laws, economics,

organization/political, friendship, profit-maximizing),

exchanging influence (goods, ideas, money, trust) with their

local and global environments (from the cubicle to the global

market), and altering the very environment they are responding

to by virtue of their ‘simple’ actions.” (1998, p. 18)

It should be remembered that in an emergent hierarchy, agents,

rules, environments, etc., can also exist as collective entities, or
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hyperstructures, at the next emergent level of complexity, i.e., an

individual member of a board of directors is also an interactive agent

within his or her smaller environment, while the whole board of

directors also acts as an agent within its larger environment, and so

on.

Contributions of Organizational Analysis to CSS

Anderson (1999) believes that CSS not only has much to offer

organization science applications, but that such analyses will give

much back to the fields from which it has borrowed:

Organization theory has historically borrowed from a number

of parent disciplines. Because complexity theory has developed

along a very interdisciplinary path, it may be that in the end,

organization theory contributes as much as it borrows to the

development of insight into the behavior of complex systems.

Many modern organizations are complex adaptive systems par

excellence, and we who study them should eventually lead

instead of follow efforts to understand the fundamental nature

of nonlinear, self-organized structures. (p. 73)4
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In particular, the application of CSS to organizations gives the new

paradigm a human face. For instance, relating chaos theory

mechanisms such as attractors to the expressions of human values in

the discursive formation of culture brings a new dimension to CSS.

Next Chapters

In the discussion of the data analysis in the next two chapters,

the CSS constructs of complex adaptive systems and their self-

organizing phenomena will be played against the meaning that

emerges from the grounded theory analysis of the data collected from

firms undergoing change. In particular, the constructs of self-

organization around attractors, the potential for adaptive change on

fitness landscapes through coevolutionary strategies such as patching,

and the emergence of new system behavior will be applied to data

categories.

In the final chapter, some limitations of CSS applications to

organizational science will be pointed out, and the conclusions of this

comparison and their application to the research question(s) of this

study will be drawn. To recapitulate the questions: Do the multilevel
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communicative interactions within the organization undergoing an

attempted program of change and adaptation activate the self-

organization of desired change, or do they trigger resistance; and if so,

can a theoretical ground be found in CSS to explain the emergence of

these contrary outcomes? Possible ethical implications for

organizations in understanding how phenomena such as self-

organization and resistance to planned change occur will be

suggested. The findings in relation to change issues in organizations

will be tested for their potential implications for organizational theory,

as well as explored for suggestions for further research.

                                           
1 These papers include: Browning, Sitkin, and Sutcliffe (1999); Browning,
Sutcliffe, and Sitkin (1998); Browning, Sitkin, Sutcliffe, Obstfeld, & Greene,
(2000); Browning, Sitkin, Sutcliffe, Obstfeld, and Shetler, J. C. (2000); Sitkin
2000); Sitkin and Stickel (1995); Sitkin, Sutcliffe, and Schroeder (1994); Sitkin,
Sutcliffe, and Weick (1998); Sutcliffe (1997); Sutcliffe (2000); Sutcliffe, Sitkin,
and Browning (1997, 2000); Weick, Sutcliffe, and Obstfeld (1999).

2 Stacey (2000) believes that metaphor extends the domain of one thing into
another only on the basis of their attributes, whereas analogy relates two things on
the basis of the systemic relationships among their attributes. He feels, therefore,
that analogy is a more precise means of applying CSS, which is all about
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functional relationships, rather than nominal attributes, of systems. Lewin and
Regine (2000), however, do not make the same distinction.

3 Kauffman suggests that if small changes in behavior lead only to small cascades
of coevolutionary change, the system’s performance can never improve much. On
the other hand, if small changes in behavior lead to wildly different fitness levels
(as occurs in chaotic environments), systems can reach extraordinary fitness peaks
but cannot remain on them. The slightest change in behavior will send the system
tumbling off its peak, perhaps plunging into a region of very low fitness
(Kauffman, 1993).

4 Anderson (1999) gives a wide-ranging overview of potential CSS applications to
organization science and their significance. Salem (2001), while advocating such
applications, also lists their limitations.
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DATA ANALYSIS PART I

Organizational Change at Quality Parts

Overview and Context

Quality Parts (QP) is a sheet metal “job shop,” producing

various machined metal parts to customer specifications, rather than

producing proprietary products. Lee and Joanne, a husband and wife

team from different work cultures, founded QP. He’s a machinist and

she’s an accountant, so together they understand the work, the

industry and the business, and were able to manage QP by themselves

while it was still a small business.

Sheet metal job shops traditionally have a nonteam culture of

individualistic process performance by skilled workers on a linear

production line, governed by the time clock. In a little less than five

years, however, QP has transformed itself, starting with Total Quality

Management (TQM) principles, from a small but growing, traditional

job shop run by two owners, to an expanding, professionally driven,

teamwork firm, capable of innovating and implementing a precedent-

breaking production operation. The firm has accomplished this
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transformation, successfully improving its quality performance, while

adapting to three major shifts in its customer base in five years.

Growth and change.

Founder Joanne began her interview with a remark that showed

her pride and satisfaction. She said, “We had so much running

through our heads about what to share with you. But the problem was:

we had difficulty finding something that we couldn't––that we

successfully have not been able to use the TQM measures on.”

Joanne described how QP began with a few employees, but

soon grew to be too much for her and Lee to manage by themselves.

Environmental pressures included the increasing pace of a rapidly

changing market and the introduction of new industrial technologies.

Through reading, Joanne educated herself in TQM. She then began

training organization members in professionalism and in interactive

techniques for distributing responsibility in the firm with TQM

practices, especially with self-directed teamwork. Teamwork has been

the most fundamental transformation for QP, Joanne says:
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I think what you'll find unique about Quality Parts is our teams,

for a very small company. We started when we only had 50 or

60 people, and our environment being that we were in the

machining and sheet metal fab, not known to work in a team

environment. It's very dictatorial. Most of others in our industry

and our people that come in here are used to walking in the door

and being told, ‘This is your job. This is the way you perform

it.’ And you clock in, and clock out, and then you go home.

   Well, what we've done is: we've been moving toward

self-directed work teams, and by putting that in place and

actually developing those skills all the way up and down, that's

allowed us to really implement everything else we wanted to.

And so that was our core basis, our foundation. And what we

changed to start with, we took from the dictatorial to the

self-directed side of it.

Except for the details of how that change was brought about, Joanne’s

comment is a very good summary of QP’s transformation. Since,

however, God, or the devil, is in the details, the details are important.
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Change to distributed control.

To begin with, establishing self-directed teamwork meant

relinquishing control, and as accountant Joanne says, “I’m very

systematic person”. So she first connected all parts and levels of the

organization with a computer network. This provided monitoring for

self-directed teams, communication channels for multidirectional

information flow, and also supplied members with whatever

organizational data resources they needed for their self-direction. The

TQM program began small, first grounding members in the firm’s

values and objectives, while training them in team techniques for self-

management. A steering committee, as an advisory board in lieu of a

board of directors, was formed to act as a control mechanism.

Everything goes through this steering committee, both up and down.

In addition to the steering committee, three levels of teams were

formed: large or small permanent teams, like the steering committee

or Xmas party planners; a team for each key production process

(every member belongs to one); and numerous operational subteams

at the floor level. Project or task teams emerge whenever needed as
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well. This network of teams uses a feedback model (as opposed to an

integrative model) to deal with the problems of differentiation and

conflict that the growing firm was experiencing. Both positive and

negative feedback are employed.

Enabling distributed communication.

Vertical communication, as well as both positive and negative

feedback, flows down from steering committee mentor nodes, one

mentor for each key process team, down to subteam leaders, emergent

team leaders and then to every individual node. Data on such things as

process criteria and improvement encouragement, organizational

objectives, available resources, financial information, and

environmental scanning flow down. Vertical feedback also flows back

up both through the same nodes: communication about such things as

process achievement and/or improvement, resource needs to fulfill

objectives, and information learned from customer contact. Vertical

communication also flows via the computer system, to which

everyone has full access.
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Horizontal feedback, consisting of such things as data

communication, information about and positive reinforcement of

innovation, as well as negative constraints emerging from consensus,

all flow face-to-face among and between team members throughout,

and by member contact on cross-functional emergent teams.

Horizontal feedback also flows via the computer system, for data

access, self-monitoring against goal criteria, and to communicate

learning across operational boundaries.

Self-directed teamwork.

Members are provided with opportunities and constraints in the

form of organizational objectives, values, process criteria, and

environmental information, then encouraged and expected to use

various TQM techniques and data resources to develop self-directed

teamwork ways of doing things. Given the previous traditionally

individualistic culture, where process machine operators constituted

the craftsman elites, team participation has not always been an easy

change. These operators’ expertise is a highly regarded, increasingly

rare skill, and, within performance standards, each operator often has
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his own creative way of arriving at the expected outcome. The

organization values this diversity, but with teamwork, each idea must

earn its place among diverse opinions, within the boundary of team

consensus on process operations, through dialogue.

Teams have started to become not only self-directed, but also

self-reproducing through their own recruitment of organizational

members who are seen to have team player potential. Some traditional

members who could not adapt were let go, a painful decision in a

small firm, but it modeled the organization’s commitment to the

principle of teamwork.

Optimal coupling ratios.

A combination of loose and tight coupling helps with the

challenge of maintaining simultaneous team participation and an

independent spirit of entrepreneurship, with its speed and flexibility.

There is tight coupling up and down, with alignment through training

in values, objectives, and managerial skills. This tiers down from the

steering committee member mentors for each key area, to team and

subteam leaders, who provide information and non-directive direction.
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Ongoing change is then assumed through team self-direction, but

alignment with organizational drivers and synchronization of pace is

sustained with the training focus on the organization’s values, along

with the inclusive development of managerial accountability in all

members. Joanne points out that if anyone is excluded, the entire

organization could become misaligned.

There is loose coupling horizontally that encourages

independence and innovation through team self-organization, e.g., in

self-direction of the separate process teams and each team’s consensus

on their operations; in self-formation of newly emergent and often

temporary teams for perceived tasks; in multilevel team recruitment of

new team members; in individual and team learning as their own

quality inspectors; in operator level contact with individual customers

to co-engineer product or process improvement; and in freedom to

initiate process improvements that may eventually increase the firm’s

long-term profit and the members’ own gain sharing.

Sense of ownership facilitated.
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QP’s gain-sharing program illustrates this last aspect, and

highlights the sense of accountability and ownership Joanne had

hoped to develop, calling it “professionalism”. Lee, her machinist

husband and co-owner, had been skeptical, but went along:

So I understood the industry, but my husband was the

machinist. So he built it from the garage, and he was one of the

boys. So he, you know, had always been in that environment

and felt like this is the way you do it. So I came in saying,

“Well, we're going to make professional people out of these

people out here. We're going to teach them all these skills.”

And he was like, ahh...shoot! So I didn't know any better

basically.

There had been other motivational reward systems tried, but

they tended not to reflect the teamwork attitude toward continuous

improvement being developed at QP. Joe, the quality director,

describes this effect as demoralizing to members and creating

resentment among them:
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We tried awarding individual teams, awarding individuals

themselves. We've even had a process improvement system

where the individual incorporated or administrated given

improvement for process and the reward was based on that and

based on the savings for the company. That was one of those

Big Bang Theories that really shoots off at first and then filters

away––it was one of those things that started off well but didn't

have a follow-through of good flow with it. One of the other

things that we ran into was: when we tried it on the individual

team level, what we ran into was some of the teams really

shined in that because of the nature of their given department,

such as the high skill, high-technical end of it. They could do

minimal process improvements with major impact on cost

savings; whereas, another department, more labor-intensive

rather than high-tech, it would take massive process

improvements for them to make anything––any kind of a major

impact financially. So they got discouraged; whereas, the others

would start off great and then filter off.
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QP needed a reward system congruent with their team values and

individual professionalism. They hit on it with a gain-sharing plan.

Emergent financial interest.

The sense of ownership this engendered became apparent with

the increase in attendance at the quarterly financial statement meetings.

The organization shares its financial statement completely with all

employees at these meetings, and, although this openness is unusual,

previously there had been little interest or attendance. When employees

were supplied with what amounted to a personal bankbook, however,

showing their own potential share of gains through each quarter, the

meetings suddenly became packed. Members started practicing

economy in their floor operations, and even questioning large

expenditures.

Training interest ongoing.

The same level of interest is shown in training sessions, often

held in conjunction with 15-minute breaks, or during lunchtime, where

the firm provides lunch. The members’ attitude of ownership is shown

by their willingness to meet during these times, or even stay late, for
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training and/or sessions during which problems and techniques, e.g.,

for decision-making on the floor, can be aired, usually led by Joanne,

who is still chief trainer. When a subteam, or special task team

emerges, there is tailored TQM type training for its members,

emphasizing techniques such as problem solving, customer focus, etc.,

and to acquaint them with the availability of the specific resources

their task may require.

Customer focus inspires partnering.

Customer requirements, needs, and even desires for an

improved product, are always kept at the forefront, with partnering

projects that encourage co-engineering with suppliers and/or

customers, even at the floor operator level. Among all the supplier and

customer partnerships, the one supplier-partnering project that QP

came up with to present to this study as a failure was with a supplier

who preferred to continue doing things the old way. A new, successful

production project, called the Product Cell, positively reinforced

customer participation.

Innovative Product Cell.
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This project, also described separately, is an innovative

production arrangement. The Product Cell breaks with tradition, not

only in the way production is spatially arranged, but also in the

customary operator culture. The project also requires a second-order

shift in thinking about the focus of production. QP is being

benchmarked by other organizations for the Product Cell innovation.

Transformation internalized, self-reproducing.

As the next evolutionary step for QP, the formal TQM program

is being phased out as superfluous. Quality systemics and techniques

are now fully incorporated into the organization as a whole: into its

structure, flows, practices and techniques, culture, and external

relationships. The firm appears to have fully internalized TQM

principles over time. Operators are now their own quality inspectors,

practicing problem solving, benchmarking and focusing on the

customer, as described more fully in the Product Cell project analysis.

Teamwork is self-reproducing. The firm’s Quality director, Joe,

remarks that TQM practice has gone from being a policeman to being a

provider of data for self-direction. The firm no longer needs the
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policeman, and Joe will soon give up his title and move his activities

into the Customer Relations area (where there will still be a sign

proclaiming Quality operations for customer reassurance!)

Successful transformation a CAS example.

As Joanne asserted in her opening remark, there appears to be

very little about QP’s TQM-based transformation that has not worked,

except one supplier partnership. The firm has managed its increasing

complexity through organizing itself at a more highly focused objective

level through guided teamwork, resulting in a new sense of professional

accountability and distributed ownership. The organization maintains an

effective network flow of communication and positive and negative

feedback, with loose and tight coupling forms of communicative

interaction internally and externally, and has successfully adapted to

strong environmental pressures.

QP as a Complex Adaptive System

QP’s ongoing, adaptive transformation makes it a potentially

informative organizational example of a complex adaptive system, or

CAS, with self-organizing, adaptive mechanisms driving its change. The
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focus of analysis will be on the mechanism of system attractors, in

particular on the communicative interaction generating the attractors,

viewed metaphorically as both patterning and being patterned by

organizational conversations.

Review of the Model

To review the main CAS characteristics again, a CAS consists of

(a) agents with diverse schemata, (b) self-organizing networks sustained

by importing energy, (c) coevolution to the edge of chaos, and (d)

system evolution based on recombination (Holland, 1995, 1998) and

their various constructs. These characteristics can sound clinically

objective and scientifically precise; however, the source domain for the

model is a living, changeable organism, with the capacity to adapt and

evolve, rather than a machine model. This means, especially, that when

social system parts (agents) interact, it is because unpredictable human

beings are communicating with each other to get something done. The

model, based on natural systems, rather than offering prescriptive

techniques for manipulating or managing a machine, offers a new kind

of description of the system’s naturally occurring communicative
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interaction dynamics, and a way to work constructively along with

them, rather than attempting to control them.

When we speak of businesses as complex adaptive systems we

are not speaking of a metaphor or a technique; rather, we are

saying that by understanding the characteristics of complex

adaptive systems in general, we can find a way to understand and

work with the deep nature of organizations. (Lewin and Regine,

2000, p. 18)

The deep nature of organizations is revealed in their ongoing

patterns of interaction.

Local Algorithms vs. Global Design

Although the CAS model is of a system, it is action-based rather

than rule-based, which means that its agents enact its patterns of

operation through communicative interaction governed by a few local

algorithms, rather than by obeying global design rules or following a

blueprint. Enacted phenomena, or collective behavioral patterns known

as attractors, that emerge from this interaction exhibit fractal qualities,

i.e., they are self-similar, from individual to group levels. Their
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dynamics continue to operate in the same local manner as before, only

on a different scale. Local communicative interaction, in the living

present, drives self-organization in a CAS, through these attractors.

Because they were not fully described in organizational terms in this

study previously, this CAS construct will be developed further before

applying it to QP’s experience.

Self-similar Processes Generate Novelty

One of the principles of complex dynamics is that “more is

different,” (Wheeler, 1990, p. 16), in the sense that increasingly

complex novelty can emerge from interaction; however, Stacey stresses

that this novelty is not in the process that is driving this emergence,

since the process remains self-similar at all levels. The process is

always communicative interaction, or conversation, in the form of

complex responsiveness. “The complex responsive process of relating

perspective, then, is one in which the individual, the group, the

organization and the society are all the same kinds of phenomenon, at

the same ontological level” (2001, p. 95).

Organization as Ongoing Conversation
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Broekstra (1998) characterizes this locally situated

communicative interaction, in real time, with a metaphor of the

organization as an ongoing conversation: “The organizing process is

continually reproduced and constituted in a loosely-coupled network of

many micro-conversations and builds on local knowing” (p. 175).

Within the overall organizational conversation, then, multiple local

conversations may coexist, giving rise to various behaviors that settle

into patterns:

Self-organization of the system is a powerful driving force in the

spontaneous emergence of relatively stable patterns of

conversation. This phenomenon is thought to be due to a natural

tendency of complex systems to achieve circularities of

conversational interaction through organizational closure in their

deep structure.... The focus of the attention should be directed to

the mechanisms in the deep structure that cause closure in the

system to occur and that drive the characteristic pattern of a

whirlpool. (Broekstra, 1998, p. 166)
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Broekstra here is comparing the closure of a stable pattern of

conversation to the formation of a system attractor, one that can change

form with changes in conversation. A CAS may have patterns that are

organizationally closed, but interactively open, i.e., structures that take

forms which can resist perturbation, but are not rigid and unchanging

(Kauffman, 1993).

Conversations as Attractor Generators

The patterns that an organization’s micro-conversational

processes follow, whether stable, unstable, or simultaneously stable and

unstable, as well as their coupling ratios, determine the dynamics of the

organization. “The future of an organization is perpetually constructed

in the conversational exchanges of its members as they carry out their

tasks” (Stacey, 2001, p. 181). The conversations are drawn by, and

draw, or attract, the behavior of the organization. Marion describes the

evolution from member interaction to CAS: “Units (agents) form

networks, networks settle into attractors, and a network of attractors

forms a system” (1999, p. 100).
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Stacey characterizes the different types of organizational

conversations in terms of their dynamics, and some of their

consequences. He describes stable conversational processes as those

that follow habitual patterns with repetitive themes. People become

stuck in the ruts of such conversations, and they have no potential for

transformation, so that organizational identity arising from them

continues with little or no variation.

In contrast, according to Stacey, unstable conversational

processes lose coherence through fragmentation as bits and pieces of

talk repeatedly trigger each other without any continuing thematic

pattern. Organizational identity arising from these conversational

processes is also fragmented and confused, with little or no continuity.

Stacey identifies other conversational processes, however, that he

claims

…display the dynamic analogous to the “edge of chaos” where

patterning themes have the paradoxical characteristics of

continuity and spontaneity as the same time. The felt qualities of

such conversations are liveliness, fluidity and energy but also a
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feeling of grasping at meaning and coherence. There is

excitement but also, at the same time, tension and anxiety. When

conversational processes are characterized by this kind of

dynamic, they have the potential for transformation. (2001, p.

181)

As organizational conversations are patterned around themes of

interest to individual members, the themes are recursively patterned

through members’ communicative interaction. The themes generate

emergent attractors that may be stable, unstable, or paradoxically both,

like the strange attractors of chaos theory, or even balanced between

stable and strange.

A look at QP’s change experience reveals that the conversations

in the firm and their related attractors operating before the introduction

of TQM were very different than the later ones.

Pre-existing Equilibrium State at QP

To begin with, as described above, Joanne and Lee, the married

co-founders, brought their own diverse organizational backgrounds to

the firm. Thus their own interactions, as the product of their founding
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conversations, had nonlinear potential for producing a outcome

greater than the sum of its parts, as Lee’s practical knowledge and

Joanne’s business acumen amplified each other. As their firm grew,

however, it did so by simply adding members in a linear fashion,

becoming more complicated and containing ever more heterogeneous,

skillful, individualistic agents, its most valuable resource. But lining

up many agents, or members, however valuable, does not guarantee a

complex system, as the owners learned. Such an organization may

merely be a complicated collection of too-numerous separate parts,

coupled linearly, with their spatial and temporal coupling tightening

up with their increasing density. The system was requiring increasing

control to maintain stability under pressure, exhausting Lee and

Joanne.

Repetitive Conversations

The individualistic job shop culture at QP can be viewed as

operating in a stable attractor mode, its equilibrium sustained through

vigilant central control, repetitively enacting an increasingly

cumbersome pattern of member behavior that was without potential
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for transformation even as the company got larger, its coupling

tighter, and its environment more complex.

The firm’s traditional production line conversation kept

repeating itself, to itself, along the same predictable, reproducible

lines. As Burrell says, “Linearity kills” (1998, p. 135). A stable

equilibrium system, under increasing pressure, will shift, or bifurcate,

suddenly into another attractor mode, perhaps swinging from one

extreme to another cyclically, or into chaos, or even total

disintegration. The pressure that was building at QP meant some kind

of change was inevitable.

Growing Parameter Pressures

Joanne remembers the growing strain, as the parameters for QP

changed, bringing increasing tension:

Well, my husband founded the company, and when I came on

board we had about 13 people. And somewhere during the

range when we had about 25 or 30, we finally put in a shop

foreman to give us some relief time, and he was killed. So it

came back on us to do everything. And it was like a crossroads
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between either selling the company because we were burned

out, or getting other people involved.

Recognizing that something had to give, as noted above, Joanne

had begun reading TQM books and had decided that self-directed

teamwork would provide a means or reorganizing: “Really it was

done to distribute the work, to distribute the abilities. Because the

company was growing so fast, if we didn't have help, we were going

to have burnout.” The founders recognized the inevitability of

impending change, chosen or not.

Impending System Bifurcation

QP fit the conditions leading to system bifurcation, i.e., a

sudden change in behavior or a shift from one type of attractor to

another. Bifurcation presents possibilities for either transformation or

destruction, like the “strategic inflection point” described by Andrew

Grove (Grove, 1996, p. 59), when an organization’s variables change

so much that a whole new set of disturbing emotions emerge. Since

QP was still being maintained in equilibrium, under growing pressure,

it could have gone to chaos, but under Joanne’s guidance, apparently
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went to the edge of chaos instead. “At critical ranges of the

(organizational) parameters, a dynamic between stability and

randomness arises, and this takes the form of attractors that are

paradoxically stable and unstable at the same time” (Stacey, 2001, p.

72).

Destabilizing/Stabilizing Conversation

Joanne introduced sufficient change to provide the impetus for

moving away from equilibrium, but not all the way into chaos, by

bringing paradoxically destabilizing/stabilizing themes into the

conversation. In this case, the destabilization was the introduction of

unprecedented teamwork, with distributed accountability, and mixed

coupling; the stabilizing theme was a continuing emphasis on the

firm’s founding values.

The new conversational themes posed a threat to the self-

identifying practices of QP’s craftsmen, but the emphasis on

traditional values maintained the firm’s overall identity and reassuring

stability. Joanne says the threat was, “And what we changed to start

with–– we took from dictatorial to self-directed side of it.” This
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threatened Lee’s previous experience of how to run a job shop

performance as well. As Joanne says, “So I understood the industry,

but my husband was a machinist––he was like, ahh....shoot! And I

didn't know any better basically.” But Lee let self-educated Joanne go

ahead with the introduction of self-directed teamwork.

Teamwork Conversation Attracts

So QP went from being globally rule-based to distributively

action-based, with members’ communicative interaction in teams

replacing the dictatorial control of isolated individuals. Teamwork

became the new theme of conversation, drawing patterns of

organizational discourse around them into a very different kind of

system attractor, with possibilities for generating emergent

transformations, through multiple micro communicative interactions

that could include both conflict and cooperation talk.

Although almost any destabilizing element could have

disrupted QP’s existing equilibrium attractor, Joanne’s leadership and

choice of teamwork to introduce change created a strongly positive

basin of attraction for the new behavior that began to form.1 A
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conversational theme that is of sufficient interest to a number of

people can serve as a basin of attraction for the extended

communicative interaction that the theme provokes by drawing people

into a specific collective behavior pattern.

Large Basin, Small Attractor

A small, i.e., specifically focused, pattern of behavior may have

a large basin of attraction, by drawing the participation of many

people. The new teamwork talk at QP created a simple, organization-

wide attractor that moved the firm well out of its accustomed

behaviors, away from its stable equilibrium––not all the way into

chaos, but much closer to it than before.

Complex vs. Strange Attractors

Stacey (2001) notes that strange attractors, in which bounded

but never repeated behavior occurs, are similar to an organizational

dynamic known as chaos that lies between stable equilibrium and pure

randomness. In chaos theory, a strange attractor underlies this

creatively chaotic state. A CAS, however, operates far from

equilibrium, not quite in chaos, but just at its edge, so its behavioral
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attractors need to be looked at even more carefully and defined more

precisely. Marion (1999) remarks that a strange attractor is an obvious

metaphor for ordinary social behavior (p. 22); however, he then makes

a further distinction between a chaotic and a complex attractor, such

as might exist with in a formal organization, rather than in ordinary

social behavior (p. 73-4).

This distinction arises because it is necessary in formal

organizations to repeat some behaviors exactly, to reproduce certain

routine actions precisely, and equally necessary for viable

organizations not to get stuck in behavioral ruts. A complex attractor

is one that can operate in a state far from equilibrium, right at the edge

of chaos, by combining some elements of stability and some of chaos.

In organizations this state produces paradox and ambiguity:

some behavior is repeated and some is new, some identity is preserved

and some given up, memory is retained and learning also occurs,

routines are reproduced even while innovation emerges, and

continuity and transformation are both possible, all on an ongoing
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basis. There can be tension surrounding these paradoxes and

ambiguities.

New Ambiguities at QP

At QP, these new ambiguities became visible. New kinds of

communication move people out of their comfortable habits and

trigger anxiety, fear of loss of identity, and/or inability or

unwillingness to participate in the new kind of interaction on the part

of some. There can be conflicts about task performance, collective

priorities, or paths of action. Grove (1996) says that a whole new set

of emotions, including denial, fear, insecurity, and feeling of betrayal

can beset members at a strategic inflection point.

For instance, instead of the familiar security of being told,

“This is your job. This is the way you perform it," as Joanne described

QP’s traditional work custom, the new pattern called for the kind of

team discussions in which changes in task or performance parameters

could spontaneously emerge. She says,

And on the machine-shop side, you have very strong creative

personalities who really feel like their way is the way. So that's
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been our challenge is to allow those to come up where they can

still discuss them, still get the best ideas, and yet come to a

consensus; and that wasn't always easy.

Teamwork was not only the new pattern, but teamwork was

also continuously repatterned through and around work conversations.

These conversations included a variety of viewpoints, a lot of “best

ideas” from “strong, creative personalities.”

New Possibilities at QP

Since Joanne said this wasn’t always easy, she was asked how

individual difference and variation were handled in the new team

conversation. She gave an example of how existing knowledge and

diverse viewpoints brought out new possibilities through team

discussions:

In fact, it's really interesting. We took a group over to

benchmark a company in sales, and found that what this

particular company was doing in an area in the machine-shop

side, some of our people didn't feel like that we could do that.
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So we took two or three people over to see that. And they

come back and they say, “You know, we can't do it exactly like

them because they're not running production. They're just doing

one piece at a time. But some of the concepts will work here."

So then you get a couple of other people over here that say,

"Well, no. I think you're going to have a problem with this," and

so then you've got this group. And so there are all of these

dynamics going on out there, and then they come to a consensus,

and they go for it.

Note the profound difference between the authoritarian, rule-

based, ”This is your job, now do it, and the locally action-based,

“They come to a consensus, and they go for it,” following a thorough

airing of differences. Rules for repetitive performance can be handed

down globally, but new forms of action can only arise locally,

emerging from the differences that members bring to their

communication.

Emergent Order from Diversity
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Lewin and Regine note, “The emergent order will be richer,

more creative and adaptable, if there is a diversity of agents in the

system, agents with different characteristics and different behaviors”

(2000, p. 40). They add, “Diversity of opinions and fluctuations are

healthy in complex systems. After all, isn’t complete consensus,

which often means suppressed difference, a cult?” (p. 127). Consensus

without expressed differences has been criticized by organization

theorists as groupthink (Janis and Mann, 1977).

The new teamwork provided for more complex communicative

interactions, but also created the risk that consensus could settle into a

new kind of equilibrium attractor based on consensus, rather than

retaining the diversity needed to remain far from equilibrium. In

likening group behavior to the complex dissipative structures2

described by Prigogine (1980), Smith and Gemmill note that it is easy

for systems to revert to previous patterns of communicative

interaction:

Systems have an inherent tendency to become “enslaved” to a

particular configuration; they revert to a familiar pathway of
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functioning.... (To avoid this) group members are urged to

question the ways they relate to authority and to each other, to

accept information on their interactions that they were not

previously aware of, and to challenge their own ways of seeing

the group's situation. (1991, p. 707)

As commitment to teamwork began to be the norm at QP,

members were able to question their existing relationships, dealing

with new information about their interactions, and challenging their

previous ways of seeing and interacting.

Autocatalytic Patterns

All these new conversations were producing and reproducing a

new but self-reinforcing sense of ownership and membership, as

Joanne notes:

They really are all committed to making this happen. And since

they are, then when we bring new people in, we've got a core

base here to operate that way. So the new people then begin to

fit in. And the ones that don't they're weeding them out. They're

beginning to take that ownership of saying, "Wait a minute.
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This is the way we're going to run our team, and if someone

comes in we'll work with them. But if they're not going to fit,

then we'll get them out." And I like them managing that.

They're beginning to hire as well. The people out on the floor

are beginning to now look for those personalities in the people

who will fit in a team environment, and not so much

individualism on that side of it.

A sense of membership can serve as an attractor boundary.

Collective Risk

Joanne understood, however, that the danger that the growing

strength and stability of the new attractor, as expressed in this sense of

collective ownership, could undermine the individualistic outlook that

craftsmen brought to the firm and create the risk of lost diversity and

entrepreneurial spirit:

Not that you want to dilute that individualism, because we feel

like everyone still has to act as entrepreneurs. That's what

makes our company dynamic is that we're fast, and we have an
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entrepreneur spirit. So you don't want the teamwork to kill that.

You want to bring it alive and allow it to come to the top.

Edge of chaos operation always contains both opportunity and risk,

simultaneous challenge and hazard.

Trust Liberates Conformity Pressures

Joanne was asked how joint peer effort on teams and an

entrepreneurial attitude were brought together. Her answer was that bi-

directional trust is the link: the leader has to be trustworthy, and trusted

by members, knowing that their diverse ideas will be given a chance,

even within the team milieu. Members’ trust allows the leader to walk

the edge between the tried and the new, and trusted members can risk

floating novel notions.

You have to trust your team members to know that you're going

to accept all these different ideas. And sometimes you have to be

willing to gamble on this one that's a little bit different

idea––that's where you get the entrepreneur to give it a chance.

And I think that's where your leadership comes in. If your

leadership feels that way, part of the value system, then they're
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going to keep the facilitating and the dynamics such that they

bring that idea out, and say, "Let's go with that. Let's give that a

chance.

A paradoxical kind of membership that simultaneously

incorporates diversity emerges from this kind of trust; group members

have confidence that their differences will not be sacrificed for the

sake of consensus.

Simultaneously Open and Closed Pattern

 Kauffman, as mentioned above, describes this situation as one in

which an emergent pattern, or behavioral structure, is organizationally

closed, but interactively open, i.e., in a form which resists perturbation,

but is capable of adaptation (Kauffman, 1993). QP members have a

vested interest in pursuing the best ideas, no matter whose they are.

Joe, the firm’s quality director, ties the team’s collective choice of best

ideas to the same sense of ownership generated by the gain-sharing

program discussed below:

And I think, too, the gain-sharing process itself is something,

again, that has helped in that, because they've said, "Hey, what's
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best for us collectively as a team and for the company?" Not so

much who has the greater intelligence or the better idea, but

what's better for the company? What's better for me?

Attractors, then, “draw” members together by providing

common themes that pattern communicative interaction, and are

repatterned by them; however, attractors are not necessarily bounded

by whatever expression may emerge from that interaction, unless it

transforms the conversational themes.

Communication Renews Boundaries

Attractors are bounded by the operational limits of their

underlying values, even while depending on input from ongoing

conversations to maintain themselves within those limits. McMaster

notes,

A relatively small set of principles, or attractors (original

emphasis) will be sufficient to create the elements by which a

system self-organizes. If the attractors are robust, and certain

boundary conditions are maintained, we can rely on the system

to continually renew itself in an effective manner. (1996, p. 48)
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He adds that this renewal takes place through ongoing, intense

member communication in real time. At QP, analogous to the basic

principles mentioned by McMaster for generating behavioral attractors,

were the firm’s founding values, inculcated through ongoing training

of team leaders and continuously practiced in team communications.

Such boundary conditions maintain a safe context in which change can

emerge from new ideas while the system’s identity continues (Lissack

and Roos, 1999).

At QP the boundary conditions mentioned above for attractor

generation (as distinguished from the emergent boundaries of the

attractors themselves) were maintained in several ways: through

vertical and horizontal team structuring; through ongoing training in

founding values and team skills, and through an organization-wide

computer system for linking all members through multidirectional

communication, and through the behavioral communication of trust, as

we saw above.

Technology Facilitates Communication
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Joanne was particularly pleased with her foresight in having

completely computerized the firm before introducing teamwork. She

describes the conditions her action created:

Here, again, we had 50 people, and we had all these (computer)

controls in. So you could control your procedures and your

systems, and then you recontrol the people through that central

team that––so everything comes in and out of that. And that

team can see what's going on by monitoring the data and the

information that the system and everybody is interlinked. Our

system across all––you can put a job in, you can wreck

something, you can take it to other teams. Take it to the human

resource function, and it's all––linked all the way up and down.

The connections provided by technology enabled the communicative

interaction that generated the pull of QP’s new attractors.

Values Provide Stability

The focus on founding values established boundary conditions

for the new behavior and helped to stabilize the risky generation of
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new patterns of change. It was a good place to start. In speaking of

change initiatives, Broekstra remarks,

A particularly useful guiding instrument in strategic

conversations is a self-construction of the company’s idea

system thought to be embedded in its distributed mind.... Before

a company complies with its natural urges to continually engage

in action, it is advised to contemplate its reasons for being. This

should be a reflection on the authenticity of itself or identity, its

core values and beliefs, and its sense of purpose acquired

through a long history of structural coupling. (1998, p. 171)

Much of the training in basic values at QP, that continue to

serve to bound attracting action, is still done in face-to-face

communication by Joanne. She had spent even more of her time

training teams at the beginning of the change:

When I first started I would say of a day, from 8 to 5, I

probably spent about 60 to 70 percent of my time going around

sitting in with all the different teams, helping them, teaching

them. I still teach two classes––one on self-directed work
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teams, and one on coaching––on Monday afternoons to the

team leaders. So we put potential leadership people into these

classes, and I spend about six months with them teaching the

values. I'm not trained, but I get a real good feel for our

weakness and our strengths of our future leadership from doing

this, plus the values the foundation of the company has instilled

in that leadership. I've heard a lot of companies say they had

problems with their management, all different levels, especially

mid-management, catching into this, buying in and––because

you'll get the team wanting to do these things and they'll have

this struggle. It's the values. We're teaching the values.

Joanne’s language about “catching into this”, or “buying in”

reveals her sense of both the attracting draw and the defining

boundaries the values provide, not only for the team leaders during

training, but later in their effects on the communicative interaction

within their teams.

Constituting Values as Attractor Walls
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Attractors do not contain values, attractors are both primed and

bounded by values; because of this, value limits can also serve as

walls between multiple attractors, structuring the coupling between

them, and establishing the keepers of the values as gatekeepers for

varieties of behavioral forms. An example of this type of value limits

can be seen in the familiar saying “Your freedom ends where my nose

begins,” where freedom of expression and respect for one another

meet.

Multiple Attractors

At QP, company values bounded the generation of an

organization-wide attractor around the teamwork theme; however,

smaller attractors also emerged around the ongoing micro

conversations of various teams’ tasks, with the potential of forming a

network of attractors. Patterns of micro conversations will naturally

vary from one attractor to another; e.g., the local themes of talk in an

organization’s human resources activities will be different from those

in marketing. The organization as a conversation is composed of a
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network of many micro-conversations, with individual histories of

differential structural coupling through their interactions.

Cross-functional Teams Span Attractors

Cross-functional teams with members coming from different

micro-conversations at QP also aided in providing a complex mix of

loose and tight coupling among smaller attractors, and in personal

bonding through members’ shared talk. In the ongoing training

sessions, Joanne says it is an ongoing aim at QP to have a cross-

functional mix of attendees, bringing their local themes into the larger

conversation, connecting them with others:

And it's almost like a 45-minute discussion period, and they may

bring problems that we're dealing with that relate to the subject

they're talking about. So I get a feel for what's going on in

operations as well, and can give them some––you know, if you

try this, or what do you think about this? Plus, they're cross-

functional. We always make sure we get all the different

departments in there. So they're––you've got a bonding right
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there of this next generation of leadership across your

organization.

A network of attractors has a fractal, or self-similar, resemblance

to the individual attractors that constitute it.

Tagging and Resonance Prime Attractors

Leaders themselves, by emblemizing important themes, can

become distinguishing tags that prime and reinforce attractor

formation (Marion, 1999, p. 217). Joanne’s personal communication

during training helped her play this role, and recursively reinforced

QP’s attractors by giving her, “a real good feel for our weakness and

our strengths of our future leadership from doing this”.

Attractors energize self-organization through the resonance and

correlation of agents’ communicative interaction. Marion defines

resonance as, “The release of potential energy through interaction”

(1999, p. 68). In physics, even the most elementary particles brought

into proximity with each other resonate, releasing a flow of potential

energy, whose behavior becomes correlated, or aligned. This
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alignment energizes the collective behavior within attractors, creating

self-reinforcing cycles.

An understanding of this dynamic underscores an appreciation

of the creative potential of human idiosyncrasy, personal choice, and,

especially, diversity, within groups. Incorporating diversity has a

practical, rather than purely ideological, value, in light of a CAS

framework. A complex attractor’s capacity for bounded innovation

derives from its ability to effectively amplify the small differences

produced by resonance, i.e., in a nonlinear manner, within attractor

boundaries.

Resonance, Inclusiveness, and Alignment

At QP, the communication of founding values to many

members generated complex attractors where ongoing resonance and

correlation could safely be positively reinforced, and where leaving

anyone out was not an option, since it was not just rude, but posed a

serious risk. Joanne notes:

You have to walk the talk. I mean, I think there are––a lot of

companies get in trouble––maybe they're not as fortunate and as
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lucky as we are that we're small enough that we still can set that

vision and that everybody can line up with that vision. And I

think as companies grow in size that's probably one of my worst

fears, is that you lose that closeness, that alignment, for all of

your values and everything lined moving the same direction...to

get that same alignment and the same feelings of this person, the

drivers up here, to flow evenly throughout it so that all of your

groups propel and move themselves forward at the same pace.

And you know that's something that I'm trying real hard, as we

grow in this company, to be sure we stay aligned. Because if we

leave out any of them, then we're going–– we could misalign.

Resonance through inclusive communicative interaction could pose a

risk without skillful alignment, however, making resonance among

diversities a continual leadership challenge.

Leadership Structure as Teamwork Tagging

The steering committee at QP was a team also, i.e., a leadership

team that replaced management by Lee and Joanne alone. This team

had new conversational themes for patterning their behavior, that then
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had recursive patterning power as well. Broekstra cites Watzlawick’s

dictum, saying, “All behavior is communication, and it is impossible

not to communicate (1998, p. 161). Actions by Joanne, and by QP’s

leadership team became tags, emblemizing and visibly communicating

the power of the new teamwork attractor throughout the system, even

when it came in conflict with a value that had previously governed the

leaders’ behavior. This tagging had the effect of drawing and

strengthening commitment down at the operational level leadership.

Joanne again:

Well, we probably have the strongest steering committee that

we've had in the life of the company right now, and we've got

the strongest management in the life we've had at the company.

But the last two years have been very strategic on our part

realigning this, and we've had to move some management team

leaders that we personally really cared a lot about as people.

And if one of your values is being a caring organization, it's

difficult when you have to make those decisions. But we knew

they didn't have the skills and abilities to take the company on
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the next step forward. So I'm sure that part of the team has seen

us do that––has seen the top leadership step up and make

decisions that were best for the company even though it hurt,

you know. And that allows them, as they're starting to tier that

down, to make those same kinds of decisions.

So the visible teamwork structure of leadership made it easier

for members to resonate cooperatively.

Resonance Reinforces Attractors

Marion describes how resonance, or what he calls the sync-ness,

of interacting particles (or people) results in attractors where complex

self-organization occurs:

Individual particles (people) collide, and their behaviors

correlate as a result. Imagine such interactions on a large scale,

with bi-directional causality, and complex, convoluted chains of

interrelationship, and one can begin to see where Chaos and

Complexity will take us on this examination of social behavior.

(1999, p. 18)
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Within an organization, such resonating collisions are usually in

the form of conversations. These interactions illustrate why complex

organizations have been called conversations (Broekstra, 1998). “Our

operational definition of a corporation is, ‘an emergent phenomenon

that has arisen from a network of conversations and is now primarily

composed of conversations’ ” (McMaster, 1996, p. 187). Talk grew in

importance at QP right along with teamwork.

Importance of Talk

Joe, the Quality director at QP tells how Lee, the firm’s

machinist cofounder, eventually became a believer in the value of talk:

“That's ––that’s part of our learning curve. Lee himself, his learning

curve was, ‘Man, we spend a lot of time in meetings. God, we got a lot

of people up here. What's going on?’ Now it's, ‘Oh, another meeting?

All right.’ That's literally the concept shift that's taken place.”

Meetings Connect Payoffs to Attractors

One of the many meetings at QP is a quarterly meeting where

the firm’s financial statement is fully disclosed and discussed with all

members. Joe describes the meetings:
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The behavior's been tremendous. I mean, we hold brown-bag

lunches. It's a quarterly brown-bag financial statement lunch

where anybody who wants to can come up and sit through it, and

they'll go over the financial statement for the company through

that quarter. It's open to anybody here.

Joe can claim that the meeting behavior has been tremendous

because information disclosures at the financial statement lunches are

newly linked to gain-sharing as a form of reward that reflects core

teamwork values. McMaster notes, “Human beings are structurally

coupled to their social environment. This means that the actions they

take, and the values or payoffs they seek, tend to be within the

principles that are the attractors or values of the social system they find

themselves in” (1996, p. 101). The action of communicating this

payoff linkage at QP, rather than the simple content of the financial

information itself, has emerged as a powerful attractor, as Joe describes

it:

But what is new is that it's always been available to them -- or

for several years now has been available to them, but we had
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very little participation. I mean, I'm talking out of the

neighborhood of two hundred employees, five to ten would

show up. The primary motivation was ––at that time back then,

was: I just want to see how much the owners are making off this

kind of deal. I want to see where––where all the money is

actually going. Now, since we've started doing this (gain

sharing) we have filled to overflowing our training room in here

which will easily hold 60 people or so. But people have their

own personal: I want to see what I'm getting, and how much of a

impact is, and where is the money going that does impact me

and my earnings on this." So it's a major, major improvement in

interest.

The power of the attractor within which this payoff occurs is

also expressed in a new, recurrent conversational theme of maximizing

the firm’s (and members’) gain that took Joanne by surprise.

New Expressions of Attractor Membership
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Members were not only interested in the payoff of attractor

membership, but they also came up with new reinforcing initiatives,

according to Joanne:

But it's made an impact in that, for instance, if we meet certain

levels of new sales, we buy barbecue for everybody, or

something. And we've had some of them say, "Well, do we

really want to spend our money on barbecue?" or "Do we want

to leave it in there for the gain sharing?" or "Do we really need

to buy this tool over here?" This side over here, they've just -- I

guess in the last, probably thirty days, annually, they've had

about 475 thousand dollars' worth of savings that they've

improved on their processes just because they're constantly

watching––how do we save fifteen minutes on this? How do we

cut five minutes over here? Prior to that, we only had them

looking at the big picture. You know, how do we save a lot of

time? But now they've scaled that down to where they're looking

at seconds and minutes, and they're evaluating that to dollars

save the bottom line.
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Joanne’s comments illustrate local reinforcement of the emerging

behavior, which appeared to be an ownership attractor.

External Structural Coupling

Externally, as well, the corporation itself can be seen as

engaged in a larger network of conversations, structurally coupling

QP’s new attractors with other nodes in the network, as mentioned

above by McMaster. The firm’s external network is its market

environment, and an organization’s attractors play a crucial role in

mapping this conversational network. “An attractor maps a piece of the

environment by correlating, or vibrating, in sync with it” (Marion,

1999, p. 72). That the complexity of attractors in an organization will

determine how effectively it monitors its environment is reminiscent of

Ashby’s law of requisite variety (Ashby, 1958). A firm whose system

attractor, or network of attractors, is complex, operating at the edge of

chaos, far from equilibrium, will be better prepared to map a turbulent

environment, and to adapt to it even while resisting perturbation.

Environmental Mapping
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A complex attractor, one that is operating on the edge of chaos,

is stable enough to retain knowledge from its environmental mapping,

through redundant interactions, and unstable enough to react and adapt

to any encountered unpredictability in responsive ways, through the

amplification of small differences (Stacey, 2001, p. 72). The attractor

is both a site of organizational memory and a processor of new

information.

New External Practices

How this works at QP can be seen in the firm’s external

relationships with suppliers and customers, which includes new

partnering practices. All but one of QP’s attempted partnerships,

patterned after the firm’s internal teamwork processes, has been

successful. A complex attractor, though small, i.e., local and/or

specific, has a large basin of attraction (Marion, 1999, p. 154), able to

draw in even external cooperators who resonate with the values that

typically form the attractor’s boundary wall. This effect can aid in the

self-organization of partnerships, or be a barrier to those whose values

do not resonate, which helps to explain why the same approach will
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not work equally well with all potential partners, and indeed, did not

work with one of QP’s suppliers, despite the firm’s best efforts.

Turbulent Environment

As mentioned in the overview, the market environment for QP

had changed dramatically in a short time. Joe, accompanied by Jim, a

project team leader at QP, described the dramatic changes in QP’s

customer base within five years.

And our industry, I mean, you're looking at four, five years ago

we were doing defense. I mean, next thing you know, Bam!

We’re doing this. I mean, you know, from seventy percent at

one time, to right now, probably less than five percent. But see,

through the steering committee, they were able to see these

things coming ahead of time and start bringing in some of the

commercial sector and starting to offset those.

The steering committee has a team structure, as noted above,

and its members as mentors network with all the key production

process teams.

Vertical and Horizontal Conversations
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Through communication with member mentors, the steering

committee provides vertical structural coupling, and looser horizontal

coupling among process teams. The analytical foresight of the steering

committee becomes an action theme of the discourse between the

committee and individual agents as it is patterned through the

communication nodes of the team mentors, team leaders, and team

membership. Joanne describes their conversations:

One member of the steering committee acts as a mentor for each

key production process team. And it's their job to work with the

team throughout the year to assist them in establishing their

goals, the accountability to provide the resources and so forth.

Then, on a monthly reporting, they come back into the steering

committee and report the progress of what this major group is

doing. The team leader gets his subteams, operational team

leaders, and pulls them all in and says "Hey, the corporate goals

and objectives this year are this and this. Let's look and see what

we need to do to achieve what our goals and objectives are."

And then those operational teams tier down to the individual
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team members and now they're all working. So you've got

everybody lined up shooting for this same goal at the top, up

here.

The parameter space3 that is created by the communication of

corporate goals, in the shared language of QP’s values, consists of the

firm’s multiple micro-conversational attractors, as well as its larger

network of attractors. As Joanne notes, at each tier, from major

process team to small operational team, the micro conversation is,

“Let’s look and see what we need to do,” but it is also part of the

macro pattern, “...what we need to do to achieve what our goals and

objectives are.”

Individual team members are paradoxically both constrained

and enabled by the micro conversations of their small attractors and

the conversational themes of the increasingly larger networks of

attractors within which they move. This paradoxical enabling

constraint gives individual team members stability as well as

enormous freedom to initiate innovations, through the resonance of
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the micro conversations at the operational level with the wider themes

of the steering committee strategies. Jim tells how it works,

I have a direct link to the steering committee and all that, and

they send signals out saying, "Well, we see this trend going

down. This trend going up. What could we do to make it better

to recover from this?" or whatever and we say, "Well, we've got

this equipment out there. We can do this. We can meet the

needs here. We can do that." So you take what they're saying,

and you identify a procedure or something that we could do to

implement.

The Product Cell project, which will be looked at below

further, illustrates this dynamic of multilevel internal and external

resonance and correlation.

Adaptability and Stability

The market change that QP has negotiated in a short time is an

enormous one, especially for a small company. Not only has the

direction of the market shifted, from heavy defense spending, over

into the commercial sector, but the technology underlying the core
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competence of the job shop firm keeps continually shifting with

changes in the customer base. Jim, a QP project team leader, notes,

We've gone from defense market through an easy––fairly easy

transfer over to telecommunications. Got into super computing.

Then, obviously with the smaller PC market coming in and all

that happening, we’re shifting again. There's still that need for

the super computer, but that market's steadily dwindling down.

And so we're phasing that thing out–– that's looking ahead.

Quality director Joe adds,

There's been lots of changes in the past five years. I think there's

been an overwhelming demand for JIT (just in time supply

inventory). It existed before, but not so much in the specific

industry that we're in and the feasibility of it. I think that that's

always been something that a lot of people overlook, is the

amount of materials that we bring in versus materials that we

turn out and being able to turn that product a lot faster. And

there's new technologies in the way we receive in orders and

information and that's with that system that they bring in with
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the EDI system (computerized communication with customers)

––them sending over all of their blueprints and drawings and all

their engineer––all their CAD system. Five years encompasses a

lot, dealing in just the sheet metal manufacturing alone.

 Joe and Jim credit part of QP’s ability to negotiate this rapid

external change to the emergence of new kinds of communicative

interaction between QP members and customers, right down to

negotiation of requirements at the operational level.

New Conversational Partners

Member knowledge of the stable base of QP’s competence to

meet customer’s current requirements is called on, to compare with

new ideas and possible innovations drawn from industry scanning.

Potential innovations are then suggested, discussed, and negotiated in

floor-level conversations with between workers and customers.

Anticipating customers’ needs and sticking QP’s neck out to co-

develop something new with them is a nice example of far from

equilibrium behavior. Joe, the quality director, adds:
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We do this constantly through going out to machine shows and

viewing different areas and like that. So you're able to see the

new technologies and say, "Hey, if we had this, we could do

that," or "I know this customer if we had this we could," you

know, so you build yourself up to meet the needs of the

customer and then go out and invite that customer in and see if

you could work that relation out.

In the Product Cell project that will be analyzed just below, the

effects of these internal/external and multilevel communicative

interactions will be explored further. In that project, conversations with

customers provide energizing resonance that helps align the project’s

structural coupling with its external environment while innovation

emerges. The Product Cell is so novel that other firms are

benchmarking it.

Complex Adaptiveness

Even more importantly, the project is evidence for the capacity

for dynamic adaptiveness that QP has developed. A project of the

innovative magnitude and import of the Product Cell could not have
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emerged from a traditional job shop organization, if for no other reason

than that the idea would not have had a chance to become a compelling

theme of organizational conversation in a linearly structured

equilibrium system. No basin of attraction could have formed around

an idea that had no discussion, hence no patterns of communicative

interaction could have formed, spawning the action teams for planning

and implementing an unborn, because uncommunicated, idea.

The Product Cell project at QP can be taken as evidence for the

creative potential of an organization operating as a complex adaptive

system. In this project QP clearly demonstrates the basic

communicative characteristics of a CAS, including its intrinsic self-

organizing mechanisms of attractors, its ability to continuously

coevolve with its environment to the edge of chaos, and its skillful

recombination of existing building blocks to generate novelty. QP’s

Product Cell project is analyzed next.
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The Product Cell Project

Teams Form Around Attractors

At QP, as a result of local conversational themes that arise

within the network of system attractors at QP, individuals often form

small task teams that coalesce around specific objectives or goals.

These teams might exist very briefly, to resolve a specific issue, or

might evolve into an attractor around a theme that grows powerful

enough to create an expanding basin of attraction and to shape

behavior.

Lissack and Roos note, “By picking aligned words, you can add

energy to an existing attractor,” increasing its basin of attraction and

space of possibilities, or, conversely diminish an attractor through a

poor choice of words (1999, p. 197). By aligned words, the authors

mean simple expressions that create a context from which actions can

be understood as well as performed (p. 6).

Marion describes how Kauffman simulated the formation of

networks, their subsequent coalescence around attractors, and then
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aggregation to form emergent systems, in his studies of evolutionary

fitness: “Kauffman (1993, 1995) examined systems composed of units

that interact with one another and form complex networks of

interdependency. Units form networks, networks settle into attractors,

and a network of attractors forms a system” (1999, p. 100).

At QP, Joanne describes various ways that new teams form

within the firm:

(Besides the permanent teams) there may be a lot of cross-

functional things going on. For instance, we're building a new

facility, and we have what we call the move team. They've done

everything from the layout where their equipment is going to be

to pre-painting the tables so everything is color coordinated

when they move into the new facility, to actually planning the

responsibility of what piece of equipment is moved at what time,

the scheduling of it, and how they're going to redistribute the

labor force to keep the equipment running. We've even have a

mini-housekeeping team and they judge performance of the

housekeeping throughout.
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Regarding even more temporary teams, Joanne adds,

Sometimes, say a customer's having problems with something;

then we may get the person that's running the actual part on

piece of equipment; and they'll get together and redesign or

reconfigure the way we're conforming that process. And, of

course, they immediately dissolve after they solve the problem.

Multiple, Varied Attractors

Joanne’s examples of emergent teams fits the descriptions of

small attractors, continuously appearing and disappearing through

communicative interaction around various local basins of attraction

created by particular tasks, problems, or objectives. Many attractors can

emerge, expand, contract, or even dissolve as they move within the

parameter space of the larger network of complex system attractors, like

little whirlpools spinning off the energy within a big one.

Sometimes, however, the themes from which the attractors

emerge become powerful enough to settle into major behavior patterns,

structurally stable, i.e., organizationally closed, but interactively open,

as described in the previous chapter. The Product Cell project, whose
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basin of attraction began small, as a compellingly novel idea, has

evolved into a major attractor, with structural stability, that is

generating its own network of attractors at QP.

Coevolutionary New Attractor

When asked where the Product Cell idea came from, Jim says

that the idea for the project emerged from many discussions, involving

coevolutionary input, i.e., market pressures, conversations inside and

outside of the organization, from customers, reading, benchmarking,

technology observation, and member knowledge and judgment. He

says,

Well, it came from encouragement from the customers, but not

so much driven from the customers. Again, a lot of the deal of

Joanne's reading, along with the customer's nudging, along with

some of our own benchmarking of other places and technology

shows and stuff and bits and pieces coming together and

brainstorming, "Well, yeah. I think it'll work if we do this. I

think it'll work if we do this." And so all that brainstorming and

problem-solving type issues came together and everybody pretty
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well, general consensus, “Okay, we think it'll work. You think

it'll work. You think it'll work. Let's try it.”

At first, though, the new conversational themes that the Product

Cell idea attracted spawned smaller exploratory behaviors that self-

organized themselves around planning and implementing novel tasks.

Joanne notes:

Now when we went into doing the (Product) Cell, we did a pilot

cell over here to see how that's going to work in the new facility,

so there was a group that addressed that. And they also picked

the family of parts that would go across the Cell, how they

would set up and run it, who would manage it.

Small attractors can be used as search engines to map

possibilities, comparing old knowledge with new ideas.

Destabilization Again

All of the explorations described above would have been in

forbidden territory for a job shop running a linear production line, and

became virgin territory for teams to investigate. The idea, e.g., that a

“family of parts” had to be picked to go through the cell reveals its
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radical novelty. In traditional linear production, each key process for

making a part has its machine and operator (or operating teams). It

matters little to the operator doing a particular process, e.g., in the

operation called plating, what part is being processed, or, in this

example, being plated. However many various items come to the

operator are plated and passed on down the line of other distinct

processes until the finished products emerge at the end. Each process

operator owns the particular process where his unique skill lies, but no

one owns the finished product. Although each discrete process can in

theory still operate if its neighbors fail, in practice all come to a halt if

one fails, since there is tight sequential coupling. Once a queue of parts

start rolling down the line, all processes continue till the queue has

made it all the way through.

The difference introduced by the idea of the Product Cell is to

form a spatially clustered group, called the cell, composed of all the

necessary machines and cross-trained operators that are required to

produce a particular finished product. The cell is designed to focus on

that specific product rather than on a generic process. As can be
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imagined, talk of this revolutionary idea created new pressures. So

many breaks with custom were involved: spatially, with the nonlinear

ordering of the machines; technically, with the cross-training of

craftsmen whose pride of expertise resided in one process alone; and,

most unprecedented of all, cognitively, with the shift to a higher level

of focus for all cell operators, from sole ownership of their singular

skilled processes to shared ownership of the jointly produced product.

A buildup of pressure and destabilizing conversations presage an

attractor shift.

Traditional Conversations And Spaces

Product Cell project team leader Jim describes the production

situation and the linearly located conversations of operators:

In a traditional environment, these people, if you were hired to

run this type of equipment, that's all you ever did. And you may

do this for ten years. That's right! Or somebody just like you

would have to do it. Also it's because of strategic

advantage––that the way they were placed in traditional matters,

that over in this zone is all of this kind of equipment; and in this
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zone, which you had to walk fifty, sixty foot to get to, was this

other kind of equipment.

In other words, the operator followed the machine, and its

location determined his location, for years perhaps, spatially connected

only within the sequence of the production line according to his

process specialty and its place in the line of immobile equipment.

New Conversations and Spaces

Jim then contrasts the traditional themes and spaces with the

novel ones of the Product Cell and with what it means to the operators:

So (with the Product Cell) you put all the varieties of types of

equipment, everything that you take to run a particular job, into

one area. So in essence, instead of one major manufacturing

facility, you can manage five or six little independent facilities

within that major facility. And that's what it's all about is

bringing it back into a smaller picture something to––you can

focus in and work with and give ownership of that shop to those

people.

Fractal, or Self-Similar, Cell
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Each Product Cell sounds self-similar in some respects to the

original small job shop founded by Lee and Joanne; however, instead

of being a small shop standing alone, each Cell is an integral part of a

higher order network of communicatively responsive systems. The

salient point for this analysis, however, is not merely the adaptive

transformation the project offers to QP, but the communicative nature

of the change itself.

Marion (1999, p. 154) describes a complex attractor as having a

large basin of attraction from which it draws participants, who then

engage in a locally focused pattern of behavior. The conversational

themes introduced by the Product Cell at QP drew interest and drove

communicative interaction throughout the entire organization. All the

external and internal discussions, new kinds of language needed for

innovative planning and nontraditional design, lists of various

machines, and recruitment of numerous volunteer operators, and so on,

required to create the cell were drawn toward a single focus of

communicative interaction: the product.
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Not only does the behavioral attractor underlying the

development of the project have complex characteristics, they are

recursively mirrored in the design of the complex cell and its singular

focus: the customer’s product. Emergence of more highly organized

but apparent simplicity from complex interaction is the hallmark of a

CAS in action.

Cell More Complex than Line

The interviewer asked Jim and Joe exactly where the innovation

of the project lay:

(Interviewer:) Since it's an innovation assembly, an arrangement

of previously known and previously existing technology, it

doesn't sound like it changed operator's skill?

(Jim starts to answer:) Yes, it did. Because when you're working

in a––

(Joe interrupts:) Then again, you're not––you put the operator

over there (in the cluster) where he's not limited to that one

process any more; however, in a cell concept––whether it be

two, whether it be three, four, five people on a given processes
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in there, all three, four, five people are then cross-trained on all

the other processes within that cell.

In other words, prior to the cell concept, the guy may have

been on this brake process over here. And he stayed constantly

on that brake. It may have been different products through that

brake, but he stayed on the brake, doing that brake process.

Now, in the cell concept he already knows the brake process, so

he's cross-trained on the punch, or he's given product that flows

through there. He's crossed-trained on the tapping process. He

may be cross-trained on another aspect of assembly of it.

But all of those different processes in that cell become his

focus for production of that––his customer's product. So

he's––each one of those guys become very knowledgeable on

every process within that cell because it's their product for their

customer.

 This more highly organized order of focus on the whole product

offers operators a new hub for their emergent sense of shared

ownership.
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New Conversational Partners

 The Product Cell offers not only new themes for conversation,

but also new communicative partners, the customers, as Joe describes

it:

That's their product now; but now, being their product, they also

have their own customer. That’s an external customer. So then

they're trained and well versed on what is your customer's

expectations on his product? Not just his specifications, but what

are his expectations? What are his desires? What does he really

want? We know what he asked for on the print, but what does he

want? And they're trained and well versed in that and that's just

something that ––as it used to be provided to a quality inspector

and stuff and he had to interpret to the individuals on the floor.

Now the individuals on the floor have that ownership and

knowledge.

Product Cell focus shifted then to the next higher level, from the

product to the customer for that product, further amplifying the

communicative interaction. Joe says each operator knows what their
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product is, and because of that, exactly who his customer is. Each

operator usually has only one customer, or at the most two.

Responsiveness Reinforces Far from Equilibrium State

QP team leaders communicate organizational objectives

supplied by the steering committee and carry the team members’

operational responses back to the committee, as told previously in the

description of team practices. With the Product Cell in operation, this

bi-directional responsiveness is further amplified by what team

members are talking about together and with their customers. The

complex attractor demonstrated in the Product Cell project has the

communicative capacity to map its external environment and to

structurally couple with it to improve the system’s adaptiveness. This

keeps the system coevolving to the creative edge of chaos, rather than

getting stuck in an equilibrium attractor of previous success. Previous

success always offers attraction, equilibrium, stagnation, and adaptive

extinction.

Local Interaction Key
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In the Product Cell communicative arena, a customer’s

requirements, that previously would have been handed down from

upper management and interpreted by quality inspectors to process

operators, could be communicated directly between the customer and

the Product Cell team responsible to their customer. As Jim says,

I mean, in a lot of organizations, you're sitting back and waiting

for them (upper management) to make all the decisions, and

you're just out there chunking it out, not aware of what's going

on in the world. It works a little bit differently here. It's more

open. There's––nothing that's closed door. Everything is open

door.

Recombination of Building Blocks

As noted above, the real innovation of the Product Cell does not

lie in any great breakthrough in technology or skill, but in the

recombining of existing skills in such a way that a novel adaptation

emerges, driven by the communicative interaction patterns that

comprise the attractor.
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Holland lists the ultimate characteristic of a CAS to be its

evolutionary ability to recombine existing building blocks to generate

adaptive novelty. He uses the internal combustion engine and the

digital computer as examples of revolutionary twentieth-century

inventions that utilized previous building blocks. “In both cases most

of the building blocks were already in use, in different contexts, in the

nineteenth century. It was the specific combination, among the great

number possible, that provided the innovation” (1995, p. 61-61).

Recombination helps to explain a complex attractor’s paradoxical

capability for retaining old knowledge, through redundant interactions,

while driving innovation through the amplification of small differences

(Stacey, 2001, p. 72). Lissack and Roos claim that, “An organization’s

ability to adapt to change is greatly enhanced by the ability to

recognize parts and to imagine how they might be recombined (1999,

p. 178).

In QP’s Product Cell, the same operators, the same processes,

and the same machines that were previously being used in a linear

context are recombined differently, on the attractive strength of the cell
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theme. Machines are clustered close to each other in a new, nonlinear

arrangement, and operators, who retain their previous process skills,

are also cross-trained in several others. Jim notes,

Then again, you're not––you put the operator over there where

he's not limited to that one process any more, but in a cell

concept––whether it be two, whether it be three, four, five

people on a given processes in there, all three, four, five people

are cross-trained on all the other processes within that cell, and

that goes back to what we were talking about a while ago. They

become intimately knowledgeable of that product, not just their

given process.

Unprecedented, increasingly higher levels of focus have

emerged with this new degree of complex interdependency: first the

product, then the customer. With the focus on the customer, there is

nonlinear expansion of networking communication, just as the

automobile and digital computer generated unforeseen nonlinear

communicative possibilities. The nonlinear outcomes of recombination

can be unpredictable. With regard to using recombinations as the
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source of innovation, Miner suggests that “We cannot deduce the

original scale of managerial intervention from the scale of impact”

(Miner, 1994, p. 85). At QP, further innovations are expected to

emerge from the Product Cell at any time.

Complex Coupling

Each QP Product Cell is a mix of tight and loose coupling, since

cross-trained operators can replace each other. Within the larger

system network, Product Cells are loosely connected, as each serves its

own customer(s). Redundancy and slack in the larger cell network are

built in, with an overflow cell centrally located within the larger cluster

of clusters; the overflow cell can take over production in case of

breakdown or overload in any separate cell.

Resistance

Naturally, there was, and still is, some member resistance to the

Product Cell project. While the new system of attractors that had

formed at QP around the teamwork theme emerged from the

destabilization of the previous individualistic and dictatorial

equilibrium, the traditional linear structure of the production process
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had remained, even though this entrenched structure no longer

expressed the major conversational theme of the firm. McMaster cites

an example of a German firm that came to the same impasse:

A manufacturing company saw the potential for increasing its

organizational intelligence by working in teams.... and

encouraged and enabled work teams to form and function

effectively in their own processes.

The initial burst of productivity was sufficient reward for the

effort...(but it) leveled off and the effort was called into

question. It wasn’t until the company began to inquire into what

kind of structures an organization composed of teams would

require, that structural changes began to be made.... One of the

most important areas of transformation was linguistic––“team”

replaced “individual” in the speaking and practices within the

organization. (McMaster, 1996, p. 158)

McMaster describes how the German firm curved the shape of

its production line, and created interdependence among operators’

communication practices and accountability policies to visibly display
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the coherence of their teamwork theme in their operational structure.

His stress on the linguistic aspect of the change includes the structuring

of the firm’s practices, as well as their language.

At QP, the talk, many practices, and policies expressed

teamwork, although the structure of the customary linear production

queue that also remained did not express or communicate the

teamwork theme. The new Product Cell theme, however, threatened to

disrupt even this remaining deeply traditional linear performance

behavior.

Resistance to organizational change has been attributed to

feelings of threat to a member’s sense of job identity, particularly

where that job has a specifically prescribed scope of action within a

narrow territory (Kanter, 1995, p. 81). Teamwork transformation at

QP, in which individual, specialized process operators traded some

uniqueness for team membership, had been hard enough for some

people; but the self-direction offered by the new attractor had been

compelling to overcome their resistance. Of the initial change to self-

directed teamwork for process operators, Joanne says,
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To get these guys to realize that they want to make their process

so anybody can run it so it can be that team effort, you know,

any part of a team can move around...And throughout the

company, this (process operation) has been the key area

because it's the highest skill level, and it's a dying trade.

The sense of ownership that team self-direction offered made the

new theme attractive enough to overcome resistance for many;

however, as mentioned, even with the new teamwork, the traditional

linear production line structure remained, with its strong potential for

resistance to change.

Goldstein sees this resistance in a positive light, i.e., he says that

the threat to identity that can accompany change can be regarded as an

attraction to previously held values:

In the face of threatening change, clients (members) are not so

much resisting change as being attracted to an affirmative core

of self-esteem, dignity, and a sense of personal power.... In an

organization, resistance reflects employees’ needs to protect

their sense of dignity, integrity, or ideals rather than their
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supposed primal inclinations to inertia.... Trying to overpower

this resistance, then, is counterproductive in the long run

because strategies of force are tantamount to threatening the

dignity and integrity of the individuals involved. (Goldstein,

1994, p. 56)

QP’s process operators’ sense of dignity and performance

integrity was tied to their pride in their acknowledged value to the firm,

as highly skilled craftsmen in a dying trade, and tied as well to their

machine’s sequentially indispensable position in the linear production

queue. Even though the nonlinear theme of the Product Cell threatened

all that, QP’s leaders did not attack the traditional line head-on, but

introduced the cell conversation with tact, pulling, not pushing toward

the new behavior.

The old line was not disassembled, and operators were not

forced to change over to the Cell. A pilot was tried, run on selected

products, with volunteers, not only to test its operational worth, but also

to demonstrate what the concept could offer to members, and to allow it

to attract them.
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Acceptance Related to Learning

At first, resistance to the new concept centered on the change

from running one process to running one product, which originally was

seen as limiting and boring by some veteran operators, as Jim describes

their reaction:

The biggest problem we had with selling the cell concept to the

people on the floor is, "I'm not going to run this same part all the

time." They didn't realize the challenge in going into a cell, and

the environment that they were stepping into.

Members were not forced to make the change, but, as Jim tells

the story in the case of one operator, the Product Cell shift had the only

opening on the schedule he wanted. He reluctantly took it, with results

that surprised him. Jim says,

I had this come up very recently in the past week. I had a guy

coming from the third shift. I said, "Well, that's fine. You can

work on the first shift, but you’ll need to work in the Cell." He

said, "Well, I don't want to do that because I don't want to get

stuck in that same old rut day-in and day out." I run into him all
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the time now and he's really excited about it because not only

did he learn, he's actually done more learning in that week than

he did in three or four months working in the regular––in the

traditional setting.

This operator apparently finds the new scope of possibilities in

the Cell structure conversation unexpectedly exhilarating. Jim’s story

illustrates how learning about the charms of a new attractor can solve

the issue of so-called resistance, i.e., the apparent inertial strength of

old beliefs, without any managerial attempt to overpower the resistance

or to violate the member’s sense of personal ideals. Jim likes to

manage by walking around, and not only by walking, but by walking

the new talk, and encouraging converted operators to do the same:

Well, what I like to do with them is I like to do follow-up and so

I've always talked to employees as I'm passing through and say,

"Hey, how's it going?" and "What'd you think about this?" And

you just see the look on their face and all that, but it's hard to put

that on paper. But I think it shows in their reactions and their

responsiveness and all that.
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 And all I can tell them is go out and share this with your friends

because this is what we're going to do.

Aligned words from Jim and cell operators can further energize and

strengthen the new structural attractor of the Product Cell theme.

Expecting the Unexpected

The as yet undiscovered boundaries and capacity for the Product

Cell were still being pursued at the time of the interviews, since there

was no existing precedent to follow. Part of the exploratory process has

been to search for similar projects in the rest of the industry, but no job

shop equivalent had been found, only some examples of proprietary

product manufacture.

The Product Cell’s potential will be tied to its coevolutionary

development. Innovation of the cell continues to follow a

coevolutionary course, since the complex nature of the attractor allows

it to map customer’s requirements onto the firm’s accumulating

production knowledge on an ongoing basis. Jim describes this

evolution:
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Okay. In our variety, we originally started out with 35 part

numbers, and as operators became familiar with it and it

became routine and all that, then we began to bring in new

projects. So we're still developing the boundaries of knowing

what size and shape we can handle in this particular area.

Right now we're running three particular runs of different

projects at the same time. So we're still finding room to stick

other projects in there until it's at a capacity level.

And in doing so––because we originally started out with

three pieces of equipment and we've seen the need to add two

more pieces of equipment to it. We still haven't even settled that

in as far as the correct number that's capable of running in that

area and managing in that area at one time. So we feel like

we're getting real close now, and getting close to uniformity,

and should know something on that in the next six months, I

would say.
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The Cell and its unknown potential outcomes areevolving from

within, rather than having assigned goals to achieve and being

controlled from above.

Action-based Operations

Emergent production parameters and enacted goals at QP fit the

CAS model, as described earlier, i.e., its operation is action-based

rather than rule-based. Members enact patterns of operation through

communicative interaction governed by a few local algorithms, rather

than by obeying global design rules or following a blueprint, giving

the firm the capability to innovate, and exploit surprises, while

maintaining the high quality of its core competencies.

Another key CAS characteristic mentioned above, the capacity

for recombination of existing building blocks, is analogous to the

fractal quality of evolution at QP. In the overall transformation at QP,

teamwork was first built on the organization’s foundational values, as

well as on the existing collective knowledge of the organization, a

crucial self-reference for new attractor formation.
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After a few years of ongoing transformation, the structural

necessity for an arrangement like the Product Cell became obvious, to

continue the teamwork conversation. By then the project could draw

on the interdependent patterns of communicative interaction that had

evolved. Using Prigogine’s dissipative structure (a physical

counterpart to the more biologically grounded CAS), Smith and

Gemmill note:

If such a (dissipative) system were in the midst of profound

change and all of its previously attained learning and structures

were dismantled; and if it sought only to adapt to the

environment it faced, it would have little chance of attaining a

viable condition. Even in the most intense transformative

processes, some 'deep' structure must remain. (Smith and

Gemmill, 1999, p. 709)

Conversely, if QP had not developed the adaptive ability to

coevolve to the edge of chaos, walking the line between old and new,

and if the firm had not evolved the capacity to recombine building

blocks to generate novelty, the Product Cell project could not have
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attracted an effective following, or mapped its external environment

so well.

In the next chapter, the analysis of an attempted interventional

change gives a view of the self-organizing function of attractors from

a different angle.

                                           
1 A basin of attraction is the zone around an attractor that is affected by its
drawing power. As the drawing power weakens around the edges, the basin can
also act as a buffer between competing attractors. Think of standing between two
compelling conversations and being drawn to participate in both simultaneously,
although perhaps not drawn equally.

2 Dissipative structures are a physical chemistry analog to complex adaptive
structures. Dissipative structures were first described and named by Nobel
laureate Ilya Prigogine (1980). The dissipative structure has been used to model
group behavior, especially by Gemmill and Smith (1985) and Smith and Gemmill
(1991).

3 Parameter space defines not one, but a set of attractors that comprise a system’s
behavior. The attractors may expand or contract as they drift through parameter
space, or change dramatically when they cross a bifurcation wall into a new
region of parameter space (Marion, 1999, p. 58).
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DATA ANALYSIS PART II

Excellence Through Leadership:

Change Intervention At Techniprint Basic

Overview and Context

The large manufacturing firm referred to here as Techniprint has a

semi-autonomous R&D division, called BASIC in this study. Interviews with

members at BASIC explored their experiences of a Total Quality

Management (TQM)-based change initiative referred to here as Excellence

Through Leadership (ETL), both in their training and on project teams.

Members who participated in weeklong sessions of a compulsory

training course given by an outside consultant were interviewed, as well as

several members from two project teams implementing ETL. This Quality-

related program had apparently been helpful within the parent firm, thus,

BASIC members were ordered to take the training as part of an effort to align

the BASIC division with the quality practices and communication styles of

the parent organization.
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The mandatory training order was serious, and immediately framed the

program in terms of a power issue, as one research manager recalls:

In fact, they fired a guy because he didn't want to go to ETL. It was a

guy that took us a year to hire, a really hot stuff technical guy. And it

took a year of persuasion to get this guy to sign up, and they said,

"You will go to ETL,” and he just refused and they fired him.

The mandatory requirement to take ETL training set the stage for

apprehension and resentment among BASIC members.

Focus of Analysis

 The first part of this overview focuses on the mandated ETL training

experience as recounted by several members of BASIC. The next section of

the overview looks at the narrative comments of several team members on

two Quality Improvement Team (QIT) projects, intended to introduce

implementation of ETL. The interviewees represent a cross-section of

BASIC members; their names are changed, and they are not identified by role

due to the negative nature of many of their comments and a confidentiality

agreement. Because of the high level of critical sophistication and articulate

ability of the interviewees, a number of their extended narratives are quoted.
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 A CSS-grounded analysis of the ETL training and implementation

experience at BASIC follows the overview, building on the understanding of

organizational attractors in the QP study and also utilizing the construct of

patching, described below, as a coadaptive coupling strategy in complex

organizations.

Purpose of ETL Training at BASIC

The change proposed by bringing ETL training to BASIC was the

intended alignment of the working interface and communications between

the professional researchers in fundamental science at BASIC and the

parent manufacturing team that applied research developments. The often

difficult alignment of the actions of one part of an organization with another

is related to their coupling, i.e., “the degree to which actions in one part of

the system directly and immediately affect other parts” (Weick and

Sutcliffe, 2000, p. 97).

BASIC researchers see themselves as doing independent work with

the larger corporation, not for it, a situation which can create potential

communication barriers to the implementation by the parent company of

research innovations developed at BASIC. BASIC members consider their
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division to have a different and more intellectual culture than the applied

areas of the organization, as researcher Gene commented:

The corporate culture has never been the dominant force in the

way this place (BASIC) lives––it's been the academic culture

that dominates here, if anything.

According to another researcher, Leon, BASIC members conceded

that they took pride in this difference, and he felt that pride created a

potential obstacle to constructive interaction and meant that BASIC

could not have as positive an impact on research implementation as it

might otherwise have. He noted,

There are cultural barriers to productive interactions between

BASIC and the rest of the company. Arrogance is the short

hand for that. If one could change the frame of mind of the

research population that we know more about all the things that

we are engaged in than anyone out there does, we could have a

huge impact on the value we bring to corporations

Perhaps in an effort to breach this admittedly arrogant difference and

perhaps since the ETL program had been successful in integrating other
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areas of Techniprint, corporate management decided that the training could

do the same for BASIC. The ETL training specifically included several

strategies designed to enhance alignment. The program prescribed a shared

vocabulary of familiar but deliberately reframed terms, it ordained common

formulas for evaluating communicative behaviors, and it spelled out

standardized techniques for social interaction and problem-solving.

Behavioral Prescription Offensive

The prescription of a vocabulary and/or behavioral evaluation formulas

and techniques to BASIC’s members, many of whom are highly trained

social scientists with Ph.D. degrees, was not well received. Members were

able to respond critically and articulately during their training experience,

and to comment on it insightfully afterwards, as Peter noted:

We were a group of people that were linguists, psychologists, AI

(artificial intelligence) people, and people who have spent the better

part of their professional lives thinking about language and behavior

in certain ways. Suddenly we were being told, “Look: there are 18

forms of verbal behavior, this is it and you are going to learn how to

score it.”
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Peter further explained that the ETL trainer appeared to him and

others to be presenting prepackaged material without having reflected on it

himself: “And what do we (researchers) do but reflect on things? That’s

what we get paid for.” Peter added, “People trained at MIT and such were

not going to buy the ‘I’m OK, you’re OK’ version of stuff.”

 The BASIC researchers apparently became so unhappy and “huffy,”

that the situation, according to Peter, escalated to the point where the trainer

was feeling “really scared, out of the range of what I think he should be

feeling in a work place; bordering on feeling like his life was in danger.”

Dennis’ description of the situation was also dramatic:

You can imagine that all these people whose research life is in

conversational analysis and linguistics and whatever just came down

on this like a ton of bricks, and here's this hapless trainer who falls

back on, “Well, the experts say...” Here you have all these Ph.D.

linguists and philosophers and anthropologists, who study these issues

for a living, and they just had the trainer for breakfast. He didn't have

a chance.
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Ironically, given the uproar that the training caused, ETL had

originally been designed to be a more constructive alternative to a group

interaction method called T-groups, as Dennis discovered while researching

the credentials for ETL. Apparently T-Groups can become unproductively

confrontational, and ETL techniques were intended to be an improvement.

Retrospective Regret

A few interviewees describe with chagrin the kind of “possessed” or

“infantile” behavior that took place in response to the compulsory training

session that they perceived to be authoritarian to a frightening degree. Louise

offered justification for the vehemence of her reaction:

 I have bad feelings about the patriarchal approach of the organization.

I do not think that is the way you should treat adults, or anyone over

the age of 6, certainly not people who are supposed to be adult,

professional, responsible, let alone empowered.

Even though Louise acted out her strongly negative response, she regretted

possibly spoiling the experience for others:

 So we were a pain, we were disruptive and it was not a choice for me,

I was out of control. I misbehaved, I cried at the end of the day. The
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only thing I feel slightly bad about is that there might have actually

been one or two people in the group who were not offended by the

training and we completely destroyed it for them.

The researchers had apparently not intended to destroy the training

experience for others; they had simply acted out instinctively.

Awareness of Career Pressures

The response to training was colored by the researcher’s knowledge of

its implications for long term effects on their careers. They had been told that

their job performance would be judged in part by their use of ETL methods,

according to ETL criteria. Louise’s colleague Peter explains:

 It’s that and something worse: it’s having this (parent) organization

that you have ambivalent allegiance to saying you have to submit to:

“We are going to get you to reflect in certain ways. And that reflection

is going to be meted out in a way that you will assessed to be

incompetent.”

So not only was the training content considered by BASIC members as

inappropriate for social scientists, but the compulsory prescription of ETL,

compounded by career pressures, terrorized and outraged them. The
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interviewees’ claims about the terrifying aspects of this compulsory training

are reminiscent of examples of the terroristic use of normalizing language

decried by such postmodern theorists as Lyotard, Rorty, or Foucault.1

Not Helpless Victims

The researchers were not helpless victims of power, however. Peter

reported that his rebellious training cohort “hijacked” the training process, in

effect commandeering the training agenda and telling the trainer what

exercises the group would or would not agree to participate in:

In fact, we took control, and little groups of us got to do whichever

exercises we wanted to do. The instructor, instead of being the

instructor, just became the resource person who did whatever we told

him to do.

Some researchers at BASIC felt that the authoritarian, even

paternalistic, approach to implementing ETL completely discredited any

possible value in the program content, and so, by their own account, they

reacted childishly by disrupting the training. Others, however, were willing

and able to make their own choices of what they might find to be useful

techniques, while not accepting the totalizing assumptions or prescriptions
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of the ETL system. Jim comments that the trainees’ own mental frames

could trigger resistance to something that others found useful:

 I think another reason why there was an explosion here, whereas there

wasn't so much out there (in Techniprint), is that we think of ourselves

as problem solvers. We're professional problem solvers already––teach

us brainstorming? Are you kidding? Can you teach your grandmother

to suck eggs? Whereas I think there were a lot of people in Techniprint

who had never seen some of these things, and found them helpful. So

the fact that it wasn't tuned to us and didn't acknowledge where we

came from was a very important part of the blowup.

Jim sounds incredulous that a program that “didn’t acknowledge where we

came from” would be forced on him and other professionals.

Inconsistent Requirement

The members at BASIC who were most resistant refused to conform,

not only to the ETL approach, but also to the ETL content. That is, they felt

that a doctrinaire, critical technique of interaction was being forced on them,

even as the ETL training itself was presented as impervious to critique.

Members objected, e.g., to the idea that, while being instructed to question
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their own thinking, trainees were asked to accept the eight formalized

problem-solving techniques of ETL as the only way to achieve quality

performance, without question or reflection. Mary protested:

The scientists are not going to be that elementary. Their brains take

them to where they want to go. I just don't think that, “These are your

steps, 1 to10 and thou shalt follow them and do nothing else,” applies

too well to the research community.

Mary’s comment reinforces Jim’s, as she expresses a similar sense of insult

to the professional intelligence of the BASIC researchers.

Assault on Professional Culture

Researchers expressed resentment that the ETL training approach

discounted and disregarded the socialized aspects of their own scientific

disciplines, as well as devaluing the critical rigor of their own professionally

ingrained research methods. At BASIC, interviewees complained that the

imposition of ETL ignored the existing disciplinary knowledge and skills

that researchers already brought to their work.

In other words, they felt that the ETL training apparently disregarded

not only each individual researcher’s experience, but also the collective
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operating principles by which rigorous science is practiced that allow

independent investigations to interact productively.2 Good research

recognizes, accounts for, and builds on previous knowledge; distinguishes

the uniqueness of claims for new knowledge; it supports claims by

describing methods by which others can reproduce similar results; and

stands open to falsifiability.

Researchers felt acutely uncomfortable with the dictated prescriptions

of the new approach, as Ken explained:

 I suspect that people are here at BASIC because they have already

learned to solve the problems that ETL is all about solving, even if

they can’t explain exactly how. I just felt extremely uneasy

throughout this entire week–– it was as if someone had taken me off

somewhere and renamed everything, and I could no longer use my

normal faculties for communicating with people.

Researcher Peter said, “Listen, for us in research ETL really did not

work because it was offering to us a very oversimplified view of things that

is already part of our expertise and confidence.” This renaming was an

oversimplification that made researchers uneasy. Not only did the renaming
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and simplification undermine their practices, but also they saw no need for

this kind of training. His colleague Jack confirmed that view: “What ETL is

designed to fix wasn't really broken here (at BASIC).” Jack apparently felt

that if it ain’t broke, don’t try to fix it.

Need for Change Seen, but not ETL

Researchers did, however, acknowledge two areas of potential

improvement at BASIC that a TQM initiative might address: first, the need

for a systematic quality program for doing research in an organizational

setting that would be coherent with the principles of scientific practice; and

second, the need for improved communication with other areas of the parent

firm, such as manufacturing or marketing. None of the researchers claimed

to know what an effective quality program for research might look like,

although they were interested in finding out. Dennis describes how he

perceived the ineffectiveness of ETL for addressing quality in scientific

research:

 Now I really would like quality training for research, which ETL

wasn’t. Quality's a big concern in research, but the validity of the ETL

methods to improve the quality of research, as opposed to the quality
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of output of making things in factories, just wasn't established. How

do you measure the quality of research? What should be the metrics

on us?

This mismatch of a program like ETL with basic research underscores

the differences between BASIC and its parent firm, as Jerry noted:

I think the researchers are generally resistant to anybody telling them

how to think. Their job is, in fact, to stay out of the molds of the past

and focus on innovation. They have a certain snobbery that goes with

that, or a certain distancing, that goes against anything that's really

tied into the product process, product focus.

 Intellectual distancing also ties into the second acknowledged need at

BASIC, that of better communications with the parent firm of Techniprint,

and several researchers, including Roger, conceded that ETL techniques

could probably help with that:

But one of the main things I got out of it was learning something

about what the managers of the company wanted me to believe, and

how they wanted me to interact with other parts of the company, what

they thought would facilitate interaction, and so on.
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John adds:

There were some exercises and some learning dealing with interactive

skills that were useful. Researchers were exposed to the vocabulary

and the processes of ETL, so that when they were in a setting with the

rest of the company, they knew how to carry on a conversation and be

in that process.

The social scientists could see value in being able to converse more

effectively with the members of the parent firm, but had a hard time

accepting ETL as the answer to their communication problems.

Differences Deeper than Style

BASIC members admitted that they were lacking in knowing “how to

carry on a conversation” with the rest of Techniprint, and conceded that their

R&D division’s intellectual arrogance was a barrier to communication. They

felt, however, that what really divided them from the rest of the firm went

deeper than communicative style, and that a program like ETL didn’t get to

the root of the difference. Jack had reflected on this issue:

Who is the customer for what we (researchers) are doing? If you’re

doing some kind of quality improvement, you do that in the context of
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who the customer is––so who is the customer for research? The

corporation thinks that it’s the customer, but the researcher thinks the

broader scientific community is too. How do you measure the

productivity and quality of research? I still think there's a disconnect

(between Techniprint and BASIC) in terms of how can you measure

the impact of quality and productivity of research.

So the program did cast light on problems, particularly in

communicating, that some members acknowledged the need for addressing;

however, they appeared to paint over the definitional differences in quality

between research and production.

Differing Views on ETL Use

Following the researchers’ rather contentious training experiences,

ETL implementation and practice was reported to be held in generally low

regard at BASIC for several reasons. It obviously had a bad start, since many

considered the training approach to have been patriarchal, puerile, and

professionally insulting the researchers. More significant than the outrage

many felt, however, was the scientists’ sense of the program’s disregard of

their existing skills, and, far worse, a feeling of attempted
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disenfranchisement from their disciplinary commitments and research

culture, a feeling that made ETL an unattractive and even unprincipled

program for their own operation.

Reframed Vocabulary Jarring

This suspicion was reinforced by the superimposition of factory-type

performance quality measures in terms of a reframed vocabulary. Ken was

one who opposed the language redefinition strongly:

There were one or two things about ETL which I think are

exceedingly dangerous. The most important example is the word

"quality," which has no synonyms in English––it's a unique word

meaning an extremely complicated and subtle set of things. To co-opt

it into an entirely new usage means if you ever did need to talk about

it, you wouldn't be able to.

Peter describes Ken’s outrage at this kind of redefinition during the ETL

training session:

Ken blew up. And he started cursing and just lost control. Finally,

what he was able to say was, “You can’t do this; you can’t redefine a

word. It is not humpty-dumpty––you cannot redefine words. Quality
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does not mean performance to customer requirements.” Right away

there was a major meltdown.

So some researchers found implementing the deliberate language

prescription to be a very profound problem.

Cynicism and Jeering

Others, like Andy, didn’t take it all so seriously and just considered

the whole thing rather foolish:

A lot of people think that the whole ETL thing is kind of a joke. It's

not really taken very seriously. The training was a fiasco, but from my

point of view, I was very entertained––it was all very entertaining.

Everyone thinks it's kind of a joke around here.

One researcher called Sue regretted that the potential usefulness in

implementing the ETL training was probably lost in the jeering at it:

Everybody just jeers at it; and there's so much jeering that in

fact what's good out of it gets lost. And it makes it that much

harder to use any part of it that might ever be good.
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Thus there was sometimes an undertone of regret for the jeering in the

researchers’ descriptions.

Some ETL Usefulness

Some members, however, were able to separate the resentment of the

training approach, or cynical amusement at its foolishness, from the

potential communication value of the ETL techniques. These members

found some of the ETL practices valuable, in particular the cross-functional

contacts during training, as Andy commented:

What is good about it, though, is that you meet people from

other labs––that's nice. It's probably a silly way to do that, but

it's true, you meet people. I wish there were more activities at

BASIC like that, orthogonal to your own research so you could

meet other people. That was a good thing.

Andy was in the minority, although some other members also

acknowledged putting some ETL to use.

ETL Use not Openly Acknowledged

Members who admitted to later using some of the useful

interaction techniques included in the ETL training also said that they
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tended not to make the use explicit, either because of their own

resentment or because of the peer ridicule associated with the

program. Louise says that even though she occasionally hears

references to some ETL terminology or techniques, and may even use

them, she never says so:

Sometimes I hear ETL in the language, for instance, “I’m testing, or

I’m building understanding.” I always flinch when people use that

kind of language. I am very conscious of trying to build on what other

people say, of trying to test my understanding of what they have said.

But I certainly don’t announce that I am doing it.

Jack summed up ETL use at BASIC: “Everyone easily laughs at it because it

is something that we put up with rather than embrace.” But he added that

researchers were using it in their own fashion:

When people at BASIC are practicing ETL and they know they're

practicing ETL, it's typically when they're dealing with some other

part of the company besides BASIC. In BASIC daily life it's not

overtly practiced or acknowledged.
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This was the situation following ETL training at BASIC and leading

up to the formation of the two project teams described below.

ETL Use in Two QIT Projects

Two of the Quality Improvement Teams (QITs) specifically created to

put ETL to use addressing selected problems at BASIC were the Six-month

Report project and the Visitor project.

Six-month Report Background

The Six-month Report QIT was created to deal with problems in the

customary semiannual update on the research initiative of each lab at

BASIC. The practice of preparing six-month reports had been instituted at

BASIC 12 to15 years previously, and its purpose was no longer clear. A

major deficiency, in ETL terms, was that the reports did not have a clearly

identified customer, and consequently, no well-defined customer

expectations.

In this situation, researchers tended to consider six-month reports a

waste of their valuable time, and, without clarity about expectations, the

reports often did not satisfy those who received and read them, either. There

was a coupling deficiency with the reports as well, since they potentially
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could provide a communicative bridge between the fundamental science

being done at BASIC and its innovative implementation at Techniprint. The

potential value of this coupling, however, was not being realized. The QIT

was supposed to apply ETL to finding a solution to this dysfunctional

practice.

The Six-month Report QIT

The idea of having Quality Improvement Teams to address specific

problems is drawn from TQM, and was intended to be a vehicle for ETL

implementation practice at BASIC. The team itself did not spontaneously

coalesce around a locally perceived problem or solution, but relevant

personnel were assigned to a QIT to address a management-designated

problem. The team was then supposed to hold regularly scheduled meetings

structured around ETL techniques.

The mixed attitudes toward the ETL training at BASIC reportedly had

less influence, either positive or negative, than might have been expected on

QIT operation. BASIC researchers, many of whom outwardly sneered at

ETL, did, in fact, at least informally practice some of its principles

administratively, and also some of the meeting techniques.
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The social scientists, as they had already pointed out, were already

well aware of behavioral dynamics theories, even if they didn’t always apply

them to themselves. There were mixed reports about the value of ETL as

used in team meetings, some researchers feeling that having to use ETL

interfered with accomplishing anything, others felt that ETL helped.

Poor Problem Definition

The six-month report was in poor repute at both BASIC and

Techniprint. As team member Mary put it:

But the thing is, the report was a hodgepodge, and also not really a

true representation of the technology that was being done at BASIC,

because of the fact that nobody thought it was valuable and nobody

was going to read it anyway.

The idea that nobody was going to read it came both from the lack of

clarity about who customers for the report were or should be, and also from

doubt as to the relevance of the reports to those who did read it. An

unresolved power conflict underlying the issue was whether research

grounded in basic science should drive potential applications, or whether
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potential applications should drive more product-oriented research. There

was also a language mismatch, as Mary says:

The technologists who wrote the reports thought they needed to write

them very "techy," because that's how they express themselves. But

the people who read them mostly didn't understand that stuff.

This mismatch meant that the reports, as written, continued to produce and

reproduce their lack of communicative value and irritation for both writers

and readers.

Two Agendas, No Clear Outcome

The QIT process itself was reported by interviewees to have been

unsatisfactory since the team met in an irregular fashion and had to cope

with two agendas: both the assignment of implementing the new ETL

techniques for team interaction, and the struggle to produce an outcome of

improvement. Mary reported the project as just ending without coming to

definitive closure: “We never even met hardly for a final time to say, ‘this is

the end of this.’ There was never any resolution––it just went away.” With

no closure, there seemed to be very little sense of accomplishment among

the QIT members.
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Unplanned Improvement

An improved report did emerge, however, although it outflanked the

ETL-structured QIT, according to team member Ben, who found the effort

to use ETL was frustrating: “That process went on and on and on as we

struggled with ‘What are we trying to solve and who are we trying to deliver

to.’ ”

We did all kinds of ETL things, but we were never able to work our

way down into a problem definition and get into the problem-solving

wheel. So, in my lab, we just sort of seized on our own view of what

the six-month report should be more like, and went ahead and did it.

And I guess it's been rather well received, but it should have come out

of the QIT and simply didn't.

Nevertheless, general improvements were felt to be have been made

in the report, credited in part to the increased internally focused attention

combined with concurrent external reorganization at Techniprint. These

influences together were credited with leading to a better definition of the

report’s customer.
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For another thing, researchers who had to produce performance

reports found, through the closer look at the six-month report, that much of

the material was the same and they could save time and duplication of their

efforts by correlating the two kinds of paperwork. This discovery made them

look on the six-month report with new appreciation. Joe sees an overall

change in attitude toward the report at BASIC:

We now have a document that is moving from “Oh, we have to do it,

but it’s the last item on the list,” to something that brings together the

organization and creates an ongoing dialogue of what are we all about

and why are we doing what we're doing.

According to Joe, this new, ongoing dialogue consists of a conversation with

crucial feedback loops, of which the report is a strategic part:

The new conversation is about "what are we at BASIC doing and

what are we all about and how do we relate to the business division?"

and it depends on the feedback loops whether that conversation

actually comes alive. The report is becoming a very important

strategic document, and helping to generate that conversation.
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Just as with the members’ previous evaluation of the ETL training,

there were mixed reviews of the six-month report QIT.

Lingering Uncertainties

 The somewhat inconclusive outcome was generally thought good, but

no one seemed sure why, or whether they were through with the project, or

whether ETL techniques had helped or hindered the outcome. The team’s

improvement process experience did not raise their confidence level in ETL,

but neither did their difficulties with its use generate the same level of

resentment triggered by the ETL training itself, perhaps because the report

activity was administrative and felt to be a better fit with ETL practices than

research activity.

Visitor Project Background

The Visitor project QIT was formed to set up an integrated procedure

for handling the stream of visitors to BASIC from many quarters. Some

visitors were scientists from academia or government labs, some were

political benefactors of the organization, some were domestic or foreign

competitors gathering intelligence, some just curious members of the news

media, and so on. There were both duplications and deficiencies of effort in
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arranging visits, with researchers feeling that the parent firm often wasted

their time with visitor demands, and Techniprint feeling that researchers did

not always appreciate the strategic value of important visits. In short, there

was also a coupling problem between Techniprint and BASIC. Coupling

between the two areas with regard to handling visits was ambiguous, which

created confusion and often stirred resentment between BASIC and

Techniprint. The QIT was tasked with resolving this situation.

Visitor Project QIT

The visitor project QIT focused on the various problems related to the

great volume of diverse people requesting visits at BASIC. Visitors fell into

two general categories: there were corporate visitors whose requests were

initiated through Techniprint and funneled to BASIC’s visit manager, and

there were visitors focused on specific research technologies who first

initiated contact with the BASIC division, often at the level of its individual

members working in the area of interest.. The visit manager’s viewpoint did

not always coincide with the BASIC researchers’ opinions about the

different types of visits.
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Since there was no single initiation point for visits, researchers often

had little or no idea of the strategic context for some of the company visits,

and, on the other side of the coin, the company could miss or betray strategic

competitive information by being unaware of the focus of some scientific

visitor’s interests. There was no global accounting of the total volume of

visits to all areas or how they broke down by area, no calculation of the real

cost or benefits of visits in terms of things like time taken from research, no

estimate of the value of information gained from visiting researchers or

given away to spying competitors, and no reckoning of what strategic

marketing opportunities might have been gained or lost.

Members’ Mixed Agendas

When the QIT convened, Ann noted that BASIC members brought

several sets of problems to the team meetings:

The scientists said, "What are we doing all these visits for, anyway?

This is a waste of my time." So they came in thinking we should

eliminate these visits. But they also brought in another issue: “What

about the visits I have to do myself where I don't get any help?" Or,
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the manager felt, "Well, we aren't getting anything out of these visits -

we share all this stuff, what value are these visits to us?"

The QIT formed to address these and related problems was made up

of members who were recruited or designated from various BASIC labs or

administrative support groups. Joyce notes that the team meetings were

structured along ETL lines,

Well we certainly used the process we learned in ETL. We had

the scribe and the live board and the facilitator, and all that, and

a lot of attention paid to letting people speak, and not closing

people out. There was good participation by everyone.

ETL apparently was not effective enough to resolve the issues,

however.

Another Inconclusive Outcome

Joyce noted that the Visitor QIT apparently met with the same

fate as the six-month report team: i.e., it did not achieve any definitive

outcome and eventually dissolved:

I don't think there was ever closure. It just sort of fizzled. I

wondered, "So what did we decide on?" A QIT is sort of like
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voting - it's a piece of citizenship, but it's not fun. Researchers

are always eager to be doing research and not serving on QITs.

Even if the researchers were reluctant to spend time on the QIT, they

still felt dissatisfied with no sense of achievement to point to.

Improvements, no Thanks to ETL

As with the six-month report project, QIT members tended to

credit improvements in visitor practices to the increased level of

attention, both within BASIC and at Techniprint, not to ETL

practices. Members did acknowledge that the use of ETL had

facilitated the communications among various entities as attention

expanded.

The improved communication also coincided with the arrival of

a new visitor manager who had a sales background at the district

level. In an interview she described her new strategy for orchestrating

a greater degree of local interaction, including even the lower level

and more peripheral units of the firm, with the expectation that global

benefits would follow, good for BASIC as well as the rest of the

company.
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Local/Global Connection

 Previously, BASIC had been able pick and choose among visit

requests to suit itself, rather than considering what served the needs of

other branches, or the larger corporate good, as she noted:

In the past, I believe there was a certain protective kind of

closed-mind mentality, that BASIC is BASIC and everybody

should leave us alone. BASIC gets lots of media requests, lots

of customer visits, and has had the luxury of saying "no" to a lot

of these media requests, whereas our sister organizations do not

have that luxury.

On the parent firm side, the established practice had been to

involve Techniprint’s national account manager whenever an

important corporate customer wanted to visit. This allowed the parent

firm to milk the strategic advantages of a visit, as the visit manager

remarked, “We can use the visit to BASIC in a strategic way, to

leverage or close or renew business, or it could knock out

competition.”

Techniprint’s national account managers could also help to
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fund the visit, taking some of the hosting burden off BASIC. This

policy apparently continued, but was improved by a shift in emphasis

toward two-way communication and interaction among visitors and

researchers at the local level, rather than allowing the top-down

agenda of corporate advantage to dictate a more formal visit structure.

More Interactive Communication

These changes for the better, on the visitor side, included

creating an informal, friendly context, combined with an opportunity

for visitors to express their interests, before listening to researcher

presentations. The researchers were expected to utilize this

opportunity to learn about requirements, and to introduce themselves

personally as they began their presentations. The visit manager noted:

 The customers first do an overview about their objectives, their

views, and their visions. And I try to have all the researchers in

to listen. They're listening to customers’ requirements, what's

important to the customer, and what's relevant to them.

Researchers can relate to customer during their presentation.

Even company types of visits apparently went from a fire hose
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type of canned presentation, to more participative, local interactions

among researchers and visitors. The thorny issue of who could be

considered the customer for the visitor project in ETL terms, however,

was apparently never officially resolved. The new visit manager,

however, did capitalize on the QIT context, if not its structure, to

adaptively recombine in new ways many of the useful building blocks

that existed separately in either BASIC or Techniprint. These building

blocks included such things as the researcher’s scientific reputations

and presentation skills, Techniprint’s support of company visits, and

the increased attention garnered by the QIT, even after the QIT itself

had dissolved. Researchers who commented on improvements in the

visit program seemed correct to credit the QIT not for resolving

issues, but rather for creating the conditions for improvement, which

were then exploited by the new visit manager. Leon comments:

We learn more now from hosting visits than we did in the past.

The improvements that have been made had previously been

considered by the people who coordinate the hosting of the

visitors, but were difficult for them to implement unilaterally,
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So the value of the QIT was the shared understanding built up

in the process of the team meetings.

By creating a connection between the value of the visits for the parent

corporation and for the researchers, a new conversation emerged, in

which issues could be addressed, rather than expecting the QIT itself

to provide solutions. There was a new arena for communicative

interaction.

Emergence of New Questions and Potential Answers

New questions and possible new solutions emerged from the

conversation about visitors, through the communicative interaction

processes in the QIT, again, according to Leon:

The idea that we now request visitors to make presentations

was not just already floating out there and the QIT became the

umbrella for implementing it. I think it came from the problem

solving conversation itself. What is it that we really want to get

out of this learning? What are the reasons we host visitors?

What is it that we really want to get out of this learning?
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Leon felt that the newly shared understanding that surfaced in

the new conversations offered valuable insight:

We have to keep in touch with the outside world for us to learn

and if we are going to learn, how are we going to do that better

than through hosting visitors?

Because of the new level of communicative interaction, new

perceptions about the value of the visits emerged, replacing the

previous feeling of many researchers that the visits were an

exploitative nuisance.

Diffusion of New Conversations

The new conversational themes were not limited to the QIT

process, but were personally carried back to the laboratories, and

related in familiar terms, as noted by Mary:

Within the laboratories the subject was discussed at a different

level than it had ever been discussed before, that there was

inherent value and purpose in visits, ranging from public

relations to actual saving of business sometimes. A QIT

spokesperson within each lab was hearing all this stuff and
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bringing it back, so the scientists heard it through one of their

own filters.

Conversational interaction leading to shared understanding

regarding the purpose and worth of visits forged new and different

kinds of links between Techniprint and BASIC, where the coupling

had been vague and ambiguous before. Previously, company visits

and BASIC visits had coexisted as distinct entities, with corporate and

research interests viewed as not synergistic, and even seen as

opposing causes in competition for scarce resources. With more

attention paid to the identification and mutual recognition of overall

values shared by the parent firm and its research division, Leon thinks

the improvements that did take place could have been greater:

I call the visitor improvements partially successful, with good

outcomes, but they could have come out better. The thing that

could have helped most is a greater buy-in and connection to

the overall values of the organization.

Leon’s impression that greater buy-in would have helped reinforces

the sense that old antagonisms and suspicions between BASIC and
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Techniprint had hampered chances for effective communicative

interaction.

QITs Dwindled, Changes Continued

Many researchers commented that both the Six-month Report

and the Visitor QIT project processes just sort of dwindled away, or

“fizzled;” however, they also reported ongoing improvements not

attributable solely to the QITs. Various other causes for the effects of

improvement were seen, especially both a coincidental reorganization

at Techniprint and the increased focus of attention brought to the QIT

issues by management.

If QIT success was measured by the degree to which

unmistakably attaining the foreordained goals required by ETL, such

as defining the customer, or specifying and achieving a predictable

outcome, then neither of the two projects could be considered

successful, in spite of subsequent improvements. In fact, Jack notes:

Both these QITs came to an end, perhaps prematurely, or we

just declared them over, rather than feeling like we had

accomplished what we set out to accomplish.
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Interviewees seemed puzzled that there were improvements even

though the QITs themselves clearly had not accomplished their set

goals.

Alternative Explanations

Viewing the ETL training, the QIT processes, and their

outcomes through the lens of complexity science; however, suggests

alternative explanations. First, that BASIC members’ ETL prescribed

training experience had triggered a resistance type of attractor,

manifesting a member solidarity whose strength surprised even those

caught up in it. Resistance offered BASIC members an opportunity to

assert their professional values and reinforce what they felt to be their

threatened identity.

The researchers’ identity included a sincere commitment to

doing their jobs well, even while acting out their resistance to threat.

This was accomplished through a paradoxical strategy of

rearticulating their values while “patching,” a CSS strategy described

below. The researchers adapted to the parent firm’s new demands,

within an arena of contested power relations, in creative ways that
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retained their core characteristics and values, but generated novel and

unforeseen outcomes.

Second, rather than accomplishing ETL-dictated goals for the

two QITs through the intended tighter alignment with Techniprint,

researchers at BASIC created enabling boundary conditions for

achieving emergent, i.e., unplanned coevolutionary benefits for both

parts of the whole organization. More complexly structured coupling,

rather than alignment, began to coalesce around new conversations

with new themes.

Because these outcomes were not the originally desired goals,

but in fact were in part the consequences of the resistance of BASIC

members to what they saw as Techniprint’s prescribed goals, the

interviewees described a paradoxical situation in which numerous

unforeseen improvements occurred, but in which the QITs were not

considered to be successful.

CSS Analysis of the ETL Training Experience

Attempted Alignment Through a Simulated Attractor
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Even a brief glance at the relationship between the parent firm

Techniprint, with its manufacturing outlook, and BASIC, with its

fundamental research orientation, reveals that the two groups, while

ostensibly serving the same overall corporate mission, also have

different sets of shared values, customs, outlooks, and cultural

practices. In other words, the interactions among agents of each group

are drawn towards and organize themselves in behavioral patterns

describing very different kinds of attractors, which iteratively

reinforce their conversational themes, cultural memberships, and

working loyalties.

One of the most apparent effects of these profound differences,

as John pointed out above, was that BASIC members did not even

know “how to have a conversation” with some members of

Techniprint, as though the two groups were foreigners speaking, if not

totally different languages, at least using mutually incomprehensible

idioms.

As noted, ETL was brought in to address these variations as

though they were deficiencies of BASIC, rather than viewing them as
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assets supplying potentially generative diversity. The purpose of the

ETL training appeared to be that if BASIC members could be taught

to walk and talk and behave like their Techniprint counterparts, the

problems with communicative interaction would disappear.

The attempt to bring BASIC into line with Techniprint utilized

an equilibrium concept of alignment, that of bringing one entity into

static adjustment with another by superimposing similar forms of

predetermined behavior, or what could be characterized in CSS terms

as an attempt to simulate, or prefabricate, an attractor, an oxymoronic

impossibility.

Potential Value Jeopardized

Techniprint’s approach ignored the potential compensating

value of the diversity of behavior offered by the differences between

the parent firm and its research division. The parent firm’s

prescriptive attempt at normative alignment contrasts with other

available integrating strategies that could exploit the value of

difference, such as synergistically coupling dissimilar patches, or

behavioral clusters, described below. Another far from equilibrium
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strategy for coping with interaction problems is that of drawing

entities together toward a more coherent relationship by priming new

common attractors or by enlarging a shared basin of attraction from

which mutually beneficial behavior patterns might emerge.

An Imitation Attractor

Instead, ETL was supposed to function like what can be

characterized as an imitation or prefabricated attractor, i.e., a pattern

of behavior that worked elsewhere, extrapolated onto BASIC

members so that they would exhibit normative alignment, rather than

a program for creating shared or similar conditions from which an

authentic common attractor, or at least coupled synergistic attractors,

could spontaneously emerge.

The fact that the ETL training was mandated, in the eyes of

BASIC members, signaled early on that the new program was in

effect a power play. Jim certainly believed so: “I think from the

company's point of view, they wanted everyone to go do the same

thing, it didn't matter what that thing was.” In CSS terms,

Techniprint’s use of ETL at BASIC can be seen as an attempt to
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expropriate the existing attractor structure that had evolved over time

in the research division and to instantly substitute a prefabricated

attractor structure that would be congruent with the one at the parent

firm of Techniprint.

Alignment as Systems Theory Carryover

The attempt to superimpose this more congruent behavioral

structure also reveals the systems thinking assumption that all parts of

an organization require integration or alignment. As Stacey points out,

systems thinking requires considering the impact of individual actions

across the entire organization seen as a system.

An organization consisting of groups all doing their “own

thing” and only weakly taking account of their impact on the

whole organization is normally thought to be a recipe for

disaster. Systems thinking encourages people to take account of

the whole and design systems tools to help them do this. This,

in effect, increases the number of connections, which

Kauffman’s work suggests is actually destabilizing. (Stacey,

2001, p. 178)
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Kauffman describes a coevolutionary strategy he calls patching

as a means of avoiding the destabilizing hazards of total system

alignment that he discovered in his simulations of evolutionary

systems.

Patching as an Alternative to Alignment

In a CSS view, the strategy of patching provides increased

flexibility and resilience to an organization more effectively than total

alignment does. The construct of patching was developed by biologist

Kauffman (1993, 1995), using as his model a patchwork quilt,

composed of many patches, whose individual states are determined by

the degree and nature of their connectedness with their neighboring

patches. In organizational analysis patching has been discussed by

several theorists (e.g., Brown and Eisenhardt, 1998; Lissack 1997a;

Marion, 1999; Stacey, 2001).3

The strategy of patching not only makes complicated situations

more manageable, it is a way of fine-tuning system coupling by

avoiding either the impotent fumbling of not enough connections

among system parts or, conversely, the chaotic paralysis of too much
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connectedness. Kauffman found there was a “Goldilocks” point where

the ratio of connectedness among agents or clusters of agents was just

right. Kelly, describing Kauffman’s experiments, explains:

A system where few agents influenced other agents was not

very adaptable. The soup of connections was too thin to

transmit an innovation. The system would fail to evolve…(but)

Kauffman’s Law states that above a certain point, increasing the

richness of connections between agents freezes adaptation.

Nothing gets done because too many actions hinge on too many

other contradictory actions…For a contemporary culture primed

to the virtues of connecting up, this low ceiling of connectivity

comes as unexpected news. (Kelly, 1994, p. 400)

Patching also unexpectedly runs counter to the systems theory

ideal of totally integrating all parts of an organization for maximal

effectiveness, and provides a mechanism by which the “nonlinear

dynamics of systems that act as a whole but do not totalize” may

achieve that paradox (Taylor, 2001, p. 155).
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Patching, although it can be seen as a means of creating an

adaptable arrangement of communicative connections between

different attractors, can also be seen as related to the more familiar

organizational strategy of managing an effective mix of loose and

tight coupling among agents or units (Weick, 1976, 2001). Coupling,

as noted above, refers to the degrees of connectivity and functional

interdependence among units, and the strategy of coadaptive patching

is analogous to the complex mix of loose and tight coupling a CAS is

capable of, as described by Marion (1999). Kauffman gives directions

for patching:

The basic idea of patch procedure is simple: take a hard,

conflict-laden task in which many parts interact, and divide it

into a quilt of non-overlapping patches. Try to optimize within

each patch. (Kauffman, 1995, p. 252-253)

Kauffman goes on to explain the coevolutionary dynamics of

patching, i.e., that as each patch optimization occurs, couplings

between parts in two patches across their boundaries means a “good”

solution in one patch changes the problem to be solved by the parts in
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adjacent patches. Each change alters the problems confronted by

neighboring patches, and, in turn, their coadaptive moves alter the

problem faced by yet other patches. Ripples of relative self-

optimization move across the fitness landscape, rather than the

complexity catastrophes of isolated fitness peaks or valleys of

extinction.

 Kauffman sees this process as occurring naturally in difficult

social situations: “Patches, in short, may be a fundamental process we

have evolved in our social systems, and perhaps elsewhere, to solve

very hard problems” (Kauffman, 1995, p. 253).

Patching Examples

Examples of patching may be seen in instances where

competitors have agreed to cooperate on a limited basis, to achieve a

degree of mutual self-optimization that would not be possible to either

of the parties alone. Fierce rival manufacturers in the U.S.

semiconductor manufacturing industry, e.g., faced with imminent

market takeover by the Japanese, were able to work out unprecedented

legal and operational formulas for precompetitive cooperation that
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helped them regain leadership in the world market (Browning and

Shetler, 1995; Browning, Beyer, and Shetler, 1995).

In the U.S., this kind of win/win collaboration traditionally has

been viewed from a rather Darwinian perspective as unfair

collaboration, and earlier had been precluded by antitrust laws. There

is growing recognition that this attitude is no longer tenable in the face

of globalization.

Patching Related to Far From Equilibrium State

From a CSS view, patching may also be seen as related to far

from equilibrium operation, i.e., it creates a situation somewhere

between the extreme of lethal rivalry for individualistic survival and

the extreme of totalizing subordination for communal survival. It is

rather a continuously adaptive patching together of a workable number

of mutual interests, where possible, without the loss of valuable

diversity, either through extinction or assimilation. Various strategies

for patching may be devised, depending on the situation. One such

strategy may be the priming of a larger basin of attraction, e.g., clearly

articulating a common threat, such as the imminent danger of demise
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the U.S. semiconductor industry faced. Rival firms with competing

interests were strongly attracted to cooperate, without totally

relinquishing their individual interests, at least temporarily.

Descriptive terms for such cooperation among competitors

include competitive cooperation, cooperative competition, or even

cooptition. The mechanism of patching, metaphorically drawn from

CSS evolutionary biology, however, adds explanatory power to the

description. Patching operates, as other CSS constructs do, at all scales,

at the level of interaction among individual agents, or units, within an

organization, all the way up to interaction among organizational

populations in industries, and even among nations who may agree to

agree in specified areas, at given times, and not in others, for mutual

benefit.

Another ongoing example is the deliberate attempt by the

environmental organization called The Nature Conservancy to foster

mutually beneficial partnerships with entities such as the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers and others, many of whom have historically been

considered evil adversaries by many environmentalists. The emergence
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of new forms of reciprocity between commerce and conservation

highlights the difference between compromising principles and

practicing coevolutionary patching.

Patching at BASIC

Back at BASIC, meanwhile, several researchers had mentioned

their desire to optimize their own unit’s contributions, and wished that

they had been presented a program that would help them understand

what quality in research could mean. They regretted that they had not

been offered quality tools for doing research. Jack was one of these:

One of my pet peeves at BASIC is that we don't ask ourselves

enough, "Are we really doing world-class research?" How do

you know if your research is any good? Most people we hire

are new Ph.Ds. without track records, and there really is no

formal program that helps people do research.

Optimizing BASIC’s contributions with training in quality

research did not coincide with Techniprint’s ETL implementation

goals, however. Since Techniprint had a history of poor

implementation of several excellent innovations arising from BASIC
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research, the aim of creating closer alignment between the parent

company and its research division would appear to make sense in a

traditional systems thinking framework.

Seeking to bring BASIC into the fold by subordinating its

behavioral patterns to Techniprint’s, however, would have perhaps

overconnected the two parts. There seems to be no question that

requiring ETL participation appeared to be undermining the research

division of its own drive for self-optimization, a valuable asset.

The researchers themselves, however, frustrated this trend.

Even while forming a strong attractor pattern of resistance, they did not

allow that resistance to destroy their coexisting drive to self-

optimization, and to their credit, they did their own bits of patching

where they could. Although Techniprint’s goal of achieving more

complete alignment with BASIC was frustrated by the researcher’s

resistance, some researchers were able to utilize a patching strategy to

take what they found useful in ETL for communicating with

Techniprint. They did this while consciously maintaining the primacy

of their professional identities and their commitment to the scientific
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culture at BASIC. Researchers simply chose what they thought would

work of ETL, and quietly used it, while rejecting the program’s

totalizing premises.

Patching During ETL Training

The dramatic training incident reported by Peter above, while

perhaps appearing as complete insubordination, was actually an early

example of patching at BASIC:

In fact, we took control, and little groups of us got to do whichever

exercises we wanted to do. The instructor, instead of being the

instructor, just became the resource person who did whatever we told

him to do.

Peter’s group picked what they wanted and did the exercises in ways they

thought would work, rather than totally rejecting the whole program.

Patching in ETL Practice

Later, in reports of ETL use, the same partitioning strategy was

used by those researchers who were able to separate their outrage

from what they found useful in the training content, applying it in a

different communication context, as Jack noted above:
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When people at BASIC are practicing ETL and they know

they're practicing ETL, it's typically when they're dealing with

some other part of the company besides BASIC. In BASIC

daily life it's not overtly practiced or acknowledged.

Jim even thought parts of ETL could be subtly patched onto BASIC

interactions as well:

I think one of the things that’s important, at BASIC is that there

is now a common vocabulary. "We're in the brainstorming

phase,” means, "stop criticizing." And people do it. So there's a

set of these skills, like root cause analysis, which are useful.

Being able to unpack and separate the resentment of the ETL

training from its potential uses, if not in doing research, at least in

interaction at appropriate times, exemplifies what Brown and

Eisenhardt (1998) describe as separating the content of patches from

their size.

At BASIC, the use of ETL methods was mostly limited to

communication with Techniprint, as Andy noted, “When you deal

with the rest of the company, which actually very few of us do, but
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when you do, then you know what they're talking about.” For many

BASIC members, however, their resistance to ETL was too strong to

allow them to separate out and apply useful patches. The training had

not been offered in that open spirit, but in a totalizing manner that

they rejected totally.

Patching Aids Mixed Coupling

As we saw in the analysis of the previous firm, QP, “Units

(agents) form networks, networks settle into attractors, and a network

of attractors forms a system” (Marion, 1999, p. 100). Patching can

lend itself to this organizational evolution as a strategy for achieving

an optimal ratio of connectivity among entities at each level, so that

more complex orders of organization can emerge, along with newly

synergized degrees of optimization.

 Taylor notes, “This critical point of transition occurs when the

network or networks within the network reach a condition that

Kauffman labels ‘combinatorial optimization’” (2001, p. 147).

Combinatorial optimization between Techniprint and BASIC would

have undoubtedly been a more desirable outcome of the attempted
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ETL change intervention aimed at aligning the parent organization

and its research arm.

Resistance as Attractor Robustness

The resistance with which ETL was met, the vehemence of

which surprised even those resisting, revealed the power of the

existing overall attractor at BASIC, i.e., members’ commitment to and

identification with the professional principles and organizational

context of scientific research. The strengths of even the smaller

attractors within BASIC’s various labs, consisting of researchers’

memberships in their particular disciplinary fields, were also

expressed in their specific types of resistance, e.g., protests against

language redefinition by the linguists, or objections to rigid behavioral

prescriptions by the anthropologists. McMaster notes, “When

attractors are operating or when self-organization is occurring, there is

something going on that maintains an identity without there being any

sense of containment or even restriction. It is the robustness of

identity” (1996, p. 104).
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The identity to which BASIC members were attracted did not

feel constrained to them, but like their natural way of life. As Gene

claimed, e.g., “The corporate culture has never been the dominant

force in the way this place (BASIC) lives––it's been the academic

culture that dominates here.” In a study of resistance to organizational

change, Piderit discusses evidence that resistant members may feel

that they are opposing change for the best possible reasons: “For

instance, research on obedience to authority indicates that resistance

might be motivated by individuals' desires to act in accordance with

their ethical principles” (Piderit, 2000, p. 787), in accordance with

their fundamental values, in other words.

To have a prefabricated attractor mandated at BASIC, one

which had not emerged from members’ own values, not only felt

unnatural, it violated the sense of identity and membership with the

values informing the researchers’ own attractor(s). The robustness of

that sense of identity and its pattern of attraction was revealed in the

amazing intensity and acting out of members’ responses. As

researcher Peter noted:
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There is a very basic value that I think that all of us who do

research in one form or another share, which is that the surface

is not all that is there. It looked like ETL embodied a different

value, which was, from our point of view, very superficial, and

therefore violated our sense of how we operated in the world. It

was extra threatening because it came from the corporation, and

in our world, it did not work at all, at all, at all.

Attractors as Temporary States

Goldstein (1994) deplores labeling such behavior as resistance

or simple ornery stubbornness, since that denigrates the positive

aspects of committed behavior, and also ignores the fact that attractors

are temporary phenomena, reflecting only a system’s tendency to

return to the local equilibrium of its attractor at a particular moment,

while always susceptible to change:

Resistance simply indicates that the organizational patterns that

are operating are initially and temporarily attracting the system

to remain the way it is. Change is a matter of transiting into
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new attractors, a process brought about by appropriate far-from-

equilibrium conditions. (Goldstein, 1994, p. 58)

He uses the carrot vs. stick metaphor to suggest offering new

attraction(s) as destabilizing inducement for desired change, in order

to overcome the natural resistance to perturbation of existing

attractor(s). This would be especially important when the existing

behavior is not merely a stubborn habit, but exists as principled

behavior grounded in commitment to a set of values, as BASIC

members were to the their functional canons of scientific research.

Resistance can itself rapidly and dramatically become a new,

temporary attractor, as the number of BASIC members who were

swiftly drawn into rebellious behavior would indicate. “Resistance is

merely an initial and temporary attractor of the long-range

developmental trajectory of a nonlinear system” (Goldstein, 1994, p.

58). Researcher Jim describes the pull of the resistance at BASIC:

It was hysterical. They were all excited about being in rebellion.

There was this kind of attitude of, "Finally we've found
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something we can protest about. We're not going to take this

from the corporation."

Jim also notes that in an apparent attempt to avoid the

emergence of this kind of self-organized behavior pattern, or attractor

formation, the corporation later hit upon the strategy of diluting

training cohorts with more Techniprint members and “only throwing

one or two BASIC people into much larger, more sheepish crowds”

for the ETL training, rather than risking all-BASIC groups, belonging

to a common powerful attractor, again.

Perhaps a strategy of presenting ETL as a set of tools that could

be valuable to BASIC members, particularly in communicating with

their parent firm, would have given official encouragement for the

small amount of spontaneous patching that emerged naturally, and

raised its use level, without arousing resentment and cynicism.

Such an approach would seem more constructive than simply

attempting to dilute the researchers’ critical reaction to ETL training

by mixing them with groups from other organizational areas. Peter’s

disdain for the other trainees’ “sheepish” acceptance doesn’t raise
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confidence that BASIC trainees quieted in this way would be attracted

to ETL behavior pattern prescriptions.

Patching and Attractor Shifts

Techniprint’s attempt to overcome their communicative

connection problems with BASIC through system alignment

overlooked the fundamentally different deep attractors underlying the

superficial differences in language, meeting behavior, group

dynamics, etc., between the parent firm and its research division. It

was read as disrespect for the values and commitments at BASIC.

Since the differences were apparently adjudged by Techniprint to be

mostly a matter of style of communicative interaction, the intensely

acted out negative reaction to the ETL program that had worked well

at Techniprint must have been an unpleasant surprise to the parent

firm, and undoubtedly only confirmed their original suspicions that

BASIC needed to be brought into line.

Overlooking the profound attractor differences between the

research and applied parts of the organizations also meant that the

potential value of their deep differences to the firm was not
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recognized. Forced alignment, if possible at all, would have to paint

over or even dissolve those differences along with their worth to the

firm.

Alternative strategies to such alignment could include either

creating conditions for drawing behaviors to new, mutually engaging

attractors (e.g., a six-month report that saved everybody time and

work), or by creating a larger common basin of attraction (advantages

of greater communication for both corporate managers and

researchers in the visitor format). For situations in which specific,

limited types of cooperation might be required, patching by means of

coadaptive coupling between different types of attractors is a

possibility. Since the production at Techniprint and the research at

BASIC are obviously very different types of operations, small patches

where they needed to interact might be more useful than alignment

attempts. Indeed, using patching, as was seen in a very small way in

the ETL response of a few researchers, appeared to help develop more

complex (mixed, flexible) coupling between Techniprint and BASIC

operations.
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Clustering and Patching as Self-organization Phenomena

Stacey suggests that patching will spontaneously occur as a

manifestation of the self-organization of entities into sub-groups or

clusters, “where the number of connections between agents within a

‘patch’ may be high but the number of connections with agents in

other patches is low” (2001, p. 177). This clustering phenomenon

brings the discussion back to attractors, as it is related to attractor

formation.

The patching analogy suggests that the (spontaneous) social

process may be one that patterns communicative interaction as

clusters of strong connections linked to other clusters by much

weaker connections...for example, as departments and project

teams within an organization.... In doing so, closely linked

clusters establish power differences both within and between

clusters, so constraining both within the cluster and those in

other clusters, but in a less destabilizing manner than closer

connections between clusters. (Stacey, 2001, p. 180)
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Perhaps effective patching between the parent firm of

Techniprint and the research division BASIC would have allowed the

appropriate attractors of each to maintain their working identities and

reconcile some of their conflicting constraints while enhancing the

transmission of innovation. More effective patching might also have

enabled better communication regarding each unit’s optimization

priorities, even across the existing power gradient between the parent

firm and its research division.

CSS Insights and Ideas

Seeing the processes of the ETL intervention at BASIC in the

light of CSS constructs such as attractors and their coupling can bring

fresh insights to understanding a difficult and unpleasant

organizational experience, and offer ideas for more effective

approaches to desired change. The perceived misalignment of BASIC

with Techniprint, and the attempted alignment with mandated ETL

training, followed by the intense resistance by researchers, can be

understood in terms of powerful system attractor dynamics, both in

the pre-intervention communication difficulties between groups, and
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in the swift formation of solidarity in a resistance movement among

the ranks of researchers.

A system attractor view of this unproductive experience would

suggest the crucial need for respect for the values and commitments

manifested by diverse patterns and closely connected clusters of

behavior among various organizational units, as well as the energy

potential in their loosely connected differences. The rich contributions

of multiple diverse attractors are of value to a large system, helping it

to maintain far from equilibrium operation. Techniprint undoubtedly

did not actually want researchers to abandon their scientific principles,

but did not see the attempt to impose ETL as a power move toward

that end, as BASIC members did.

A strategy of positive reinforcement, of exploiting the power of

local attractors that currently inhere, e.g., through creating common

basins of attraction, or by enlarging an existing basin of attraction,

could improve the coadaptive synergy between different groups,

rather than optimizing one at the expense of another. Connecting or

enlarging attraction basins might only take something as simple as the
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discovery made by some researchers in the QIT conversations that

their six-month reports and performance reviews overlapped, an

association that immediately made the report more attractive to larger

groups of people.

The well-known potential of a common enemy (such as the

example cited above of Japanese market aggression), to unite previous

competitors, if viewed as an attractor–priming phenomenon, also

suggests an organizational strategy of creating organizational

attractors with very large basins of attraction, i.e., that appeal to many

different members, and are flexible enough to be capable of

containing many smaller, self-optimizing patches or local attractors

with varying degrees of coevolutionary couplings among them. An

organization with an overall mission of wide appeal that encompasses

many widely different attractors may maintain and capitalize on its

constituent differences through synergistic patching rather than

through attempting total system alignment, as noted by Stacey (2001)

above.
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The CSS construct of patching also offers a means for reducing

tensions from conflicting constraints among differing attractors, and

for optimizing the mix of coupling to achieve sufficient

communicative connectedness. By patching, each part of the system,

even with very different behavioral attractors, can self-optimize

coadaptively with others while all maintain their identities and ability

to innovate, without becoming unproductive through being too loosely

connected or paralyzed through being overly connected.

Perhaps effective patching between Techniprint and BASIC

would have allowed the appropriate attractors of each to maintain

their working identities and reduce their conflicting constraints while

enhancing the transmission of innovation. Patching might also have

enabled effective communication regarding each unit’s optimization

priorities, even across the power gradient between the parent firm and

its research division.

Natural Complex Phenomena

Little spontaneous cases of improvisational patching did

emerge at BASIC, as some researchers tried to extract useful parts of
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ETL from its notorious beginnings. For instance, partly as a result of

the visitor QIT conversation that used some ETL techniques, the new

visit manager was able to create novel, effective patching between the

corporate and research ways of handling visits, even while the two

kinds of visits retained their distinct characteristics.

As can be seen, patching does not only take place between or

among units, but also between and among their attractors within

which they function, which can been seen as local areas of stability

alternating with regions of chaos. Marion notes, “There are holes in

the walls (of attractors) where changes in one attractor can breach into

one or more other nearby attractors” (1999, p. 103). This happens

more easily when the number of connections between them is

increased up to, but not past, an optimal amount, through patching.

Decreasing connections has the effect of creating many more

separate, insular attractors, with modular characteristics and less

closely coupled interaction. Increasing connections past an optimal

point destabilizes the system by decreasing the number of separate

attractors, or discrete pockets of stability, until everything that
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happens affects everything else. The system falls off the edge of chaos

into true random disorder.

CSS Strategies

An analysis of the attempted intervention at BASIC, using CSS

constructs, not only offers new insights, but also suggests the

possibility of more effective strategies for optimizing the apparently

divergent operations of organizational units with different outlooks

and behaviors. An organization need not be functioning as an ideal

CAS, poised at the edge of chaos, for CSS phenomena, understood as

naturally occurring processes of organization, to shed light on either

their accomplishments or their difficulties.

A future possibility for organizational analysis may be the

designing of conditions in which naturally occurring self-organizing

processes are understood and exploited, rather than suppressed. In

these conditions, complex adaptive systems could emerge and act as

wholes, while optimizing the contributions of each part, honoring and

benefiting from different viewpoints, values, and voices. Taylor

remarks:
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Neither totalizing structures that repress differences nor

oppositional differences that exclude commonality are adequate

in the plurality of worlds that constitute the postmodern

condition. To think what post-structuralism leaves unthought is

to think a nontotalizing structure that nonetheless acts as a

whole. Such a structure would be neither a universal grid

organizing opposites nor a dialectical system synthesizing

opposites but a seamy web in which what comes together is

held apart and what is held apart comes together. (Taylor, 2001,

p. 155-156)

It is not hard to see the potential value of the paradoxical “seamy

web” that Taylor recommends for the larger picture in which

globalization contends with the drive for maintaining national and

ethnic differences.

The spontaneous, unintentional actions of BASIC researchers

that tended toward this goal reinforce the conviction that it is a

common social tendency, and a naturally occurring process. As

Kauffman noted above, phenomena like patches “may be a
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fundamental process we have evolved in our social systems, and

perhaps elsewhere, to solve very hard problems” (Kauffman, 1995, p.

253).

Some very hard problems include the enabling of

communication and effective interaction between and among agents

drawn into and constituting differing attractors, as shown in their

various behavior and language patterns. This was the situation

Techniprint was faced with; its attempt to import a simulated attractor

violated BASIC members’ values and backfired. The resistant attractor

that emerged from the training process was an unintended and

unwelcome consequence; the improvements that later did occur were

largely the outcome of spontaneous patching by researchers, but were

not sufficient to generate sufficient connectivity to reach criticality and

trigger a phase transition of combinatorial optimization. An intentional

strategy of enabling a critical ratio of connectivity among and between

self-optimizing units through skillful patching might have more

completely achieved the desired outcome of improved communicative

interaction between Techniprint and BASIC.
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1 A comparative analysis of their views is found in Haber, (1994).

2 See, e.g., “New knowledge is not science until it is made social. The scientific
culture can be defined as new verifiable knowledge secured and distributed with
fair credit meticulously given”  (Wilson, 1995, p. 210).

3 Kauffman’s coevolutionary strategy must be distinguished from a previous
evolutionary biological concept called “patch dynamics” (Pickett and White,
1985), which is grounded in the more traditional view of competitive striving for
fitness, in which the fitness of one patch of entities is inversely related to the
fitness of its competitors.
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CONCLUSION

The Goal of This Study

The aim of this study has been to focus the lens of complex

systems science (CSS) on some experiences of interventionary change

in organizations, in the hope of bringing new analytical insights to the

understanding of organizational change processes, and to suggest the

potential aid such insights might offer in overcoming difficulties of

organizational change.

Contrasting Change Experiences Studied

For the purposes of comparison, two widely differing change

experiences in two different types of firms were studied. One firm

(QP) was a relatively small manufacturing firm; the other (BASIC)

was the research arm of a large corporation. QP considered its change

experience to be continuing a positive course at the time of the

interviews. The other firm, BASIC, however, had a negative view of

its change experience. In fact, although some BASIC members had

been able to achieve some minor improvements by selectively

applying elements of the change program, most in the research
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organization described the net effect of the attempted intervention as

lingering cynicism and resentment. This study has explored the

diverse change experiences of the two organizations in terms of

naturally occurring CSS dynamics, looking at both their negative and

positive effects.

More specifically, this study has aimed to offer fresh insights

into the role of communicative interaction in the processes of

organizational change. By using the model of complex adaptive

systems, or CAS, as a source for metaphor, the study has intended to

explore the fundamental role of communicative interactions driving

spontaneous processes in organizations undergoing change, and how

such interactions may affect organizations’ ability to maintain their

identity while successfully undergoing transformation, a characteristic

of complex adaptive systems.

CSS Model and Metaphors Used

The metaphor was extended to some of the lower level

constructs of CSS that describe basic evolutionary mechanisms and

processes of CAS, seen as analogous to mechanisms of organizational
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change. Two CSS constructs relevant to dynamical change were used

primarily, that of attractor formation and that of patching. The study

then looked to see how applying these analogies might offer guidance

in working with, rather than against, such natural processes, in order

to enable simultaneous adaptive transformation and maintenance of

identity in organizations facing pressures to change.

Aim of Complex Systems Science

A growing understanding of the power of spontaneous,

unintended, undesigned, self-organizing processes, capable of

indefinitely deferring equilibrium, entropy, and evolutionary dead

ends by generating increasing complexity, is what CSS currently

offers to many fields of study, including physics, biology, economics,

and, more recently, social systems. Because the field of complex

systems science is so broad and multidisciplinary, as well as

conceptually elusive, an extensive, although by no means exhaustive,

literature review was supplied, first to introduce the concepts of

complex systems science, and then to describe some of its constructs

currently being used to analyze social systems. Increasing numbers of
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new applications are being developed and published daily, in

scholarly and popular writings as well as online. A process method of

analysis, using CSS constructs, was applied to categories that emerged

from grounded theory analysis of the data.

Complex systems science is concerned with the emergence of

increasingly complex, novel global effects as products of aggregated

local interactions. By choosing low-level constructs as analogies for

mechanisms of local communicative interaction within the two

organizations described above, this study has attempted to see how

such local mechanisms generate higher order system transformation.

The CSS construct of the attractor, with its compelling nature,

and its propensity for phase transitions, was chosen as a metaphor

illuminating both the inertia of existing patterns of behavior, often

viewed as resistance to change, and the intended or unintended

emergence of new patterns within an organization. The construct was

also selected for exploring the positive and/or negative roles of such

patterns in the dynamics of organizational change. Attractors were

characterized as collective patterns of behavior within an organization
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that coalesce around conversational themes, or around aligning words

and expressions, as well as in response to verbal and nonverbal

tagging by leaders.

The CSS construct of patching as a self-optimizing,

coevolutionary strategy among diverse entities was chosen as a

metaphor to explore how an optimal mix of intraorganizational

connections, or coupling, might be achieved among multiple

attractors, embodied in different units with diverse goals and

sometimes conflicting constraints. The concern was whether skillful

patching among organizational entities could lead to combinatorial

optimization resulting in qualitative change without identity loss, and

whether patching might be a more effective cooperative strategy than

the attempted alignment of diverse organizational elements.

The Outcome of the Study

As mentioned, the study used metaphors drawn from CAS and

two CSS process constructs to analyze programs of interventional

change at the two organizations described above. At QP, the study

explored how leaders created enabling conditions for the local
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development that produced global CAS operation in the organization

as a whole. Analysis looked at how the destabilization of traditional,

equilibrium patterns of behavior at QP, i.e., of its customary

attractors, was combined with the simultaneous generation of new

attractors. This was seen to have been accomplished through strategic

communicative interaction, and primed by effective tagging. This

attractor generation and evolution were identified as the mechanisms

driving the self-organization and self-catalysis of the continuing

change at QP.

The firm transformed itself from a traditionally structured

organization containing a proliferating number of equilibrium

attractors requiring linear integration, to a more complexly adaptive

system, consisting of emergent, complex attractors interacting in a

nonlinear mix of loose and tight coupling, and operating far from

equilibrium. The identity of QP was enhanced through the change

process by retaining the founding values of the firm as existing

boundary conditions for the newly emergent attractors. Because the

change experience was within one firm, the dynamic of paradoxical
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destabilization and stabilization, combined with new attractor

formation resulted in global transformation of the organization as a

whole. The experience of the attempted alignment of Techniprint and

its research arm BASIC called for a different application of CSS

principles, discussed further below.

Attractor Analysis

A potential pitfall of attractor analysis can occur unless the

construct level is kept in mind. Care must be taken not to confuse

attractor emergence, or the phase transition from one pattern of local

behavior to another, with the qualitative transformation that can take

place at the more global level of the complex adaptive system in

which the aggregate of systems attractors function. At the system

level, the phase transition is more complex than the shift from one

attractor pattern to another, as described below. It is where quantity

(the aggregate of lower level interactions) becomes quality (Taylor,

2001).

A CAS, as described in the data analysis, contains pockets of

both stability and chaos in multiple local patterns of behavior that are
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called attractors. Multiple local changes in behavior, such as those

triggered in attractors by iterations of communicative interaction,

aggregate within a complex adaptive system until it reaches a critical

point of transition, or what Gladwell (2000) calls a tipping point.

Taylor cites Kauffman in describing this event: “When a network or

system reaches the condition of combinatorial optimization there is a

‘combinatorial explosion’ (Kauffman, 1995, p. 126). This critical

transition takes place at the tipping point where quantitative change

suddenly leads to qualitative change” (Taylor, 2001, p. 148). The

tipping point is analogous to the self-organized criticality of Bak

(1996) or Kauffman’s edge of chaos (1995), in a system operating far

from equilibrium.

Analysis showed that the leadership at QP effectively

destabilized the firm’s old attractors and generated multiple, local,

new attractors, but within the existing boundary conditions of QP’s

founding values. The new attractors were effectively primed with new

conversational themes, aligning words, and emblematic tagging. As

these local attractors aggregated, transformation on an organizational
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scale began to be experienced. This was manifested in generalized

behavioral and attitudinal changes among members, epitomized by an

increased sense of ownership and accountability for the organization’s

operation as a whole. Undesigned phenomena emerged, such as

spontaneous team formation for problem solving, or workers taking

personal responsibility for time- and money-saving measures. There

was even the bottom-up development of a production cell

arrangement that totally broke the old symmetries of assembly line

production and traditional job descriptions, and spanned

environmental boundaries in new ways. This revolution might have

been extremely difficult, if not impossible, to mandate by top down

design without destructive consequences.

The role of QP’s leaders in the destabilization of old attractors,

and the generation of new ones within familiar boundaries, allowed

for the aggregation of small, bottom up changes. Direction from QP’s

leadership enabled qualitative transformation with minimal

destructiveness, e.g., letting very few long-time members go who

could not adjust to the change.
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Evidence at QP of systemic transformation and the climate of

ongoing adaptive change, along with the simultaneous maintenance of

a strong sense of organizational identity, fits the CAS metaphor and

attractor construct analysis. The mechanisms driving the highly

successful change from a firm with a conventional manufacturing to

one with a dynamically flexible configuration, i.e., a complex

adaptive system, would be more difficult to explain using more

traditional organizational theories.

Analysis of the negative change experience of the research

organization called BASIC also applied the attractor construct to

describe the consequences of the attempted imposition of a TQM-

related program that this study characterized as a simulated attractor.

The program had a stated purpose of creating new alignment between

the parent firm and BASIC researchers; however, the change attempt

immediately triggered an unpredicted, powerful, and unwelcome new

attractor of resistance. Destabilization occurred, along with boundary

destruction; the resistance attractor that formed was not what was

planned.
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Patching Analysis

The construct of patching was then used to describe how a few

instances of spontaneous coordination of optimizing measures, among

members of diverse attractors, enabled BASIC members to achieve

some small measures of unplanned coevolutionary adaptation, even if

not the alignment that the mandated change initiative had called for.

This strategy enabled members to retain what they believed to be their

threatened identity, while adapting to pressures to cooperate more

effectively.

Although the patching efforts at BASIC were highly localized,

scanty, and not always recognized, the patching construct allows

analysis of paradoxical or contradictory effects, since self-

optimization of individual diverse units can lead to combinatorial

optimization, or system level benefits for the entire firm. Patching

works best if given optimal amounts of communicative interaction,

itself provided by just the right mix of loose and tight coupling. Under

these conditions, global benefits can emerge even without planned

alignment among units. Leadership’s role in patching is that of
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creating favorable conditions, thus allowing and enabling coadaptive

evolution to occur, rather than insisting on designing some

preordained outcome of alignment or integration.

Spontaneous Complex Behavior

Analysis showed that BASIC members rejected the ETL

initiative that was characterized in this study as a prefabricated,

superimposed pseudo-attractor that had been mandated by the parent

firm as the desired pattern of change. The unpredicted generation of a

resistance attractor then emerged from members’ response, with

various unintended and negative consequences. In spite of this, some

members, recognizing the value of the purpose behind the aborted

change attempt, eventually spontaneously patched across differing

attractor walls, selectively using tools and strategies from the largely

rejected change initiative. In this way, BASIC members devised ways

to achieve some combinatorial optimization, i.e., some mutually

beneficial, i.e., coevolutionarily adaptive, changes in relation to the

parent firm, without jeopardizing their own organizational identity.
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The change experience at BASIC, although very different from

that of QP, demonstrates the relevance of CSS analysis to naturally

occurring dynamical processes in organizations. The relevance of CSS

metaphors and analogies exists, even when the spontaneous processes

appear to have negative outcomes, and even in organizations that

cannot be characterized as effective complex adaptive systems,

creatively operating far from equilibrium.

The Significance of CSS for Studying Organizational Change

Because the discoveries that are being made daily in CSS are

grounded in evolutionary contingency, they may not appeal to

controlling organizational interests that are often grounded in a

scientific management type of mastery (O’Toole, p.176). Managers

and leaders feel accountable for controlling their organizations, and it

has been a difficult and counter-intuitive challenge for leaders to have

faith in naturally occurring processes, rather than to depend on expert

estimates of the outcomes of managed operations. It is likely to appear

irresponsible to someone who is looked to for leadership to be asked

to “put your faith in the process––not your estimate of the final
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outcome,” as chaos author James Gleick is said to advise (Lewin &

Regine, 2000, p. 27).

Organizations feeling the pressure for ongoing change in a

turbulent environment, however, may find a challenging kind of

reassurance in seeing how CSS analyses of naturally occurring

processes in other types of open systems can be applied

metaphorically to organizations. CSS analysis shows that these

processes will spontaneously occur, even in organizations that have

not managed to achieve the dynamical poise, agility, and resilience of

a complex adaptive system operating far from equilibrium. Any

attempted organizational change can destabilize existing customs,

generate new patterns of behavior, and/or provoke powerful

resistance, all by activating system attractors and their power to self-

organize both desirable and undesirable behaviors. Patching may offer

a strategy for cooperation even when conflicting constraints among

entities or units structured around diverse attractors appear

unresolvable.

Leaders Prime Attractors Through Communication
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Since attractor activation, or priming, occurs within boundary

conditions, and is driven by communicative interaction such as shared

conversational themes and verbal and nonverbal priming, leaders need

not be at the mercy of inevitable processes beyond their control, but

may direct and influence them. Leaders who understand how such

spontaneous processes emerge have the opportunity to direct and

influence a positive course of bottom up change through such

processes, through strategies such as tagging, as the analysis of QP’s

experience shows.

Conversely, leaders who attempt to override or control such

processes from the top down may run up against unforeseen negative

responses, including resistance to change initiatives, as the analysis of

BASIC demonstrates. Since communicative interaction among agents

drives attractors; the leader can influence and direct such local

interaction through priming and tagging attractors both with aligning

words and with nonverbal emblemization, and by establishing

boundary conditions, e.g., with a clear mission, that enable desirable

attractor emergence.
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Implications for Further Research

This study has focused on the primary role of communication in

CAS mechanisms and interaction strategies. CSS constructs offer

other approaches to analyzing organizational activity; however, the

underlying role of communication is implicit in any CSS analysis.

For instance, a recent article published the results of a large

study of highly successful health care units, characterizing them as

CAS (Nelson et al, 2002) The researchers looked at effective clinical

microsystems, i.e., “the small, functional front-line units that provide

most health care to most people” (p. 473). An analytical focus on the

types of local interactions observed in the units’ organizational

features of structure, focus, and pattern, (as suggested by Capra

[1996]) allowed common successful characteristics to emerge. The

mechanisms underlying such local interactions within CAS prove to

be communication-driven and suggest fertile opportunities for further

research by communication scholars.

Limitations of Study Point to Future Research
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The way to future research, indeed, is suggested by the very

limitations of this current study, since it has dealt with only one major

CSS metaphorical model, that of CAS, and with two analogies drawn

from lower level constructs of CAS. Even then, this discussion has

only touched on a few of the possibilities for organizational analysis

using this model or the two constructs. For instance, the intricate

relationship between communicative interaction and the ratio of loose

and tight coupling within and/or between organizations, with regard to

patching and the coevolutionary adaptation among such units, has

only been touched on here. Many other case studies could shed light

on the creative possibilities of patching, e.g., in relation to numerous

existing concepts of organizational theory, e.g., boundary spanning

activities, or types or organizational design that might be congenial to

patching strategies.

The concept of patching, as developed by Kauffman (1995), is

grounded in his seminal work on landscapes, which, for reasons of

conceptual clarity, were only briefly described earlier. Fitness

landscapes are the (rugged or smooth) arenas created by competition
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and cooperation among entities, in which mutually beneficial

coadaptive evolution may occur. Complexity catastrophes (McKelvey,

1999) may also occur, however, such as isolation on a fitness peak,

with nowhere to go but down, a dead end situation relevant and no

doubt unpleasantly familiar to many faltering organizations in a

competitive environment, and an idea offering further fruitful ground

to organizational analysts.

Other Avenues

Other CSS constructs offer inviting avenues for study in areas

such as organizational or political leadership, e.g., with the

metaphorical analysis of strategies such as tagging by leaders to prime

the emergence of new behavior patterns. CSS analyses of

organizational management could also provide a more developed

picture of the intricate, far from equilibrium dance between top down

direction from leadership and bottom up generation of innovation

from local interaction.

A fast-developing area of research on emergent network

formation has sprung from CSS understandings. The phenomenon of
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scale-free network formation and function, e.g., as seen in the

burgeoning Internet, is informed by such CSS principles as self-

organization, attractor emergence and path dependence as seen in

hubs, and so on (Barabasi, 2002). Studies of emergent networks,

grounded in CSS, will undoubtedly provide new ways of looking at

the activities in and among organizations, especially in an age of

global communication.

As communication and connections among individuals, groups,

organizations, and nations increase, the need for understanding the

naturally occurring, unplanned dynamics and unintended

consequences of different forms of interaction also increases. Sudden

bifurcations in destabilized complex systems, like Grove’s inflection

point (1996), show that each system, or organization, has a unique

history in which the trajectories following decisions only seem

inevitable after the fact. Sense-making, as Weick reminds us (1979),

is retrospective, and an understanding of how to thoughtfully direct

naturally occurring processes looks more evolutionarily sensible than

trying to predict and dictate their control.
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Evolutionary Contingency

 CSS offers a metaphorical lens, with many richly entailed

constructs, for analyzing and influencing the spontaneously occurring

mechanisms and processes of communication, connection, and

interaction. The evolutionary contingency at the heart of complex

systems science makes it a promising tool for analysts hoping to

understand how to direct complex organizations effectively, even

where control and prediction may no longer be possible.
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